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Agricultural Research Service 
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Woodward, Oklahoma 
..------ ABSTRACT ---.....----, 
For the past several years, we have assessed the impact 
of agricultural management practices on' ground water 
quality of watersheds in various land resource ,areas of 
Oklahoma and Texas. Typical� the watersheds (1.6-6 ha) 
encompi185 a wide r�nge of soils and managements. 
Treatments include different..crop, grass, tillage, fertilizer, 
pesticide, and grazing practices. Results of water quality 
analyses are presented for 34 ground wa�r wells of shal­
low depth (<20m water table)'that are monitored sea· 
sonally ort ttle watersheds. Topics considered Include the 
impacts of soluble nitrogen and phosphorus, irrigation 
suitability, sulfa'te and chloride, salinity, pe,sticides, and 
oiUgas development. Results are related to agricultural 
management practices, existing geology. and where ap­
plicable, past and present petroleum production. In some 
locations, local geology and intense early date oilfield 
activity are reflected in high levels of sulfate and chloride, 
respectively. However, with few exceptions, farming and 
ranching activiti$s were found to have limited impact on 
ground water quali� 
INTRODUCTION 
T he Southwest, representing a '48St· expanse of farming 
and ranching activities, continues to experiehce increas­
ing rural and urban demands on Its water supplies! Conse­
quently. the neetl has intensified for more detailed infor­
mation on ground' water supplies assdciated with 
agricultural management practices. Such information has 
a direct bearing on the environmental and economic 
wellbeing of the area. For several years part of our re­
search has been to assess the impact of agricultural prac­
tices on ground water quality of watersheds in major land 
resource areas of Oklahoma and Texas. Presented here 
are results for 34 shallow wells ( < 20 m water table depth) 
that are monitored periOdically on watersheds in the Cross 
T imbers (Cl), Reddish Prairie (RP), and Rolling Red Plain 
(RRP) major land resource areas. 
AREAS AND METHODS 
T he locations of the approximately 30 watersheds (1.6-
6 ha (4-15 acre) size) on which water quality was deter· 
mined, and the· major land resource areas In Which they 
occur are indicated in Figure 4. Principal geologic and 
management features of the locallons, � they relate to 
ground water quality studies, are given Jn Table 1. Within 
each major land reso.urce area, the watersheds represent 
characteristic settings where ground water quality may-be 
affected by changes in-land use and management prac­
tices. 
Typically, the watersheds encompass- a wide range of 
soils 8J1d management treatments. Treatments Include dif· 
ferent crop, grass, tillage, fertilizer, pesticide, and grazing 
practices. Water table depths generally range trom � to 
20 m, with the watershed wells sampled 'On a seasonal 
basis. Additional detaila about the wQ.tersheds .and wells. 
may be found in previous publications.(Naney and Smith, 
1983; Naney et al. 1 984; Smith et.al. 1983): 
All well samples for chemical analysis were tefrigerated 
at 0-4°C. Chemical· analyse�; for. hitrate-N and ammo­
nium-N were made using standard methods descril;>ed in 
the Federal Water Pollution Control manual (U.S. Dep. 
Inter. 1971). Water soluble P was determined by the mo­
lybdenum-blue method described by Murphy and Riley 
(1962). Calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), and sodium (Na), 
used to obtain sodium percentages for irrigation suitability, 
were determined by atomic absorption. Sulfate was deter­
mined by turbidimetry, chloride by the specific ion elec­
trode, and specific conductance by the wheatstone 
bridge. Samples were sent to the Oklahoma Department 
of Agriculture State Laboratory for pesticide analysis, 
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Figure 1.-Locatlon-. of nonpolnt source water quality moni­
toring wells within major land resource areas In Oklahoma 
and Texas. 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Publications by the U.S. EnvironrflentafProtection Agency 
(1973, 1976) and Sawyer and· McCarty (1967) were used 
as guides for water quality �tanaards. · · · 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nitrogen and Phosphorus 
Soluble N (nitrate and ammonium) and P contents, con­
sipered to reflect any possible fertilizer contaminants in 
the wells, are given in Table 2. Ranges of the values indi­
cate few high concentrations associated with nitrate-N 
(typically < 10 mg/L). However, some exceptionally high 
soluble P contents ( > 5,000 "'g/L) associated with wells 
from the Chickasha and El Reno wheatlands are present. 
Like soluble P, some high ammonium-N contents ( > 3 mg/ 
L) were also observed. For both situations, though, this 
was only true for certain instances in 1979 and 1980. 
Overall, the data in Table 1 indicate nitrate-N contents 
within the acceptable limits.of 10 and 1001ng/L for human 
and livestock consumption, respectively.· Ammonium.N 
levels above 2.5 mg/L, harmful to fish, and soluble-P lev­
els above 10 ILg/L, sufficient·for"9utrophication, were ob­
s�rva:t in certain instances. lninost cases, the·high am­
monlum-N and ·soluble.$ contenfs were, traced to 
impfoperly in:;talled and maintained·well casings that al­
lowed surface: runoff from agriculfural�.tields and farm­
steads to flow directly Jnto the wells. Improved well protec-' 
tio11 techniques ,elimin�ted this problem and reduced 
ammonium-N artcrsoluble-P1o more'adceptable levels� 
The .ammonium-'N, concentrations '> 3 mg/L ar certain 
farmsteads and the solubre-P·cQhcentrations ::> 5000 "'g/L 
. 
in wells under fertilized ·ana gra2ed wheatlields empha­
sized the need for car� in ·well ip�tallation and rpainte­
nance. A proper well seal "is essen\ial to prevent direct 
surface flow contamination into the annulus between 
borehole and well casing. 
Irrigation Suitability 
Both present and potential irrigation well development ex­
ist in the alluvium and sandy lands of the Chi�kasha, Fort 
Cobb, and Woodward watersheds. Therefore, "Special at­
tention was given to suitability of well water quality for 
irrigation purposes. When planning irrigatio'n peyelcip­
ment, several physical and chemical factors such as rain­
fall distribution, irrigation water applied, soil drainage, and 
soil chemical properties must be considered in addition to 
water quality. Various techniques.exist for determinilig,tHe. 
suitability of water for irrigation (Hagin and Tucker, 1982; 
Richards, 1954); a simple sodium. percentage-specific 
conductance relationship ·(Davis, 1955) lias bl;ferf used 
here. 
The results in Figure 2 were obtained by combining the 
Ca, Mg, Na and conductance data from Chickasha, 
Ft. Cobb, ahd Woodward watershed wells with additional 
data from the ·lf.S. Geological Survey. No attempt was 
made to assess the vJatef quality 9riteria for development' 
ofirrigation from the El Reno wells because, local geology 
precl1,1ded ground water irrigation. .., 
Tw�nty-fjve ,wells on the Chickasha,. ft: Cobb, and: 
Woodward watersheds were shown to be• of �satisfactory 
irrigation quality, while· four wells yielded water that was� 
doubtful forirrigation use, and two were classified as'Un-
Table .t.�PrJnc:Jpll watEU'SIIecl features:related to ground water qualltystlldles for NPS assellslru�nt. 
"Drilled 
depth Major 
l.ocltion LRA h Wells (m) Land Use 
Chickasha 'RP&CT 1 2  1 0-40 Native grass, wheat . 
• 
EI'Reho 
'
RP 1 0  1 0-25 Native grass, wneat, 
grain sorghum 
Ft. Cobb RRP&CT 2 1 5-30 Peanuts & grain 
sorghum 
Woodward "'RAP 10 3-9 Improved grasses 
and alfalfa 
Geologic 
Age 
Quaternary 
Quaternary 
Permian 
Permian 
Quaterpary 
Perrpian 
Quaternary 
Permian 
" 
St��lgraphy 
Terrace deposits 
&alluvium 
· 
Terrace deposits 
El Reno group 
Cloud Chief 
formation 
Whitehorse 
El Reno group 
Alluvium 
Whitehorse group 
Terrace deposits 
IJ'(hitehorse group 
Lithology 
Sand & gravel, 
Sand & gravel 
Shale & Sandstone 
Gypsum, shale and 
sandstope 
' 
S\ind & Silt 
Sandstone ' I  
,sand & gravel 
Shale & sandstone 
Table 2.-Rang� In nutrient concentrations In ground water sempled at four nonpolnt source monitoring areas 
fro{l1 1979-84 In Oklahoma as affected by land us'\. 
Monitor well No. of 'Nitrate N Soluble P Ammonium N 
Location LRA wells (mg/L) (�tg/L) (rng/L)"' 
Chickasha 
EIReno 
Woodward 
EIReno 
Ft. Cobb 
Chickasha 
EIReno 
Ft. Cobb 
Chickasha 
RP&CT 
RP 
RAP 
RP 
RRP&CT 
RP&CT 
RP 
Rf\P & Ct 
RP&T 
2 
4 
1 0  
3 
1 
5 
3 
3 
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Native grasses 
o:os-o.9o 6-243 0.01-1 :99 
0.20-1 . 1  0-641 0.00-0.33 
Improved grasses an� alfalfa, 
0.08-1 6.0 4-89 0.0-0.42 
Grain sorghum 
0.10-8.8 8-63 0.0-0.;41 
1 .87-2.1 101-103 0.0-0.04. 
Wheat 
0.09-4. 1 ' ,4-8,1 83, D.0-2.83 
0.20-2.1 0-5,299 0.0-0.42 
Peanut' 
0.0-0.7 22.:.25 0.0-0. 1 7  
Farmstead 
0. 1 7-1 8.4 0-87 u.o:..3.30. 
su itable. On the whole, water from the wells was satisfac­
tory for irr igatioh purposes . 
Sulf,te and Chloride 
Contents of these chemical constituents are g iven in Table 
3. Sulfate contents as h igh as 2,390 mg /L were observed 
and, unl ike ammon ium-N and soluble-P, generally in­
cre�ed frQ1Tl1 979 to 1 981 for the Ch ickasha area water­
sheds. These h igh sulfate contents ( > 250 mg /L is the 
recommended domestic stan dard l im it) are associated 
with the natural geology and not with agricultural manage ­
ment practices. The contents arise from gypsum (CaS 04 · 
2H20) and epsom ite (MgS04 · 7H20) common to the as­sociated Perm ian Red Beds and their weathering prod­
ucts.'-
The relat ively h igh solut ion of· gyps iterrous mate rials 
with in the local geology resulted in conduct iv it ies of some 
well water samples as bigh as 1 ,500 p.mhos /cm. In fact, 
variation of electrical conductiv ity paralleled that of sulfate 
content, and may be explained by the relationsh ip be­
tween conduct iv ity and d issolved sol ids (Reeves and 
M iller, 1 978). Seasonal changes in sulfate contents of the 
wells have ,been related to fluctuat ions in rainfall and 
ground water levels (Naney and Sm ith, 1 983). 
Typ ically, chloride �ell contents were low ( < 50 mg /L) 
for all land uses on the watersheds. The h igh chloride 
values in Table 3 were observed in it ially after well comple­
t ion only and are attributect·to some chloride .salts in the 
Permian Red Beds. Therefore, the lower range values are 
more representat ive. Unl ike sulfate, the natural geology 
appears to -contribute l ittle chloride to the ground water. 
For the most part, chloride levels are well b elow the do­
mestic recommended standard l im it of 250 mg/L. 
Sdlinity and Livestock 
H ighly sal ine waters' are well known to cause harmful os­
motic effects, and to exert spec if ic toxicit ies on l ivestock. 
The chem ical const ituents include mainly the metals Ca, 
Mg, and Na, and the nonmetals sulfate, chloride and b i­
carbonate, with the results expressed as total soluble 
salts. A simple esti"ilate of total soluble salts may be ob­
tained by multiplying the well water conduct iv it ies (F ig. 2) 
by an appropriate factor (Sawyer and McCarty, 1 967). Us­
ing the factor 0.65, soluble salt contents were generally far 
below 2,000 mg /L by th is method. From the standpoint of 
salin ity and osmot ic effects, waters w ith < 3,000 mg /L so l-
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Figure 2.-Chart depleting irrigation suitability of ground 
waters in the Chickasha, Ft. Cobb, and Woodward areas, 
based on average concentrations; modified from Davis, 
1955. 
GROUND VVATI;,R QUALITY 
uble salts are sat isfactory for Jivestock under al rnost any 
cond it iona. Consequently, sal in ity� of t�e well waters is con­
s idered t6  pose no particular l ivestock problems. 
Pesticides 
Various pestic ides at the recommended rates have 'been 
appl ie 'd to certain watersheds. Therefore, detection of re­
sidual p estic ides in the associated ground waters was in­
vestigated. Water samples from two wells each at the Fort 
Cobb (peanut and grain sorghum watersheds), El Reno 
(wheat and improved practice grassland watersheds) and 
Woodward (wheat and v irg in grassland watersheds) loca­
t ions were analy�ed tor organochloride, orga!)ophos­
phate, and phenoxy pestic ide residues. In every c.�se, the 
pest ic ide res idue contents were below the l im its of analyti­
cal detections ( < O.Q1 ppb) . Hence, persistent pestic ide 
res idues are cons idered to pose no problems in the wells. 
Oil and Gas Development 
The ground water wells are located in an area of major o il 
and gas developme nt. puring 1 982, a peak develogment 
year, the total number of o il and gas wells drilled was, by 
county: Caddo, 1 88; Canad ian, 302; Grady, 1 62; and 
Woodward, 109 (Arndt, 1 985). As noted earl ier (Naney 
and Sm ith, 1 983), h igh 'chloride contents (> 2,000 mg /L) 
were determ ined in two observat ion ground water wells 
located down grad ient from the Cement o ilf ield in Grady 
County, Oklahoma ·. Th is impact on water qual ity appears 
to be related locally to abandoned pract ices and o il wells 
developed during the 1 930's. Samples of ground -water 
wells in the vic inity of current-o il wel ls ind icate no water 
qual ity problems (Table 4). 
Also during 1982, over a 3-month dril l ing and installa­
t ion of a gas well, surface water qual ity was mon itored 
above and below the construct ion site. The results, g iven 
in Table 4, show no effect on surface water qual ity. Ther� 
fore, current data ind icate technology e xists that allows 
petroleum drill ing and product ion act iv it ies to be con­
ducted without pos ing part icular water qual ity hazards .  
Spec if ic exceptions may occur when available technology 
is not used. 
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Table 3.-Range In sulfate an(t chloride concentrations In ground wiRer sampled at tout nonpolnt source monitoring areas. 
from 1979-84 In Oklahoma as affected by land uS.. · 
MonitOr No. of Sulfate Chloride 
Well location • LRA • wells (mg/L) (mg/L) 
} 
--------.---- Native grasse's ,..._�-----,------' 
Chickasha· RP&CT 
EIRe110 RP 
Woodward RAP 
EIReno RP 
Ft. Cobb RRP&CT 
Chickasha FiP & c'r 
Elf!te11o RP '· 
Ft. cQ�b ,RRf' & 9T 
•' 
Chickasha RP. &CT 
( 
2 
4 
131-1,212 6-34 
52-870 11-1,029 
.------.---- Improved grasses and alfalfa --------
10 22-1,935 6-427 
------------ Graln so�hum �·------------
24-59�· 28-633 3 
1 54-55 �13 
----------- wgem -----�-����---
5 
3 
• 12-1,708 
33-1,551 
1S.:.99 
'6-796 
---------------- Peanut ---------------• 
12-15 3-4 
---------------- Farm.�ead, -----------------
1 0-2,390 3;-45' 3 
.�ble 4.-Water quallty,'lllummary for,ereaalmpacted by petroleum field developments nea� the Chlck�sha waters�eds. 
Monitor -Nit'11teN Ammonlurn-N 
sites Period mg/� mg/L 
�1 .. 1�7;4-84 O-Q.0,86 0-.21 
Above gas well site2 1982 0.06 0.04 
Below gas well site2' 1982 0.06 0.04 
'Geometric range values for nearbY ground water Wells. 
2Average ol26 aurfal:e water samplings O)lllr a 3-mpnth period during gas well construction. 
>..I 
124 
Soi P Sulfate 
l'g/L mg/L 
9-16 114-317 
17 21 
19 22 
Chloride 
�·mg/L. 
� 16;-3� 
16 , 
14 
•' 
"' 
E. cond. 
l'mhoS)cm 
630-807 
522 
546 
' 
MONITORING THE EFFECTS TO THE GROUND WATER SYSTEM 
ATTRIQUTABLE TO AGRICI)LTURAL PRACTICES 
CLARK GREGORY KIM�ALL 
South Oakota D,epartment of Water and Natural Resources 
Pierre, South Dakota 
....------- ABSTRACT ----...., 
A 10-y&ar study to evaluate the effect of three conserva­
tion practices-fertilizer management, pesticide manage­
ment, and conservation tillage-on both surface· and 
ground water is underway in South Dakota. The area of 
study is in the lakes region, of t�e glaciated part of the 
State. Glacial till and outwash �eologic environments are 
included. Excessive nutrients have been identified in both 
wells and lakes. Field monitoring sites from ,a to 32 ha 
have been selected with and without consecvation prac­
tices and with and without farming. Monitoring design has 
oeen carefully integratea with the site geology and instru­
mentation is extensive. Surface and ground water are 
monitored by· sampling for laboratory analysis and by 
testing in situ. Nutrient and pesticide concentrations are 
determioed. Soil moistures are measured and soil sam­
ple extractions analyzed for nutrients to ascertain soil wa­
ter chemistry and flux rates and their contribution to 
ground water. All dat� 'are filed in a data management 
system that can be manip1Jiated as desired. Instrumenta­
tion of all field sites' is not yet�omplete. Initial test results 
indicate both defil"lite arfd relatively rapid response: ef­
fects on ground water quality, in some cases, from both 
nutrients and one pesticide. Results ti'ave·both limited 
value and dependability due to the small number of data 
collected to date. 
INTRODUCTION 
Elevated nutrient levels in the lakes and excess nitrogen 
in the ground water are being attributed to nonpoint 
source pollution from farming activities, specifically, runoff 
and leaching from farm fields. 
Oakwood Lakes and Lake Poinsett were designated 
208 Water Quality Study Areas in 1 976 to study the impair­
ment to the lakes from excessive nutrients . Later the two 
areas were combined to form a Water Quality Project to 
implement best management practices (BMP's) " through 
the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Services 
(ASCS) Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP). Accep­
tance of the area as a Rural C lean Water Program 
(RCWP) was received in October 1 981 . The goal of the 
RCWP is to implement BMP 's to all eviate water quality 
impairment and carry out general chemical and physical 
monitoring to d ocument results. Prior to completion of the 
RCWP monitoring strategy the' project was recommended 
for a 1 o-year Comprehensive Monitoring and Evaluation 
Project, granted in October 1 982. This Project is to quanti­
tatively d ocument the effectiveness of BMP 's. 
The Oakwood Lakes-Poinsett Project is located within 
the glacial lakes region of east central South Dakota and 
encompasses 42,480 ha (1 06,200 acres), 26, 1 1 0  ha 
(65,275 acres) of which are cropland (corn, soybe "ans, and 
small grain). The project area is partially·located in Brook­
ings, Hamlin, and Kingsbury counties approximately 
95.5 km (60 mi les) north of Siou x Fal ls. Within the project 
area are three lakes and portions of three others. Lake 
Poinsett, the largest natural lake in South Dakota, Oak-
. wood Lakes, and Lake Albert are wholly within the project 
area. Lake St. John, Dry Lake, and Thisted Lake are par­
tially within the projec t area (Fig. 1 ). Lake Poinsett and 
Oakwood Lakes serve as the focal point for many recrea­
tional activities. The shallow glacio-fluvial aquifer in this 
area is the Big Siou x Aquifer. 
The water quality of these lakes shows fligh n utrient 
levels in excess of State Water Quality Standards. The 
high nutrient levels and subsequent algal blooms, oxygen 
depletion with associated fishkills, ammonia approaching 
toxic levels, and excessi ye aquatic macrophytes impair 
recreation in the lakes. The high suspended solids and 
phosphate levels found in the intermittent streams indi : 
cate that a nonpoint sol.jrce problem exists in this water­
shed. The lakes are phosphorus limited based on th e typi­
cal 1 5: 1 nitrogen to phosphorus ratio. 
Within the Big Siou x River basin the Big Siou x aquifer is 
the major source of potable water, supplying 32 percent of 
the State's popu lation. From the State Department of Wa­
ter and Natural Resources, Office of Drinking Water files, 
27 percent of 861 private wells in Brookings and Hamlin .. 
Oakwood Lakes -· Poinsett Project 
Rural Clean Water Program 
Legend 
-Q- US.H�hMY 
--a-- sa ... HtQhMw' 
--o-- PaoMd County Roed 
------ � Aoed 
....: ... : ... 't � 
Figure 1 .-0akwood Lakes-Polnsett Project Rural Clean 
Water Program. 
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counties (wherein a portion of the project lies) showed 
nitrate levels that exceed ed ·  EPA's standard for drinking 
-�ater of 10 mg/L nitrate as nitrogen. 
The BMP's chosen to counter the surface water prob­
lem are conservation tillage to keep sediment-transported 
contaminants on the fields, and fertilizer management to 
manage nitrogen and phosphorus application rates and 
timing. Pesticide management is also being stressed in 
response to typically increased use of pesticides associ­
ated with the im plementation of management tillage. 
The Big Sioux aquifer is relatively shallow and some of 
its overlying soils are thin and quite permeable. This aqui­
fer is potentially contaminable, and, based . on e xist ing 
data for nitrate in ground water, contamination may al­
ready be underway. The project faces a twofold question: 
(1) is the nitrogen e xcess in ground water attributable to 
farming o perations; and (2) will the im plementation of con­
servation tillage and other approved BMP's affect nitrogen 
and pesticide levels in the shallow ground water system ? 
M qreQver, will the effect be positive or negative, that is, will 
conservation tillage increase or decrease water-related 
90ntaminant transport to the subsurface? A modeling 
study of tillage alternatives stated that conservation tillage 
techniques reduced percolation and leaching (Crowder at 
al. 1984). However, a recent article on conservation tillage 
in Ohio indicated that conservation tillage may have in­
creased pesticides and possibly nitrogen input to ground 
water (Agrichem. Age, 1 984). 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
Non-bedrock aquifers in eastern South Dakota are glacial 
outwash deposits from the Pleistocene Glacial Epoch. 
Within the project area, the surficial deposits are Wiscon­
sin stage glaciation, specifically, the Cary (late Wisconsin) 
and Iowan (early Wisconsin) substage till, loess, and out­
wash of thicknesses up to 1 22-1 53 m (400-500 ft.). The 
Cary outwash is the thickest. Its morphology is .that of a 
valley train outwash that forms along the margin of a gla­
cier as it melts and recedes. Long, relatively thin, sinuous 
deposits of sand and gravel of variable thickness and ar­
eal extent result. 
Three outwash aquifer systems exist in the area and are 
referred to as the surficial, intermediate, and basal aqui­
fers. Connections between these aquifers occur in some 
instances, but are not reliably known. The Big Siou x aqui­
fer is the surficial aquifer of greatest importance because 
of its high quality water, accessibility, and thickness. The 
other two aquifers are at a great enough de pth that this 
project is not directly concerned with them. 
The till in the area is of a silty clay texture with some to 
little sand and gravel, its high clay content deriving from its 
parent material, the Pierre shale. The tills of different sub­
stages are indistinguishable from one another. The major 
part of the project area is covered with till, hence, it is of 
considerable interest to the overall effort and direction of 
the monitoring program. 
Topographically, the area is relatively flat; end moraines 
are subdued and gently rolling. Areas of ice disintegration 
structures ; kames, and collapsed or stratified drift exhibit 
somewhat more expression but are still low relief. 
Streams in the area are influent (lack ground water re­
charge) and thus are intermittent in nature, flowing only in 
times of excessive preci pitation, or snow melt. The natural 
waterbodies are ground water lakes of glacial origin. 
MONITORING STRATEGY 
Monitoring objectives are to quantitatively describe the 
physical and chemical characteristics and the distribution 
and movement of water and nutrients within the natural 
system of a working farm field. The system is described to 
evalu ate the e ffects conservation tillage, fertilizer man­
agement, and pesticide management have had in terms of 
nitrogen and pesticide movement through the soil profile 
to the ground water, and in terms of nutrient delivery to the 
lake. 
To accom plish the objectives, the monitoring strategy is 
designed to be site specific, with the e xception of some 
ongoing tributary and lake sampling. The site-specifi c ap­
proach is desirable for two reasons : (1) the project area is 
too large to monitor as an entire unit, and (2) site-specific 
monitoring increases the probability of detecting land use­
effected changes in water quality. 
The site-s pecific monitoring will be accom plished with 
10  field sites; 8 -32 ha (20 -80 acres) in size. Nine of the 
field sites are working farm fields and one is unfarmed. Of 
the nine farmed fields two are control sites, farmed with­
out the BMP's which are being evaluated. Although the 
rapid infiltration of a sandy outwash is expected to be the 
most probable means of introducing nitrogen to the su b­
surface, both till and outwash sites are monitored. 
A master site has been establ ,ished as an experimental 
site to add re plication ·and control to the monitoring effort 
of the soil profile. The master site is worked as a farm 
field, but various treatments are restricted to plot size ar­
eas 5.5 m x 10.5 m (18 ft x 35 ft), thereby allowing more 
control over the input variables: three treatment levels of 
fertilizer application, three tillage practices (moldboard 
plow, chisel plow, and no till), and strict control of pesticide 
application. Only the soil profile is being monitored since 
the close mutual proximity of the plots means that ground 
water sam ples would not be separable based on the treat­
ments beneath the plots. Berming and other control mea­
sures preclude runoff at the site which therefore is not 
monitored. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
To collect the data, various instrumentation mu st be in 
place. Ten to 20 piezo!lleters per site are used -to d e,ter­
mine hydraulic head, flow direction, and gradients, an d to 
collect ground water sam ples. Piezometers are con­
structed of PVC pipe joined by threaded pipe cou plings 
with 91 -152 em (3-5 ft) screens. As the need arises, flush 
joint pi pe and screen are also used. At a majority of the 
locations piezomete{s are nested (one location with two to 
four wells screened at different depth interyals). 
Tensiometers to determine soil matric potential ar� in­
stalled at the field sites in banks of five tensiometers at 
30 em (1 ft) intervals from 3 0-1 52 em (1 -5 ft). Matric po­
tential determines the gradient and direction of movement 
in the soil profile . 
Access tubes through which neutron probes can be in­
troduced determine percent soil moisture to depths of 
3.7 m (1 2 ft). Neutron probe tubes are i nstalled at the 
same locations as tensiometers to com plement data col­
lected. 
H -flumes outfitted with still wells and water level re ­
corders monitor surface flow. Flow actuated sam pling -de­
vices com plete the surface water flow instrumentation. 
The monitoring system design began early in the proj ­
ect as a preliminary drilling program to identify areas geo­
logically favorable for monitoring. Because of abundsmt till 
in the project area the preliminary drilling was to delineate 
outwash areas with shallow depth to ground water. Based 
on information from iarge-scale glacial maps, the prelimi­
nary drilling was accom plished with a rotary drill rig , Cross 
sections were developed and potential areas for monitor­
ing were identified. 
lan Qow,J.letrs were contacted within these potential ar­
eas to dj)t�rmine their-attitude toward a monitoring site on 
their fie lds. 'It favqrable, permission to drill was obtained. 
SecQnd ph !U\e .d_ri lling determined the geo logy of each 
site . and installed approximate ly three wells per site to 
estimate rqugh ly Jhe ,  ground water f low direction. Dri lling 
.and -logglr,lg .pf the ho les proceeded with two dri ll rigs : a 
standarp• flight a1..19er rig,· and a, hollow f light auger rig, 
which .took , split spoon . samples every 1 .5 m (5 ft) . Wells 
w�re inst�l�d with the hollow f light au!;jer rig through the 
center of the auger, backfi lled-with grave� pack, or allowed 
to cay� as Q natural grave l pack, to 30 em (1 ft) above the 
screerl. Each well was then sealed with bentonite and 
spoils to the surface. As site-specific information became 
avai lab l�, newly .constructed crQSS sections determined 
the feasibi lity of monitoring and possib le locations for fu­
ture monitoring wells. 
Ttte las t phase of site dri lling was primari liy to install the 
finat array of monitoring wells and to fill in information 
gaps Jhat may have ·deveJoped during cross section gen­
eration. Based on. cross sections deve loped from second 
phase dri lling and estimates of ground water f low direc­
tions from in-place wells, the ground water monitoring sys ­
tem was design ,ed. Wells were p laced in strata that he ld 
the most potential for chemical change caused by surficia l 
activities, or near surface water table conditions. Vertical 
p lacement was intended to intercept downward moving 
contaminants and describe and predict the vertical  distri­
bution of contaminants within the system. Wells were 
p laced both upgradient and downgradient of the site of 
interest; and where consent was obtained, in the field it­
self. 
Tensiometer banks and neutron probe access tubes lie 
near well nests to corre late resu lts and determine re­
charge through the soi l profi le to the ground water system. 
Two to three banks of tensiometers with neutron probe 
tu bes exist at each fie ld site. The master site has a bank of 
tensiometers and a neutron probe tube at each p lot. 
DATA COLLECTION 
Weekly to month ly water leve l measurements are taken at 
we lls from which flow directions can be determined and 
horizontal and vertical gradients calcu lated. Bai ldown and 
s lug tests will determine hydrau lic conductivity. 
Physical system monitoring of the soi l profi le at the field 
sites is conducted throughout the growing season from 
spring thaw to fall freeze. Tensiometers are p laced in the 
ground at spring thaw but must be removed soon after the 
ground freezes to avoid damaging the instruments. Neu­
tron probe access tubes remain in p lace all year. Readings 
are taken on a weekly basis during the growing season 
and month ly during the nongrowing season. 
Runoff monitoring at the field sites is storm event 
based. At the time of an event, water leve l recording de­
vices are f low actuated. Water is directed through an H­
f lume equipped with a sti ll well to determine f low volumes. 
Two U.S. weather bureau stations, north of the project 
at Castlewood and south of the project area at Brookings, 
monitor climate. In addition, a recording weather station is 
centrally located within the project area at the master site. 
Weighing tsucket rainfall gauges will be insta lled at two 
fie ld sites to he lp determine rainfall distribution patterns. 
Chemical monitoring of ground water at the field sites is 
conducted on a quarterly basis, with .an additional month ly 
sampling of selected wells at each site. Parameters being 
analyzed are nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, total Kje ldah l nitro­
gen, ch loride, sulfate, tota l hardness (occasionally), total 
alkalinity (occasionally), pesticide scan (complete list of 
pesticides in Tab le 1), pH, water temperature, e lectrical 
conductivity, and disso lved oxygen. 
GROUND WATER QUALITY 
Table 1 .-Pestlcldes to be analyzed under the category of 
pesticide scan. 
2,4-0 
Atrazine 
Lasso (Aiachlor) 
Dual (Metolachlor) 
Sencor (Metribuzin) 
Ambien (Chloramben) 
Sutan 
Furdan 
Methoxochlor 
Endrin 
Counter (Terbufos) 
Parathion 
Banvel (Dicamba) 
Treflan (Trifluralin) 
Bladex (Cyanazine) 
Tordon (Pichloram) 
Eradicane 
Ramrod 
Paraquat 
Toxaphene 
Lindane 
Thimet (Phorate) 
Dyfonate (Fonofos) 
Ground water is samp led in such a way as to assure a 
representative samp le and to preserve the sample integ­
rity before its delivery to the laboratory. After purging the 
well, a pneumatic b ladder pump or a variab le capacity 
double check valve (PVC or Tef lon) bai ler obtains the sam­
p le. Samp le containers are new or laboratory c leaned 
po lyethylene bott les for inorganic parameters and g lass 
with foi l or Tef lon lids for the pesticides. Samples are kept 
cold until de livered to the laboratory (always within 24 
hours). . - Chemical monitoring at the master site is conducted 
once a year in the fall by analyzing soi l samples via the 
e xtraction of water from a soi l s lurry for nitrate, phos­
phorus, and pesticide (depending on the pesticide ap­
plied) contents. 
Soi l profi le chemical monitoring at the field sites is con­
ducted once a year in the fall for nitrates, and in years 3, 4, 
5, 7, and 9 for pesticides. Soi l eores are taken across the 
field at 0.3 m (1 ft) depth increments to 1 .5 m (5 ft) and 
then aggregated by depth. The depth aggregated soil 
samples are analyzed by extracting water from a soi l 
s lurry and then analyzing the extract. 
A nutrient budget emerging from the monitoring data for 
the field sites requires special monitoring to include that 
portion of the nitrogen lost durin g denitrification. This 
monitoring entai ls co llecting ' soi l cores at ttie fie ld sites, 
incubating them in acetylen e for a predetermined time, 
and then analyzing for acetylene conversion to nitrous 
oxide. The conversion takes p lace because of microbial 
action responsib le for denitrificationi From spring thaw un­ti l fall freeze soil cores are collected month ly to twice a 
month 1 based on events affecting soi l moisture leve ls. 
Land use histories at the fie ld sites have been tracked 
as far back as the farmer can remember, and since the 
initial contact, the farmer has been interviewed yearly. 
Feasible land use information will be collected or gener­
ated for the who le project area. Some important land .  use 
parameters inc lude: 
1 .  Land use, irrigated crop, nonirrigated crop; 
3. The predominant soi l mapping units on a field; 
3. BMP's contracted and applied; 
4. P lanting date and residue on field at p lanting ; 
5. Ferti lizer and pesticide types app lied : 
a. quantities applied, 
b. method of application, 
c. date of app lication ; 
6. Tillage methods used : 
a. depth of tillage, 
b. dates of ti llage. 
EVALUATION 
The RCWP participants began implementing BMP's be­
fore monitoring so a comparison of before and after condi ­
tions is not possib le. To attribute effects to BMP's the sites 
must be e xamined in terms of water quality trends that 
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may develop because of BMP's. Fields with BMP's will 
hate to be-compared to ·fields·withqut BMP's and to fields 
that have not been farmed at·..all in a paired watershed 
approach. 
To handle the voluminous amount of data this project 
will generate, a computer data base management system 
has been developed. An existing system is currently being 
modified to accommodate the project nee,ds. It will store 
files ranging from drill logs to water and soil quality data to 
land use parameters, with the ability to merge and manip­
ulate these files for acceptance by the computer statistical 
analysis package· SAS. SAS will be used extensively 
through descriptive statistics, regression analysis, analy­
sis of variance, trend analysis, and graphing and plotting 
for visual interpretation. 
Computer modeling will be an important step in the final 
.evaluation of BMPs' present .and future effects on the 
lakes based on Jield scale studies. Some modeling is al­
ready .underway using the AGNPS model (Bosch et al. 
1983).in a portion of the project area as part of a thesis 
project. Ground"water modeling and edge of field surface 
water modeling will likely play important roles in the evalu­
ation as well. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Since. October 1 982 the.m�jor amount of effort has been 
spent establishing monitoring sites. Seven out of 1 0 sites 
have been established; three have in place, full instrumen­
tation for ground water monitoring. Monitoring has not pro­
�ded long enough for trend analysis nor has it produced 
enough data for statistical comparisons Qetween sites. 
Completed monitoring dalfi are showing drinking water 
standards. for nitrates being exceeded approximately 20 
percent of the time in farm fields as opposed·to 27 percent 
1lOted for domestic wells. The highest mean nitrate con­
centrations are found in ·the outWash, followed by the till, 
followed by sampling done in deep strat� of outwash. Ni­
trate concentrations are highe� in the shallow portions of 
.ttte aquifer and aecrease with· depth. 
Till ·sites are not exempt from nitrate contamination as 
one might gue�s. In fact, C0!1C?en�ratiol'!s as high as 30 mg/ 
L have been recorded. Till system flow seems to be con­
trolled by fracturing within the till rather than movement 
through the silty clay matrix. Outwash sites tend to have 
tM highest proportion of total nitrogei'l as nitrate while till 
sites have a greater proportion of organic and, in some 
cases, ammonia nitrogen. Denitrification studies show 
losses of nitrogen to the atmosJ)here that amount to one­
half to one-third of the total nitrogen applied as fertilizer on 
a yearly basis, implying that nitrogen routing field· scale 
models may underestimate losses from denitrificatibn. 
Pesticides (2,4-D) have been 'detected only orice at very 
low levels, in one field, and that was th� pesticide applied 
to that field the year before. 
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r------ ABSTRACT ---.....l..---. 
Lake.drinking water supplies-arE! particularly .. vulnerable 
to nonpoint sources beca� ot cause-effect relation!' 
ships linkjng watershed characteristics, nutrientJoaping, 
lake eutrophication,. treatment plant dis\urbans:es, an'!_ 
quality of water supp\ied to co�sumers .(Wa�ker, 1983). 
· This paper describes results from the first year of an in­
tensive wafersned and lake monitoring program under-l 
taken by St. Paul Water Utility, MN. The objectives of the 
•program are::"(1) to charac'terize·the limnology of the sup­
ply lakes, (2) to quantify major sources 'Of runoff, .nutri­
-ents, and other .poUutants.reaching the la$es. and (3) to 
id�ntlfy potential control mEtasures for algal-r�l�ted ta�te­
and-odor problems that have developed in recent years. , 
While diversions from other watersheds account for an 
average of 85 percent of the flow through1he lakes, runoff 
and nutrient loadings from local watersheds undergoing 
rapid urban development.IJave. b�OJ.lle increasingly, im­
portant. Site-specific and regional data indicate signifi· 
cant effects of urt:?an Jand · ys�s :qn· runoff "and nutrient 
export. Linked models relate watershed la(ld uses1o Jake 
water quality conditions and Water Utility impacts, ex­
pressed. in terms of tpe frequency of nuisanCe-level alga� 
densities and potential costs of chemicals used for taste­
and-odor control. The models are used to 'estimate the 
impac;ts of existing and future ur6an development in the 
. basin. on lake water quality conditions and treatment 
costs. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes. interim results from a diagnostic 
study of the Vadnais' Chain of Lakes, Minnesota, which 
serves as the water supply for St. Paul. The study has 
been undertakeo by 1he St. Paul W�ter Utility to 'identify 
·causes and corrective measures for taste and odor prob­
lems that have occurred with increasing freque11cy oyer 
the past several years. Historical data indicate that taste 
an� .odor, episodes are. g�ner�lly, �fated wit� �IQ;I 
bl.b.o�s .(p�rticular�y; blu.ii-iJr�ens) anq_,la�e turn9ver (WaJI$er, _198So}.,as..,ls commor} tor watet suppJ�s �nved, 
from, eufropftic ���es. o( r�s�r:Voi..S ((il), ·1977}; ·Foll�ing i�. 
a d�sci'ip.Ji<?� �f .monitoring jl,n�!"loaEIIiJ1Q:. effo� ;to' quan: 
tify the .!mP.I.\q\8 c;>f loc�l·�i:l�,��eq urh,I.\Oizatiofl on e�i��in.9 and future �ater·qualil¥. �9n,qinons.: ,. 
ST. PAUL VVA"(ER,S0P,j?l.y$vSTEM �f·U), � 
' MOMITOF)ING NETWORK·.,.-. 
Tlie Vadn�is:Lak� WaJershed,(Fi9: .1'? is� systerp �i 12 
int�rconnect�d, laj<es,;.vith �·,dr.ai�Jige area of-.6,227 ha, (15,381 acres}. Morphomefnc, hytlrologic, and water qual­
ity characteristics of major lakes in the watershed are 
summarized in Table 1. Hydrologic .data for the 1978-84 
period indicate that the-.Utilitydiversions account for an 
average of 85. percent of the inflow to the lake chain (66 
percent frpm the Mississippi River _(west} and 19 percent 
from the;Ri,�preeJ< Wjit�rsh�[tc;l (f!Orth} }:-The rel'flainder of the inflow: is attributed to' local watershed runoff (9 per­
cent} an� direct prec!pitation O!llake surfaces (6 perpent}. ' 
The average withdrawal rate at the Utility's Vadnais "Lake .'1 
intake (the only functional outlet from the watQrshed} i� 
187,QOO.m3/day (49.4 million gallons/day}. The hydraulic 
residence time of the main lake chain (140 days for Pleas­
ant-Sucker-Vadnais} is ess�n,tiEdly determined by the Util­
ity's pumping and withdrawal rates. The Utility throttles. 
back on diversions fro111 the Mississippi durjng P,eriods of 
high rw1off from the local watershed. Lake levei Jl�ctua-
tions are relatively minor. " · 
An intensive monitoring network was established in 
1984 at various locations in the Vadnais Lake and Rice 
Creek Watersheds (Fig. 1}. Stations are of three types: six 
lake stations (s�mpled biv.:eekly}, 22 tributary or 'cl!version 
stations (sampled weekly or biweekly}, and four runoff sta­
tions (sampled on a storm event basis using continuous 
flow monitoring and automated"samplers}. Undef a coop-
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VADN�IS 
� 
Figure 1.-Vadnals take watershed. 
a lfeurehad Llnlt ® Trt.butarv Statton e Runoff suuon 
A !.aka suuon 
erative arrangement, the U.S. Geological Survey operates 
the runoff stations andtis developing detailed hydrologic 
simulation models of major subwatersheds. 
Water balance calculations for the May-September 
1984 period indicate that 86.7 percent of the total inflow to 
the lake chain was subject to direct flow gauging anq, 
ql!alltY .sampling. ,Ttle reiJlaining�nflows are attributed,.tO, un9?.uged local w_atershed runoff (4.1 percent) and direct 
p��cipitation..on, la�e s��f.aces (9.� psrcel)b. Monitoring daJa ,from 1984 repect .a relatively ·high runqff Reriod, .Ow­
in� pti':"arily to. ar'l 11.4-biJlJ4.'5-i"!.) _raii)St<?r!lJ tha! oc­
curret! 1n June. May...!Septembe� total precipiJation (60 em) 
and local watershed yield (7.6 em) were both above-1978-
84 means for the.same months. (49 em and 5.1 em, re-. 
spectfVe1y). The' increas�d ronoft;'rriay be attributed to ·a 
combination of climatole>gic�factors ana chMges in land 
u�e. f\esults of 1,984 find othE!r.historical monitQring_actiyi-; ties in' .the watershed ,are discussed in an intM'Im report 
(Walker; 1985b). the study is continuing'to provide per-
. � 
MODELING APPROACH 
IATEIISIED AREAS 
LAlli UBE8 -- IATEIISIED -IUG'F »>l I«/TTIl!!f1' EXI'OIIT 
EXPIIIIT caeFFICmml 1 
SESIEHTATIOII 
IICIRIOIIETIIY ---P IIASS-8ALINCI! -LUCE MmllENT CIIHCEIITIIATIOIIII 
A1JI09PHElllC LOADS 1 
IEliPCII!IE - CII.IIID'IIYLI.·A. TIIAHFARENCY 
1 
HlSTOIIICAL COST DAT.\--P Ilf'ACT- Al&AL IIIISANCE-I.£VEL FAEGIEIICY 
ALIAL-IIEP£ICIENT TIEATliEifT COST3 
,Figure 2.-Modellng approach. 
spectives on seasonal and year to year variability in water­
shed loadings and lake conditions. _ 
Overall, li:md use in 'tlie watershed is 32 percent open, 
21 percent wetlands, 11 percent lake surfaces, 4 percent 
• tigrjcpl!ural, 1 �percent Jovt.-ti�nsi��sid�nlial ( <;: = 1. �;�nit/ 
acre), and 20 percent urban. Most of the high-density ur­
ban development is located in th& lOwer· portioh> of'the 
watershed draining directly into Vadnais Lake, where the 
Utility's epilimnetic intake is IQ<t�tE!d. The qurrent pace of 
development is rapid and many open (and, ih some cases, 
unprotected wetland) areas are �ing.cqnverted to_hiQ_h-�· 
intensity urban uses. Areas to Jh� north and east bf Plea� 
ant Lake are slated primarily for ·tow-density resid8{ltiat 
development (Ramsey County Soil Water Conservation 
Distr. 1985). 
MOI;)I;hiN� ·�pp�<JACI:I 
T6 p(ovide ·a basis for evaluating eutrophication COr\1rOI I 
strategies andlutur� land 'tlse sc!'lnarios; ·a .mathematical niodel of the'I,Jtility's w�tersfled and lake systemJs bejng 
develpped (Fig: 2). 'The model' consists of four compo-
nents: .• , 
1. watershed� estimates. runoff and outrient export from 
each subwatershed as a function ot.land use ' 
12. ·mass balance: ro\Jtes water, phosphor�. and. nitro­
gen through the stream anH lake network to predict lake 
nutrient concentrations ·� 
" 
•'; ·Tabl& 1 .:Lake morphometric, hydrologic,; and water quality chdractetjstlcs. . .., -.r•' l • • • • • • • • • • • • ·: ••••• • • • • • • •1La�e • • • • • • · • ••· • · · · · · · · • • • • • · 
Varllble -Units· Deep Charley . P,leasa'!t �ucker • Vad!"!IIS 
• • : · ·• · • · • · �· · • · · · · · · ·. • • · ·• • • · '· • · ·: · · Mornhometrlc and Hydrologic Varlal)les1 • • n · · ·'.t • •  • • • • ' • � • • • • • • • • • • ••  • • • • • I 
'-::: .._ r... • 
Volume w 1 68m3 0.39 0.22 13.16· '0.79 12.'56 
Surface a'rea km2 0.28 0.12 ' -n·2.45 0.24 u 1.55 
MeaJT'depth m 1.4 1.8 5.4 3.3 8. 1 
Maximum deptti •· : m 5.0 6.9 17.8 r 7.9 16.5 
outflt>'w·r • 1 o:'m3/day 11 165 179 181 196 
Residence 'lime ;.· ·days- 35 1.3 74 4.3 64 
• •• •! I ·  • '. • • · ':" • • · · · • r. · · · o.-. f' . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · water Quality Varl8bles2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••  • • • • • • • • • • • '·' • • • 
Total p'hoS'phorus r · ppb 136 95 58 58 50 
Ortho�hosP,ho��s "' ppb 24 24 < 11 < 12 < 10 Totatmtrogen ppb 2,014 1,228 1,120 1>,170 831, 
Inorganic nitrogen ppb 156 266 116 165 126 
Organic- introgeh· ppb 1.476 962 1,004 1,005 705 
Reaefrve silica- ppm � __,... ·2:0 2:1 1.5 
Chlorophyll>a ppb 27 24 ·19 
Seqchi d�pttL ·, , ·m 1.5 1.4 , , 1.8 
1Hydrologlc ��tlonS'Ior May-�P.,Ie!Jl�r 1984. - • • , , 
2Mean conc:enttatlons, May-Augu�t 1984, Deep Lake and Charley outflows, Others D-3 m L,ak'�. Stat�ons. .; 
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3. eutrophicat ion response; predicts mean 
chlorophyll a and transparency in each lake segment as 
functions of (nutrient concentrations 
4. utility impact: predicts algal bloom frequency at the 
Utility's intake and potential economic impacts, based· 
upon equivalent costs of tre�tme11t ch�micals se�sitive ,to� 
intake algal density or bloom fr�quency. 
This section describes model structure and preliminary 
calibration based upon monitoring data.lrom May-SeP:. 
tember 1984. Results are limited _by the fact that the ear)y 
spring runoff period was not monitored. Data from subs� 
quent ye�rs will be used to refine the ass�ssment. 
A total of 19 subwatersheds, 12 lakes, and 18 rrlass­
balanc� segments are considered in the model, as illus­
trated in Figure 1. 'Mass-balance segments are of two 
types: stream, nodes and lake npdes. Stream nodes col­
lect runoff and nutrient loads from subwatersheds above 
the lake system and are placed at each of the four runoff 
monitoring ·stations (Charley Creek, Wilkenson Creek, 
Lambert Creek, and Vadnais Creek). �utrients are a� 
sumed to be conservative in the stream nodes. Lake 
nodes are located in each major lake or lake area. Pleas­
ant and Vadnais Lakes �e each subdivided into two seg­
ments. 
Model computations are performed in three steps: The 
first step converts land use areas and export coefficients 
for each subwaterstied into stream flows and concentra­
tions required for mass-balance' calculations. This 'Is a 
simple matrix· multiplication' problem. The second staR 
routes flow and ;nutrients through the stream and lake 
network to predict' average water quality conditions. in 
eactt segment using empirical nutrient retention and nutri­
ent/chlorophyll a relationships. The third step convertS' 
predicted mean chlorophyll a concentrations in Vadnais 
Lake into algat nuisance-level or bloom frequency (per­
cent of the time chlorophyll a exceeds 30 ppb). This statis­
tic is a reasonable, predictable surrogate for the frequency 
of algal-related taste and odor episodes. Potential effects 
on water treatment costs are also estimated, as described 
here. 
WATERSHED EXPORT MODEL 
CALIBRATION 
LAKE QUALITY 
Existing land uses in each watershed unit are summarized 
in Table 2, based upon maps prepared by the Ramsey 
County Soil and Water Conservation District (1985). Cali­
bration of the watershed model involves estimating runoff 
and nutrient export coefficients for each land use cate­
gory, based upon 1984 monitoring and other· regiori'al <:lata 
sets (Oberts, 1983; Payne et al. 1982; Nelson afld Brown, 
1983). Urban land use is a significant factor contributing to 
runoff and nutrient export, as illustrated in Figure 3 for 17 
regional watersheds with less than 50 percent agricultural 
land use. Runoff and nutrient export coefficients selected 
for each land use are summarized in Table 3 and com­
pared with other regional and nationwide estimates. 
Export,Foefficients for agricultural land uses tend to be 
highly variable because of differences in the types and 
intensities of agriculture and soil characteristics. Agricul­
tural export coefficients in the lower range of those mea­
sured in other watersheds have been selected because 
agricultural activities in the local watershed are generally 
of low intensity. Model results are very insensitive to agri­
cultural export coefficients because this land use ac­
counts for only 4 percent of the water�:thed. 
Because of lower use intensity and less impervious 
area, low-density · residential land uses are distinguished 
from other urban land uses in the export matrix. Regional 
data analyses indicate that phosphorus export is. more 
strongly correlated with urban land use when low-density 
areas., are excluded. The expo�! estimates for the urban 
land use category show good agreement with other data 
. sources in Table 3. Estimates for the low-density residen­
tial areas are somewhat subjective and may require fur­
ther investigation. 
As applied to the Vadnais L�ke watersheds, the esti­
mated export coefficients refer to May-September 1984 
conditions. With these coefficients, the total flow, phos­
phorus, and nitrogen export monitored at the four runoff 
monitoring stations agree with predicted values t6.within 
10 percent; the predicted water balance on the entire lake 
Table 2.-1984 land use breakdown for Vadnais Lake watershed model. 
Watershed Land Uses (Acres) 
ID NAME R<1 R>1  R-M Cll AGR WET OPEN HI LAKE TOTAL DEPTH 
01 Giltillan l 0 380 0 0 0 91 132 0 86 689 5.9 
02 Black Lake 0 125 0 0 0 61 76 0 15 276 3.3 
03 Birch Lake 127 0 6 39 0 21 241 12 138 584 3.6 
04 Wilkenson S 120 19 0 62 19 521 774 15 0 1,529 
05 Amelia Lake 12 60 0 0 310 183 231 0 123 919 3.3 
06 Wilkenson L 0 27 11 0 92 272 307 0 120 829 1.6 
07 D_eep Lake 0 159 0 0 0 213 357 0 63 792 4.6 
08 Charley Cr 10 177 8 0 0 264 197 0 0 655 
09 Charley Lake 0 0 0 13 0 24 130 0 30 197 5.9 
10 Pleasant W 0 60 0 68 0 52 141 0 150 471 20.0 
11 Pleasant E 0 526 0 0 0 440 76 0 450 1,492 17.1 
12 Sucker Lake 120 92 12 19 0 '91 410 0 59 803' 10.8 
13 Gem Lake 5 42 0 0 20 35 67 0 20 188 3.3 
14 Goose Lake 387 22 27 166 32 17 151 18 120 939 6.9 
15 Lambert Crk 733 128 94 111 87 847 966 42 0 3,007 
16 Vadnais Crk 83 17 0 4 44 2 105 0 0 255 3.3 
17 Vadnais No 79 7 0 . 0  31 92 386 0 190 784 26.6 
18 Vadnais So 0 0 6 0 0 0 97 0 193 290 26.6 
19 White Bear 473 0 18 70 0 7 117 0 0 684 
TOTALS 2,147 1,840 176 551 634 3,231 4,959 87 1,757 15,381 
Areas rounded to nearest acre (1 acre • •  40 ha) AGR - Agricultural 
ID • Watarshed Unit Number (Fig. 1) WET • Wetlands & lake In Upper Watershed, Excluding LAKE 
R < 1  • Residential F': 1 unll/ecre HI • Major Interstate Highways 
R>1 • Residential > • 1 unit/acre LAKE • lake Segment Surface Area ll,t Lower End of Unit 
R-M • Residential, Multi-Unit TOTAL • Total Watershed Unit Area 
en • Commercial, Industrial, Institutional DEPTH • Mean Depth of leke Segment (Feet)' 
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Figure 3.-Runoff and ·nut�l
_
ent export versus urban land use. 
chain is accurate to within 1 percent. Additional monitor­
ing data and model refineme'nts are required to translate 
the exporf coefficients to' annual estimates _and to other 
hydrologic years. Water balance calculations indicate that 
local watershed runoff for-· the 1 984 water year was 2.0 
times the May-September. Junoff. Annual nutrient export 
would probably pe less than twice the. May-Septemb!:lr 
export because stream nutrient concentrations generally 
_tend to be lower during the October-March period. 
Future refinements to the watershed export rrfodel will 
consider variations in soil type as well as land use. This 
will require a detailed inventory of soil types and impervi­
ous areas in each watershed unit. To provide a basis for 
estimating year to year variability, runoff and nutrient ex­
port coefficients should be tied to measured climiitologic 
factors (precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, and so 
forth}, and long-term stream gauging stations in 'the re-. 
gion. This will provide a higher resolution tool for evaluat­
ing site-specific development impacts and coht'rol strate­
gies. 
MASs-BALANCE AND 
EUTROPHICATION-RESPONSE MODEL 
CALIBRATION 
Mass-l,)alance and eutrophication-response calc4lations 
are performed using BATH'J:UB, a generalized compute! 
progr�m design!:ld for application of empirical eut�oRhica­
tion models to segmented lake or reservoir systems 
(Walker, 1 985a}. Nutrient retention is predicted using em­
pirical models calibrated to large lake and reservoir data 
sets. Phol$ptiorus retention is estimated usipg a second­
order decay formulation (Walker, .l 984a), based on availa-, 
ble pl)osphorus loading (a weighted, sum of o�tho- and 
non-orthophosphgrus, with a greate,r �eight on)he ortho 
compon�nt). Nitrogen retention is estimated using an em­
pirical formulation developed by Bachma11 (1 980). 
Norm�lly, empirical estimates of nutrient retel)tion terms 
are accurate to within a factor of 2-3, and some adjust­
ment of the effective retention .terms in each .plodel seg­
meryt is 'required to .calibrate, simulated nutrient .(>fO!iles 
against observed valu13s. In this application, nitrogen and 
phosphorus sedimentation rates have been reduced b!< 50 
percent, in Wilkenson and Deep Lakes to improve agree­
ment bet,ween observed and predicted nutrient qoncentra­
tions in ,the outflow from Deep Lake. These la�es are rela­
tively shallow and may have more efficient nutrient 
recycling during th.e sunim'er than the ot�er lake seg­
ments. This adjustment has a minor ill)pact on simulation 
of nutrient profiles in the main lake chain (Pieasan.t­
Sucker�Vaqnais) because the outflo\i from De,ep Lake ac­
counts for only 5.1 percent of the 11ow, 4. 7 percent of the 
phosphorus, and 6.0 percent of the nitrogen disch�rged to 
the main 'Jake chain. The retention models have been 
used without recalibration in other lake segments. 
When a nutrient-balance model is used to predict mixed 
layer concentrations, the term "retention" refers to loss of 
nutrients from the mixed layer attributed to direct sedi-
11JeJ1tatiQn, JiQSorption, and algal uptake and settling. Sig­
nificant nutrient accumulation occurs in the hypolimnia of 
stratified lake segments {Pleasant and Vadnais) during the 
summer, owing to'nutrient release from �moxie sediments 
and seston. Models of this type are not designed to ac­
count for "internal loading" that occurs wHen th'a' lakes· 
turn over and nutrients are recycled into the" mixed rayer in 
the fall. During 1 984, this process began during early Sep: 
tember in Pleasant Lake and during early October in Vad­
nais Lake. In calibrating the model network, a May-Au­
gust averaging period has been used for the ·'!bserved 
<tyta to e�clude the fall turnover period. The lakes are iron 
poor, aQd phosphorus recycled at fall turnover appears to 
remain in the water column for extended periods. Despite 
substantial increases in Vadnais Lake's mixed layer 
orthophosphorus concentrations at fall turnover (from 
< 1 0  to 180 ppb), a major algal bloom did not occur, appar­
ently because of unfavorable light, temperature, or mixing 
regimes. Problems relating to the fall turnover period must 
be addressed independently of the modelin.Q effort,· unless 
tlie model structure is refined to account for effects of lake 
turnover. 
Empirical m odels predict m ean,  m ixed layer 
chlorophyll a and transparency as functions of total phos­
phorus and total nitrogen concentrations. Nitrogen Is in­
cluded as a chlorophyll a predictor because time series 
data indicate that the lakes approach a nitrogen-limited 
state during certain periods; although phosphorus is the 
most important growth-limiting nutrient. The empirical 
LAKE QUALITY 
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Vertical bars Indicate 95 percent confidence range lor observed mean value. 
o • model prediction using measured runoff and nutrient loadlnge. 
X • model prediction using runoff and nutrient loadings estimated from land 
use. 
·
Figure 4.-0bser.ved and predicted-trophic state Indicators. 
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Table 3.-Export coefficients Hlected tor Vadnais Lake Watershed model. 
Rice Cteek 
Watershed Ayers Reckhow Jones & 
This District et at. et at. Lee 
Land use atudy1 (1979) (1SI80) (1980) (1982) 
• • • • • · • · • • ' · · · • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · • • • • · · • · • · · Total Phosphorus (kg/km2) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Low-density residential 50 45 · 1 
Urban 120 1 10 60-11  0-2702 
Resid. 1 < acre 162 
Multiple units 388 
Commercial/Industrial/Institutional 149 
Agriculturi!-1 so 
Mixed 
Row crops 
Pasture 
Undeveloped 12 34 24 
50-90-140 
90-220-550 
30-80-270 
10-20-30 
100 
50 
10 
• · · • • • • 
.
· · · · • · · · • · · · • · · · · • · • • · · · \ • · · • • · · · · Total Nitrogen (kg/km1) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Low-density residential 200 
Urban 600 400:-600-1200 
Agricultural 400 
Mixed 900-1400-2500 
Row crops 400-900-2300 
Pasture 200-400-900 
50QI2so3 
500/2QO · 
Undeveloped 100 90-180-230 300/100 
· • · · · · · • • · · · • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · • • · • · · · • • • · · · · • · · • · Runoff (em) • • • · · · • • • • • • · • • • • • · • • · • · · · · · · · • • • · · • ·• • • · · · · · · · 
Low-density residential 9 
Urban 16  
Agricultural 6 
Undeveloped 7 
1 Export coefficients lor May-September 1984. 
Total precipitation • eo em versus annual mean of 74 em; others average annual values. 
2Percentiles: 25-50-75 based upon nationwide data summary. 
:!Nitrogen export lor Eastern/Western United States. 
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lake sepments. Predictions are shown for ,two cases: (1) 
using melijlurea nows' and nutrient' conc;entrations ai tne 
four runoff-gauging sites, and (2) usinS values predicted 
from land use. Runoff and export from ungauged water­
sheds are predicted from land liSe in both cases. ·Effects 
of errors in the export model are minor, based on the 
agreement between the two simulations. The vertical bars 
reflect the approximate 95-percent e,rror bounds for the 
observed mean concentrations, calculated from the num­
ber of sampling dates and interdate variance at each sta­
tipn. Further calibration �f the model does not seem ap­
propriate, based upbn the fact that predicted 
concentrations are generally within the obsefved error 
bounds. · 
Table 4 summarizes the water, phosphorus, and nitro­
gen balances for the entire watershed and, for yadna,is 
Lake alone, based on th� calibrated watershed and mass­
balance models. Of particular interest is the local water­
s�ed loading component, which accounts for 15 percent 
of the flow, 46 percent of the phosphorus loading, and 23 
percent of the nitrogen leading to the entire watershed. 
UTILITY IMPACT·MODEL CALIBRATION 
As a final modeling step, mean chlorophyll a concentra­
tion at the Utility's Vadnais intake is converted into two 
measur� of impact directly relevant to the UtilitY's opera­
tions: algal nuisance-level frequency and equivalent treat­
ment costs. These relationships are described here. 
Algal nuisance-level or bloom frequency is defined as 
tt)e percent of the growing season that chlorophyll a con­
centrations exceed 30 ppb, a reasonable criterion for nui­
sance-level algal densities, based on 1 984 Vadn�is intake 
time series data (Fig. 5) and ,general literature criteria 
(Walmsley, 1 984; Walker, 1 984b): Bloom frequency is com­
puted from mean chlorophyll a using a frequency distri�u­
tion model described by Walker (1984b). This statistic is a 
reasonable surrogate for the frequency of algal-related 
taste and odor episodes, It is limited by the fact that it does 
not distinguish between diatol'{l and blue-green blooms; 
the latter are more dir�ctly implicated in summer taste and 
odor problems, although Figure 5 suggests that diatoms 
may be a factor in the spring. 
Table 4.-Maaa balances baaed upon gauged watershed loadings, May-September 1984. 
Drainage Entire Lake Chain 
Area. . .  . . . . .  Flow . . . . . . .  . . . .  Avaii. P . . . . . .  Totai N . . . . . .  
Watershed km2 10'm3 % kg % kg % 
Ungauged Local Watersheds 
Amelia Local 3.22 0.22 0.7 123 2.1 747 1.4 
Wilkenson Local 2.87 0.20 0.6 75 1 .3 432 0.8 
Deep Local 2.95 0.22 0.6 76 1 .3 '360 0.7 
Charley Local 0.67 0.05 0.1 19  0.3 93 0.2 
Pleasant W Local 1 .30 0.1 2  0.4 74 1 .3 292 0.6 
Pleasant E Local 4.22 0.34 ·1 .0 158 2.7 635 1 .2 
Sucker Local 3.01 0.27 0.8 161 2.8 644 1 .2 
Vadnais N Local 2.41 0.20 0.6 97 1.7 440 0.8 
V�nais S Local 0.39 0.03 0.1 7 0.1 39 0.1 
Gauged Local Watersheds 
Charley .Creek 2.65 0.38" 1 . 1  36 0.6 933 1.8 
Wilkenson South 12.47 0.88 2.6 378 6.5 1598 3. 1 
Lambert Creek 19.51 2.09 6.2 1420 24.3 5568 10.8 
Vadnais Creek 1 .03 0.10 '  0.3 94 1 .6 242 0.5 
SPWU Diversions 
Fridley 25.00 74.2 2970 50.8 34954 67.6 
Center;ville Wells 0.27 0.8 10 0.2 72 0.1 
Summary 
Precipitation 5.57 3.34 9.9 152 2.6 4682 9;1 
External Inflow 56.71 30.37 90.1 5698 97.4 47048 , 90.9 
Total Inflow 62.28 33.71 100.0 5849 100.0 51730 100.0 
Outflow 62.28 30.08 89.2 1418  24.2 271 18  52.4 
Evaporation 3.62 10.8 
Reteption 4431 75.8' 24612 47._6 
I 
Drainage Vadnais Lake only 
Area · · · · · · · Flow · · · · · · ·  · · · •  Avaii. P . . . . . .  Totai N . . . . . .  
Watershed km2 101m3 % kg % kg % 
s�cker Outflow 37.40 27.76 89.3 151 1 47.7 28258 78.8 
Vadnais N Local 2.41 0.20 0.6 97 �.0 440 1 .2 
Vadnais S Local 0.39 0.03 0. 1 7 0.2 39 0.1 
Lambert Creek , .. 19.51 2.09 6.6 1420 44.8 5568 15.5 
Vadnais Creek 1 .03 0. 10  0.3 94 3.0 242 0.7 
Precipitation 1.55 0.92 3.0 42 1.3 1294 3.6 
� 
Total inflow 62.28 31 .09 100.0 3171 100.0 35840 100.0 
Outflow 62.28 30.08 96.8 1418 44.7 271 18 75.7 
Evaporation 1.00 3.1 
}:1etention 1752 55.3 8834 24.3 
Allail. P • Available Phosphorus Load (Walker, 19848) 
• .33 x 1btal P + 1 .93 x Ortho P, lor Leke Inflows 
• 1btal P, lor Leke Outflows 
Ortho-PfTotal P • .57 tor Local watershed Loads 
Al34 
Legend 
Three-day moving average of dally measurements at the SPWU VBdnals Lake 
Intake are shown. Dashed lines Indicate approximate nulsanc.level criteria. 
:"' t.., •'• } ,.  :'<! ... ., A "' "' "  
Figure 5.-Tlme'serles of. algal counts and tiuesnold odor 
number at the SPWlTVadnals Lake Intake, 1984. 
Another impact statistic)s,designed to provide approxi­
mate persJ?ectives on potential economic impacts, ex­
pressed ,in terms of chemical.treatment costs .. Table 5 lists 
total 1984 Utility costs for chemicals that are .directly or 
indirectly related to Intake algal density or nuisance-level 
frequency. Three chemicals .:(potassium permanganate, 
sodium chlorite,· and powdered carbonrare used explicitly 
to control taste and odor problems and account for 75 
perc�nt of the total costs. Copper sulfate is appl� weekly 
during the growth season in. an attemptJo control algal 
populations il) Pleasant, Sucker, and Vadnais 4kes. Chlo­
rine is used as a disinfectant, and· higher 'dosages are 
required during periods ot'higher algal densities because 
of increased chlorine demand attributed to organic materi­
als. Another relatively minor-cost factor, anhydrc;>us ammo­
nia, generates chloramines for disinfection;-thi$ treatment 
has replaced direct chlorination to control trihalomethane 
production, which is sensitive to source eutrophication 
(Dorin, 1980; Bernhardt, 41 980; Walker, 1983). 
If the treatment plant operations were "optimized" to 
apply these chemicals in exact proportion to their needs 
LAKE QUALITY 
based upon intake water quali� then most of the costs 
(particularly.foF'dXidants and carbon) would be nearly 'Pro­
portional to algal bloom frequency ... Chemicals would' be 
\Jsed for Aast& and odor controf, only when 'Ciictated by 
- intake .quality. "In pr�ctice, however, because of the risks 
ar'ld uncertain\y involved. The plant is. operated· in a coh­
servati'ile 1ashion; certain ·control · chemicals are ·fed re­
·gardless of ihtak& · water quality, but dosages are· 'in­
cteasEfd during and following taste .and odor episode&. 
Thus, the· actual bost sensitivity"iS less than--that 'J)(e­
dicted byassuniing that ch�niical dosts are proporttonauo. 
-algal bloorri'fr�qOency. As further studies and expetience 
improve .understandirfg of the cause:-effect ·relalionshlps 
linking watershEfd conditions, lake dynamics, intake water 
quali� treatment plaht operations, and taste and odor epi­
sodes, the feaSibilitY of optimizing treatment ·operations 
and the sensitivity of chemical dosages ·to intake' water 
quality may increase, The intent of the. econ'bmic mocfens 
to' provide an approximate estimate of cost ·sensitivity. 
Other cost factors not considered include'lake and water­
Shed mo'nitoring,· lal:ior for copper sulfate applications, and 
energy. Algal-dependent costs would increase by. more 
than an order of magnitude if major changes in the treat­
ment proceSs tr�in (addition of ozone or granular activated 
carbon filtration) were required to solve,this problem. 
' Based on the ·1984 chemical costs {$462,266) and nui­
sance-level frequency at Vadnais South station (14.2 per­
cent), potential chemical· costs associated with·:different 
nuisance-level frequencies are estirttated from: 
C = 462 (F* / 14.2) (1) 
where, 
C = annual chernjcal cost for taste and odor control 
($1,000) 
F* = algal nuisance level frequency (%) 
This relationship is linked with the watersl;led,· lake, and 
..chlorophyll a frequency distribution mod,els to pre�ict cost 
sensitivity to watershed development and to yariatio!:IS in 
diversion water quality. Predicted eponpmic impacts 
should be interpreted cautiously. Regardless of dosages 
'Or cost, the chemical additions do not· always effectblely 
control taste and odor problems. The resulting impacts 
are real (obtained from consumer !eeGback) but diffi�lt to 
express in terms of dollars or to otherwise quantity: 
URBAN N0NPOIN"f'SOURCE IM.PACTS· 
The models d,escribed can provide persp�c;:tives on the 
l{>pg-term-effects of urban watershed development pn eu­
trophication and related water quality conditions in Vad­
nais Lake. To define the·potential range of urbar,� d�velop­
ment impacts, three land use scenarios have·. been 
simulated: 
1. pristine: all existing urban, residential, and agricul­
tural areas converted to open land 
2. existing: 1984 land uses 
3. developed: all currently undeveloped and agricul­
tural areas (excluding wetlands) converted to urban,. 
Table 5.-St. Paul Water Utility algal-dependent chemical costs for 1984. 
Chemical 
Potassium permanganate 
Sodium chlorite 
Powdered carbon 
Copper sulfate 
Chlorine 
Anhydrous ammonia 
Total 
Annuai Cost Use• 
$217,661 oxidation of taste and odor compounds 
1 02, 1 02 oxidation of taste and odor compounds 
27,630 adsorption of taste and odor compounds 
36,984 lake applications for algal control 
6(506 disinfection - - • 
16,383 disinfection/chloramines 
$462,266 
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Results are summarized in Table a and 'Figure 6.· Be­
cause of the nonlinear relationship between me$in chloro­
phyll a. and nuisance-level frequency, the· latter is more 
sensitive to · watershed development. PotenJial algal-de­
pendent chemical costs are estimated at ·$159,000, 
$462,ooq, and $839,000 per year for the three scenarios, 
r�s�iv�l}<· For a fixed total water demand, pumping re­
quirements from the Mississippi River vary with watershed 
. lat�d ,use. Table 6 $ows that potential· pumping cost sav­
ings attributed to changes in local runo�volume are,gen­
erally less than 1 0 percent of th� pot�ntial impacts, ·on 
chemical costs. Despite Jimitatioos in the cost �stimates, 
their order of magnitude- appears to' be significant. The 
potential costs provide yardsticks. for evaluating alterna­
tive control measures (best management practices, inlake 
t�hniques, etc.) frorri·a cost-effectiveness st�ndpoint. 
l'!Je nutrient ratio, (N-1.50)/P, dec,reases from -1 9.8 . to 
15.6 .as lNatersh� development increases. This ratio is an 
approximate hidicator of limiting nutrient (N-Iitnited < 8, 
Transition 8-16, P-limited > 1 6)"(Walker, · 1984a). Aside 
from-increasing the total nutrient supply lind mean cbloro­
phyll a concentration, increased urban runoff. may drive 
the lake system toward a nitrogen-limited state and further 
promote the growtH of nitrogen-fixing bh.Je-greens, which 
are of greater concern from a ta.Ste and odor perspective 
than are diatoms or greeo algae. 
The fact that a detectable bloom frequency (4.9 percent) 
remains for the pristine case suggests thaHhe ·effective 
nutrient loading from tUtility diversions (Mississippi River) 
may have to be reduced to eliminate taste and odor epi-
0�----�--��-----L--------�----�--------� o 0 ! lO J!l 20 2!1 30 
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Figure 6.-mean chlorophyll a and bloom frequency for 
various watershed development scenarios. 
sodes via nutrient control. As part of the diagnostic study, 
diversion treatment schemes (nutrient removal or inactiVa­
tion) and inlake management techniques are being inves­
tigated for application to the system, along with watershed 
management -practices: 
Another seFof sim'uhitions is designed to estimate the 
marginal Impacts of urban developmemal'l Mch water­
shed unit on lake conditions and potential chemical costs. 
These simulations Involve converting 20 ha (50 acres) of 
open land·in each subwatershed into urban uses. Table 7 
lists simulated increases in Vadnais South mean chlo'ro­
phyll a, bloom frequency, ana potential chemical costs at­
tributed to development in each watershed unit. While the 
Table 6.-Simulated Impacts of urban watershed development on Vadnais Lake water quality and potential chemical costa. 
Factor 
Mean intake Total P 
Mean intake Total N 
Mean jntake (N-150)/P 
Mean intake chi. a 
Nuisance-level freq. 
Equiv. chemical cost 
�umping cost increase 
Net annual c;:ost 
Units 
ppb 
ppb 
ppb 
OAJ > 30 
$1,000/yr 
$1,000/yr 
$1 ,000/yr 
Pristine 
32.9 
803 
' 19.8 
13.0 
4.9 
159 
15 
174 
Watershed Development 
Existing Developed 
46.7 58.6 
920 1064 
16.5 15.6 
18.7 24.3 
14.2 25.8 
462 839 
0 -26 
462 813 
Table 7.-Marglnal lmpact� of a so-acre urban development In eacb watershed unit. 
Mean Chi. a 
Watershed Unit ppb 
01 Gillfillan .005* 
p2 Black .011 
03 Birch .007 
04 Wilkenson South .016 
05 Amelia .007 
06 Wilkenson .016 
07 Deep .022 
08 Charley Creek .030 
09 Charley .030 
1 0 Pleasant West .033 
11  Pleasant East .035 
12 Sucker .092 
13 Gem .022 
14 Goose .032 
15 Lambert Creek .110 
16 Vadnais Creek .142 
17 Vadnais North .110 
18 Vadnais South .142 
19 White Bear .110 
'Simulated Increases I n  mean chlorophyll a and bloom frequenCy at vadnais Intake 
resulting from 50-acre (20 ha) urban devalopment ln each watershed unit. 
Total watershed area • 15,381 Acres • 6,227 Ha. 
Bloom frequency calculated lor a 150-day growing seasen. 
f36 
Bioom Freq. Gross Cost Unit Cost· 
days' $/yr $/acre-'yr 
" '0.01 * 312 6 
0.03 687 14 
0.02 437 9· 
0.05 999 20 
0.02 437 9 
0.05 999 20 
0.06 1374 27 
0.09 1874 37 
0.09 1874 37 
0.10 2061 41 
0.10 2186 44 
0.26 5747 115 
0.06 1374 27 
0.09 1999 40 • 
0.32 6871 137 
0.41 8870 1n 
0.32 6871 137 
0.41 8870 1n 
0.32 6871 137 
simulated increases for an individual development are 
small and would not be statistically detectable in a moni­
toring program, the cumulative effects of many develop­
ments are of major concern. 
The results highlight spatial variations in Vadnais Lake 
sensitivity to development in specific subwatersheds. Sen­
sitivity ·ranges over an order of magnitude. As expected, 
watershed units closest to Vadnais Lake show the greatest 
sensitivity. Units in the upper extremities of the watershed 
show lpwer sensitivity because development impacts are 
buffered by nutrient retention in upstream lake segments. 
Expressed per unit of developed area, potential increases 
in treatment costs attributed to urban development range 
from $15-$437/ha/yr ($6-$177/acre/yr). Correspondir"'g 
cost savings attributed to reduced pumping costs for di­
versions from the Mississippi River are on the order of $5/ 
ha/yr ($2/acre/yr). 
CONCLUSIONS 
These �imulations provide approximate perspectives on 
long-term impacts of urban watershed development on 
th� St. Paul ,water supply. The estimates do not reflect 
potential short-term impacts of construction sites, which 
have considerably greater runoff and nutrient export po­
tential, .as compared ytith'stabili.�ed urban areas. Tq some 
extent, dilution afforded by th�. Ut\lity's diversions Jrom the 
Mississippi Riv�r tepds to buffer the lakes from-impacts of 
tocal watersh.ed development. A water !iUpply without 
.such a significant diversion volum� �ould be expected to 
show a much higher land use sensitivity. 
The assessment of urban impacts is obviously sensitive 
to the selection of export coefficients for the various land 
use categories. Refining the assessment wjll incorporate 
error analysis concepts (Reckhow and, Chapra, 1 983). For­
tunately, in this case, good site-specific and regional data 
bases exist for estimating export coefficients. 
Additional data collected under the ongoing monitoring 
program will refine the model structure and impact analy­
sis by considering soil types and year to year variations in 
diversion water quality and in local runoff quantity and 
quality. The refined model will evaluate alternative mea­
sures for controlling eutrophication and taste and color 
problems in the St. Paul water supply. 
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........----- ABSTRACT ------, 
'ihis paper describes the resuiJs of a year-long monitoring 
program at C4rlisle Lake, a small hypereutrophic �ake 
located in sdUthwestern Washington State. The objec­
tives of the study were to a,ssess the current)imnology of 
the lake, to determine and quantify the nutrient SQ!,Jrces to 
the lake, and to make recommendations for. possible-res­
toration of t�e lake an,d for nutrient qontrol in the water­
shed. The monitoring hiJS indicated that nonpoin,t sources 
associated with dairy and cattle ,operations pontribute 
most of the extermal nutrient load to the lake. Sponsored 
by the Washington St�te Department of Ecology anQ con­
ducted by the Washington State University VEn�ironmen­
tal Engineering Department a11d the USDA Soil Conser-
·yation Service, the S\Udy of Carlisle Lake illustrates how 
an interdisciplinary e.pproach may bring together the ex­
,,pertise to deal with nonpoint source pollutipn problen;t!l· 
Some of the control m�asures that may be employed in 
reducing the loading to C�rlisle Lake and sc;>me nontradi­
tional lunding sources and a}ter11atives for these control 
measures are discussed. 
Nonpoint source pollution has been r�cognized as a major 
problem in this country. However, the·diffuse n.ature of the 
.pollution has often made. abatement and control difficult, 
not only from a technical standpoint but also from adminis­
trative and institutional viewpoints. In lrfahy cases, non­
point �Ource pollution eros�§ political boundaries and 
agency·jurisdictioris .. lnclusiQri of tl1e responsible parties 
in. the . decisionmaking process can be essential to the 
succes� of a control plan, and th� expertise--of various 
grouos can be used to �trengtheri the technical and finan­
cial resources brought to bear on the problem. 
!This has. been especially true in the case of Carlisle 
Lake in western Washington· State. By realizing that non­
point source pollution'is a major contributor tel' tne eutroph­
lcatioh of Carlisle Lake, reduction of the nonpoint source 
'pollution has becom�i an integral part of a ·�estoration proj­
ect for Jhe lake, and has involved' personnel �rid fun�s 
from the Washington State University Environmental Engi­
neering Section, the U.S. Department of ,Agri9ulture Soil 
Conservation Service, and the Washington State Depart­
ment of Ecology. Currently, a Phase I feasibility study of 
the lakE! has been completed by the Washington State 
University Environmental Engineering Section and the 
Phase II implementation project is being planned. This 
paper describes some of the findings of the Phase I study 
and plans for the lake restoration efforts and funding, with 
emphasis dn the interagency cooperative approach taken 
to solve the technical and financial problems of nonpoint 
source pollution control. 
STUDY AREA AND METHODS 
Carlisle Lake is a small (1 0 ha), shallow (average depth 
.67 m), hypereutrophic lake located in the town of Ona-
Iaska: Lewis County, Washington .(Fig. 1 ). The lake was 
constructed in about 1910  as a mill pond for what was, at 
the time, reputed to be the world's largest inland sawmill. 
The lake was used for log storage"'and r(lov�llfept until 
1942, when mill operations ceased. For many years, the 
lake was 13. p6pular recreational site, providing swimi'ning, 
fishing, boating, ahd other aclivities for ldcat residEn�ts. In 
.recent yea'rs� water quality has <leteriorated·significar\lly. 
HeaVy ptiytoplankton blooms occur in the summer. These 
are' caused by nonpoint source 'nutrient enrichment and 
result jn highly turbid water. Large stands o'f:einergent 
·macrophytes have become established and are rapidly 
filling tli9'1ake; compounding lhe pi'dblem. Fish stoeked in 
early spring <lo not survive past early June'' b�cause -of 
arssolve'd oxygE!n depletiofi. R'ecreatidnar-use ofthe' lal(e 
has almost ceased altogether because of these problems. 
Th& study conducted by' Washin§ton · Stalel:Jniversity 
included the identification and quaritificatidn' o( the 
sources of polhlticm contributing to etitrophicalion in Car­
lisle Lake, and recommendations fOrt'possible·restoration 
options. (The project summary ar'i\::1 data cited in this re­
port are to be found in Moore et'al: f985}. Examination' of 
the Carlisle Lake watershed shOwll<f:thafdairy and cattle 
� . 
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Figure 1 .-Map of carlisle Lake. 
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operations w�re Jhe major:,�ourqes: of'Bi>llutipn alo�g �the . inlet stream. � 
Monitoring statio!)� were estabiished 6n; the inl�t 'and 
outlet streams, and sampl�s wer� taken , ew�ry 2 w�� s. 
from dctober 1983 to September 1984, to cover the entire 
1 983-84 wat�r year. Sampling par,ameters. iffqluded 
stream flow, nitrogen and phosphorus fractions7 (em pera­
ture, dissolved oxyger\, ·conductivity, pH; alkalinitY, 'sili­
cates, and suspended solids: Piezometers, were installed 
arounp the ,lake for ground water anal_y'�is. 
· 
... � 
RESULTS .AND .DISC().S�lQN${ .. 
The hydraulic budget (Tabre 1} and 'th&:nutrient (phos­
phorus) budget {Table 2) for the lake were ·constructed 
from tne data'gatl'lered or't th&inlets arid outlet. Nonpoint 
source'pollutiorl associated'with the,dairy and cattle dper­
ations were 'folJriti to' contribute about'?& percent" of the 
total 'imnual'phosphorus load in!} to the lake�'Tiie 'remain� 
ing'·25 percent of the total phosphorus· load resu1ted·from 
inletnal;notrient red'Ycling lr'om s�dimenf 'ajffusi6n and 
from macrophyte release. ,. 
j'Specific activities and sources "that •result-in nonpoint 
source pollution inblude wastewater spray ·irrigation, waS­
tewate'r·storage lagoon 'overflbwr r'iu'triehts· leached;from 
'IJlaS(es deposited in fields; 9nd direct deposition elf animal 
wastes in streams. Although'tti& s'l'udy was'nofdesigned 
to quantifY separately the specific pollution sourees; sorfl'e 
inferences-can be made from tim av!fllable data. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the stream·discharge·voii.Jfnes 
and phosphorus concentrations· in the two major� inlets, 
Gheef Creek and the Ditch-Inlet. :rat11'e' 3'shbws the sea­
sonal averages :for stream discMrg&�'and "phosphorus 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr. 
M�y 
Jun•, 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Year, 
'Tabla 1 .-Summary hydraulic budget. 
lhlats 
"\ total 
"\o14od --·· 
2777275 J.t. 
1435030 
24881'03 
859544 
1 083250 
1 05582t 
99,_5Q9J .� 
l 306378 
64169 
81450 
84047 ... 
11737558 
. . •' 
'dutlat 
' 
;-455290 " 
-1233955 
-596550 
-674725 
-'1 138555 
..... 2129901 
-:::1 222997 
;r751.Q91 
-209236 
-,128�1 2 
-1238d1' 
;-261 94 . ,  ' 
-�6�Q607 
. 
·Ground, 
water 
:-f?21 1P 
-1543320 
838480 
-1813378 
'2790:f1 
, 1 046651 
• 1137116 
-244000 
-.97142 
64143 
4�&1 
-57853 
-3046951 
Note: Ground water estimate lncl4fles net rainfall, she&J IIow, and gro�nd water. 
Losses are negative; gains' are positive. 'Flows are in ffi3. • 
Oct 
NoV 
Dec 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Year 
j 
• ' s 
Table 2.-Summary phosphorus budget. 
Ghear � 'Ground 
Ck Ditch Outlet water Sediment 
4.829 3�.235 -74.364 -2.606 39.906 
70'.398 .43.405 • -2to:r8. -77.1 66 233.441 
46.472 76.534 -76. 89 -41 .924 -4.893 
160.064 179.51 -89.681 -90.669 -159.224 
-22.748 1 6:269 ''-96.854 1 3.951 33.886 
16:799- 46.17.8 -1B9.012 • •• 52.333 .-13.704 
17.84. 15.679 ;-68. 7.02,. 8.359 26.824 
1 8. 121 35.862•,. -?P.42�� -39,040. .�5.4el? 
1].472 8.567 -21 .032 -15.543 10.53,6 
3.136,.. 1 .512, -22.890 3.207 15.035 
6.8HI 4.072� -19.�66: 2. 1 1 8  6.25s· 
4:996 8.202 -4.331 �.256 , 0.389' 
t! , .. 
399.693 468.023 -982.828 -1�6,?37.· �{1 .3�9 .. 
Note: �s to the system are negative, gains are posltlye. Sediment and g�o11,nd 
water values are net estimates in kg. 
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Ftgura 3.-qitc!'l lol�4isc�arge al)d ph�sphorus co.\c:,nlra­
tions. ,; ,;. , ' .. 
IQadings Jor. tbe ,1 98� watec year. The discl)arge Q.nd 
concentration:; <figures .show that an· inverse relationship� 
existed between tb�e �ream properties throughout most 
of the<stucty peciod�ijlat i� a:;; discharge.Jncreased, phQs-. 
phonJs�oncentr�tioo decreased,.and vice. vers.a.• This �­
tern may lllilV&- r:Qsulted from lNelativ�ly epnstant source 
of nvtrients, so•that -the pbosphorus tende,P to be diluted 
during high flows and highly concentrated during low flow 
periods. 
Some exceptions to the general flow and concentration 
pattern occurred 'in January '984, in' both inlet streams 
and, in April/May 1984, in the Ditch Inlet. During these 
periods, the phosp�orus concentration rose as the dis­
charge increased, "i.ndicating either -a flow-related 
Tabla 3.-Practicas al�ible for cost-sharing under 
the Agricultural conservation Program 
(Soil Conserv. Serv. 1984) 
Prevention of soil loss from water and wind erosion. 
Permanent vegetative cover establishment 
Diversions 
Cropland protective cover 
Streambank stabilization 
Solution to water qualtiy problems 
Stream protection 
Sod waterways 
Animal waste control facilities -
Water management systems for pollution control 
Co11servatipn of soJ! and water throt,�gh forestry, 
Forest tree' plantations 
Forest tree stand improvement 
f!ERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
source(s) or an activity that was occurring during these 
times and not during others. Substantial nutrient loading 
occurred during these periods (Table 2). 
The January peak flows 'were the highest of the water 
year and occurred at the end of a 3-month period of high 
rainfall and stream flows. As stated, both inlet streams 
experienced increases in nutrient concentration and load­
ing associate� with the January peak dis,charges. It is 
po¥ible t�at the high rainfall caused ir;Jcreased leaching 
of nutrients, but such increased leaching usually occurs at 
the onset of the high flow periods. This was not the case in 
the Carlisle Lake watershed. The more likely source of the 
increased nutrients was overflow from dairy wastewater 
lagoons. The lagoons are used to hold water to be recy­
cled from milk parlor and feed lot' cleaning. The lagoons 
may have been full by January because of high levels of 
rainfall, and.the continued rainfall in January-especially 
some high precipitation storm events-combined with the 
washwater flows probably caused the lagoons to overflow 
during this period. 
The April/May high-loading period for the Ditch Inlet 
has, we believe, a different but related cause. Manure 
spreading of lagoon water is employed by the dairy Jo 
fertilize some of the pastures, but it is used primarily to 
control the water levels in the recycling lagoons. Manure 
spreading was performed on fields draining· into the Ditch 
Inlet. This practice probably accounted for the phosphorus 
increase in the Ditch Inlet during the spring. 
From the evidence discussed and from other data col­
lected during the study, we can characterize the nonpoint 
pollution sources that result in nutrient enrichment to the 
inlet streams and to Carlisle Lake. Nutrients leached from 
manure in the pastures adjacent to the streams and from 
manure deposited directly in the streams seem to provide 
a relatively constant source of IOflding. Manure spreading 
and lagoon overflow are intermittent sources that contrib­
ute spike loadings, especially during high rainfall and 
stream flow periods. 
Controlling the pollution sources to Carlisle Lake will be 
the goal of the Phase II project. Dredging will be required 
to remove the sediments and macrophYtes to deepen the 
lake and reduce the internal nutrient loading. In the water­
shed, pollution-control measures will be aimed at reducing 
or eliminating the nutrients from animal wastes that reach 
the inlets. The amount of nutrient r�duction needed in the 
watershed was estimated using a phosphorus model 
which has been found to yield reasonably accurate ptedic­
tions of phosphorus concentrations in western lakes (Ma­
hamah and Bhagat, 1 982). A Vollenweider-type analysis 
was used to predict trophic state in the lake following res-
CARL ISLE LAKE TROPHIC STATUS AS A FUN�TION OF STRI:I.M J'tiOSPHORUS LOADING AND OISCHM:G£ 
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Figure 4.-Carllsle Lake trophic status predicted by the 
Walker model. 
toration with various phosp�orus loadings and stream dis­
. charges (Vollenweider, 1975). The model results are pre­
sented in Fig,ure 4. Permissible loading is defined as that 
loadil)g whic� will r.esult in an average annual phosphorus 
concentration of 1 0 p.g/L or less-. Dangerous loacjings will 
result in average annual phosphorus concentrations of 20 
p.g/L or greater. The model pr�dicts that a nutrient-loading 
reduction of app�oxim�tely 85-90 percent would be re­
quired to maintain acceptable water quality in the lake 
after the restoration is 'completed. 
The watershed control measures include creating addi­
tional lagoons to increase water storage, so that overflow 
can be eliminated. The additional storage capacity should 
.give the dairy more flexibility in. its management and re­
duce the ne�d to use wastewater spray irrigation to control 
the lagoon water levels. The wastewater spray irrigation 
should be allowed only at distances. of 30 m or greater 
from the streams to allow for nwtrient attenuation by the 
vegeta�on, and soils. In addition, the wastewater spray 
irrigation will be moved from. fields · with soils of poorly 
drained Lacamas clay to fields wit.h the well-drained Cine­
bar sandy spils. 
A vegetated buffer zone will be established around the 
streams, which will be. fenced tp prohibit direct p.ccess by 
animals. Many of the pastures have high water tables, and 
overland sheet flow .occurs during most of the year. The 
sheet flow picks up nutrients from the fields and allows for 
little nutrient attenuation by the 'vegetation or soils. Drain 
tiles will be installed to improve drain�ge in these fields, to 
prevent sheet flow, and provide for nutrient attenuation. 
The technical aspects of the proposed pollution control 
plan were worked out with the cooperation and help of 
personnel from Washington State University, the Soil Con­
servation Service, and the Department of Ecology, work­
ing with local farmers, concerned citizens, and public 
service groups from the Carlisle Lake area. It is clear that 
close cooperation among these gro�ps will be necessary 
to secure the resources needed to put the plan into effect. 
Funding for the many lake restoration projects in Wash­
ington is provided by the State from Referendum 39 
funds. Referendum 39 established a la_ke restoration pro­
gram that is administered by the State Department of 
Ecology. The program funds qualified restoration projects, 
with 75 percent of funds provided by the State and 25 
percent by local sources. In the case of Carlisle Lake, the 
Lewis County Soil Conservation District has taken the 
lead for raising local contributions. The costs of the Phase 
II implementation project at Carlisle Lake are estimated to 
be about $300,000. This requires about $75,000 in local 
matching funds. Because Onalaska has a small popula­
tion base, local matching at this level poses a problem. 
However, the Department t>f Ecology allows for inclusion 
of in-kind services as part of the locaf match. Approxi­
mately 50 percent of the local match-is still required to be 
in cash outlays, but a lower percentage is allowed in cer­
tain cases. 
The in-kind services provision of Referendum 39 may 
be a distinct boon for nonpoint source pollution control 
associated with lake restoration projects, b�cause of the 
nature of nonpoint sources. Nonpoint source pollution is 
often associated with small operations that have limited 
cash resources. The sources are frequently located in ru­
ral areas with low population densities and a low·tS¥eve­
nue base. However, these operators will often own or have 
access to heavy equipment that can be used for services 
required in a Jestoration project, services which would 
otllerwise haye to be purchased � part of the pfoject. For 
example, backhoes, a common farm implement, can be 
used to dig lagoons, clear channels, or dig drain tile 
ditches. The farmer must provide the labor, machinery, 
and fuel, but the work can be credited to the project for 
operations were the major sources' of pollution along the 
.inlet stream. 
Monitoring stations were established on. the inlet and 
outlet streams, and samples were taken every 2 w��ks, 
from October 1983 to September 1 984, to cover the entire 
1983-84 water ,year. Sampling param�ters included 
streal"(l flow; nitrogen and phosphorus fractions, tempera­
ture, dissolved oxygen, ·conductivity, pH, alkalinity, sili­
cates, and suspended solids. Piezometers were installed 
around th� lake for ground water analysis. 
... 
RESULTS AND DISCVSSIQNS 
The hydraulic budget (Table 1) and the' nutrient (phos­
phorus) budget (Table 2) for the lake were constructed 
from the data'gathered on the'inlets arid outlet. Nonpoint 
source polliltidn associated with the dairy and cattle oper­
atiO'ns. were foiJnCl to contribute abOut 7& percent of the 
total annual'phosphorus loading 1o the lake: ··The remain­
ing 25 per'cent of the total phosphorus load 'resulted from 
inte'i"nal ·nutrient recy'Ciing· from sediment' diffusion and 
from macrophyte release. 
'Specific ..activities and sources that result in nonpoint 
source pollution include wa5tewater spray irrigation, was­
tewater storage lagoon overflow, nutrients leached from 
wastes. deposited in fields, and direct deposition df animal 
wastes in streams. Although the study. was nor designed 
to quantify separately the specific pollution sources, some 
inferences can be made from th'e available 'data. 1 
Figures 2 and 3 show the stream ·discharge volumes 
and phosphorus concentrations in the two major inlets, 
Gheer Creek and the Ditch Inlet. Tabfe 3·shows the sea­
sonal averages for -stream discharge ·and 'phosphorus 
Table 1 .-Summary hydraulic budget. 
Inlets Ground 
total ·outlet water 
Oct 507406 -455290 -521 1 0  
Nov 27n275 -1233955 -1 543320 
Dec 1435030 -596550 838480 
Jan 2488103 -674725 -1813378 
Feb 859544 -1 138555 27901 1  
Mar 1083250 -21 29901 1 046651 
Apr. 1 055821 -1 222997 1 671 76 
May 995.091 ... 751091 -244000 
Jun 306378 -209236 -97142 
Jul 641 69 -128312 64143 
Aug 81450 -1 23801 42351 
Sep 84047 -26194 -57853 
Year 1 1737558 -8p�q607 -3046951 
Note: Ground water estimate Includes net rainfall, sheet flow, and ground water. 
Losses are negative; gains are positive. Flows are In m3. 
Table 2.-Summary phosphorus budget. 
Gheer Ground 
Ck Ditch Outlet water Sediment 
Oct 4.829 32.235 -74.364 -2.606 39.906 
Nov 70.398 43.405 -270.Q78 -77. 166 233.441 
Dec 46.472 76.534 -76. 189 -41 .924 -4.893 
Jan 160.064 1 79.51 -89.681 -90.669 -159.224 
Feb 22.748 1 6.269 ·-96.854 1 3.951 33.886 
Mar 16.799 46.1 76 -189,012 52.333 73.704 
Apr 1 7.84, 1 5.679 -68.702 8.359 26.824 
May 18.121 35.862 -50.4,29, -39.040 .35.486 
Jun 17.472 8.567 -21 .032 -15.543 10.536 
Jul 3.136 1 .512 -22.890 3.207 15.035 
Aug 6.818 4.072 -19.266 2.1 1 8  6.25er 
Sep 4.996 8.202 -4.331 9.256 0.389 
Year 399.693 468.023 -982.828 -196.237· �1 1 .349 
Note: L� to the system are negative, gains are positive. Sediment and gr,ound 
water values are net estimates in kg. 
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Figure 3.-Ditch lniet discharge and phosphorus concentra­
tions. 
loadings for the 1983-84 water year. The discharg� and 
concentrations .figures show that an inverse relationship. 
existed between these stream propertie� throughout most 
of the study period; that is, as discharge increased, phos­
phorus-concentration decreased, and vice versa. This pat­
tern may have r�1.1lted from 8' relatively constant source 
of nutrients, so that the phosphorus tended to be diluted 
during high flows and highly concentrated during low flow 
periods. 
Some exceptions to the general flow and concentration 
pattern occurred 'in January 1984, in both inlet streams 
and, in April/May 1984, in the Ditch Inlet. During these 
periods, the phospborus concentration rose as the dis­
charge increased, indicating either a flow-related 
Table 3.-Practices eligible for cost-sharing under 
the Agricultural conservation Program 
(Soil Conserv. Serv. 1984) 
Prevention of soil loss from water anc;l wind erosion. 
Permanent vegetative cover establishment 
Diversions 
Cropland protective cover 
Streambank stabilization 
Solution to water qualtiy problems 
Stream protection 
Sod waterways 
Animal waste control facilities 
Water management systems for pollution control 
Conservation of soil and water through forestry 
Forest tree plantations 
' 
Forest tree stand improvement 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
source(s} or an activity that was occurring during these 
times and not during others. Substantial nutrient loading 
occurred during these periods (Table 2). 
The January peak flows 'were the highest of the water 
year and occurred at the end of a 3-month period of high 
rainfall and stream flows. As stated, both inlet streams 
experienced increases in nutrient concentration and load­
ing associated with the January peak discharges. It is 
pOSsible that the high rainfall caused increased leaching 
of nutrients, but such increased leaching usually occurs at 
the onset of the high flow periods. This was not the case in 
the Carlisle Lake watershed. The more likely source of the 
increased nutrients was overflow from dairy wastewater 
lagoons. The lagoons are used to hold water to be recy­
cled from milk parlor and feed lot cleaning. The lagoons 
may have been full by January because of high levels of 
rainfall, al'ld the continued rainfall in January-especially 
some high precipitation storm events-combined with the 
washwater flows probably caused the lagoons to overflow 
during this period. 
The April/May high-loading period for the Ditch Inlet 
has, we believe, a different but related cause. Manure 
spreading of lagoon water is employed by the dairy Jo 
fertilize some of the pastures, but it is used primarily to 
control the .water levels in the recycling lagoons. Manure 
spreading was performed on fields draining· into the Ditch 
Inlet. This practice probably accounted for the phosphorus 
increase in the Ditch Inlet during the spring. 
From the evidence discussed and from other data col­
lected during the studY, we can characterize the nonpoint 
pollution sources that result in nutrient enrichment to the 
inlet streams and to Carlisle Lake. Nutrients leached from 
manure in the pastures adjacent to the streams and from 
manure deposited directly in the streams seem to provide 
a relatively constant source of lofiding. Manure spreading 
and lagoon overflow are intermittent sources that contrib­
ute spike loadings, especially during high rainfall and 
stream flow periods. 
Controlling the pollution sources to Carlisle Lake will be 
the goal of the Phase II project. Dredging will be required 
to remove the sediments and macrophytes to deepen the 
lake and reduce the internal nutrient loading. In the water­
shed, pollution-control measures will be aimed at reducing 
or eliminating the nutrients from animal wastes that reach 
the inlets. The amount of nutrient reduction needed in the 
watershed was estimated using a phosphorus model 
which has been found to yield reasonably accurate predic­
tions of phosphorus concentrations in western lakes (Ma­
hamah and Bhagat, 1 982}. A Vollenweider-type analysis 
was used to predict trophic state in the lake following res-
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Figure 4.-Carllsle Lake trophic status predicted by the 
Walker model. 
toration with various phosp�orus loadings and stream dis­
charges (Vollenweider, 1975). The model results are pre­
sented in Figure 4. Permissible loading is defined as that 
loadi�g which will r�sult in an av�rage annual phosp�orus 
concentration of 1 0 JLg/L or less: Dangerous loadings will 
result in average annual phosphorus concentrations of 20 
JLg/L or greater. The model predicts that a nutrient-loading 
reduction of app�oximately 8�90 percent would be re­
quired to maintain acceptable water quality in the lake 
after the restoration is completed. 
The watershed coritrof measures include creating addi­
tional lagoons to increase water storage, so that .ovedlow 
can be eliminated. The additional storage capacity should 
give the dairy more flexibility in its management and re­
du�e the .nee.d to use wastewater spray irrigation to control 
the lagoon water levels. The wastewater spray irrigation 
should be allowed only at distances of 30 m or greater 
fro111 the streams to allow for n1:1trient attenuation by the 
vegetat.!o� and soils. In addition, the wastewater spray 
irrigation will be moved from fields with . soils of poorly 
drained Lacamas clay to fields with the well-drained Cine­
bar sandy soils. 
A vegetated buffer zone will be established around the 
streams, which wi!l be. fenc�d to prohibit direct p.ccess by 
animals. Many of the pastu�es have high water tables, and 
overlaJ1d sheet flo.,v occurs during most of the year. The 
sheet flow picks up nutrients from the fields and allows for 
little nutrient atten,uation by the vegetation or soils. Drain 
tiles will be jnstalled to improve drain,iige in these fields, to 
prevent sheet flow, and provide for nutrient attenuation. 
The technical aspects of the·proposed pollution control 
plan were worked, out with the cooperation and help of 
personnel from Washington State University, the Soil Con­
servation Service, and the Department of Ecology, work­
ing with local farmers, concerned citizens, and public 
service groups from the Carlisle Lake area. It is clear that 
close cooperation among these groups will be necessary 
to secure the resources needed to put the plan into effect. 
Funding for the many lake restoration projects in Wash­
ington is provided by the State from Referendum 39 
funds. Referendum 39 established a la.!<e restoration pro­
gram that is administered by the State Department of 
Ecology. The program funds qualified restoration projects, 
with 75 percent of flll'ids provided by the State and 25 
percent by local sources. In the case qf Carlisle Lake, the 
Lewis County Soil Conservation District has taken the 
lead for raising local contributions. The costs of the Phase 
II implementation project at Carlisle Lake are estimated to 
be about $300,000. This requires about $75,000 in local 
matching funds. Becau§e Onalaska has a small popula­
tion base, local matching at this level poses a problem. 
However, the Department t>f Ecology al)ows for inclusion 
of in-kind services as part of the local match. Approxi­
mately 50 percent of the local match .is still required to be 
in cash outlays, but a lower percentage is allowed in cer­
tain cases. 
The in-kind services provision of Referendum 39 may 
be a distinct boon for nonpoint source pollution control 
associated with lake restoration projects, b�cause of the 
nature ·of nonpoint sources. Nonpoint source pollution is 
often associated with small operations that have limited 
cash resources. The sources are frequently located in ru­
ral areas with low population densities:and a low tS¥eve­
nue base. However, these operators will often own or have 
access to heavy equipment that can be used for services 
required in a restoration project, services 'which would 
oth.erwise have to be purchased 8$ part of the P.toject. For 
example, backhoes, a common farm implement, can be 
used to dig lagoons, clear channels, or dfg drain tile 
ditches. The farmer must provide the labor, machinery, 
and fuel, but the work can be credited to the project for 
part of the local match at the market price for.comparable 
services. · ' ' • ' .. J!. ·• • • ' ' 
Even with credit for labor for the in-kind sefYices, local 
expense requirements can still be substantial. Some of 
the control measures for nonpoint source pollution control 
may actually improve production for dairies or farms. This 
may-possibl},-disqualitY them from direct Referendum '39 
funds under provisions that prohibit public funding for pri­
vate improvements. There is some ambiguity in the provi­
sions, but the cost to an individual farm, dai� or range 
operation elm be large if even moderate pollution control 
measures are required. These problems have suggested 
the-use of the Agricultural ·conservation Program, admin-
istered ·by the 'Soil' ConsePiatiorf Service". • 
The Agricultural Conser\tation 'Prbgram ;ptovides some 
cost-sharing funding to individual farms for- implementa­
tion of'practlte'S' thanesult 'it'l soil corisePJatiOn; pdllution 
abatement, or .forestry practices. The .practiCeS"eligible for 
CoSt-sharing must n$trt specification( of fhe Soil'Conser­
vation·'Servlce�anCI the State :Oepar'tmenf 'bf Natural Re-• 
sources .. As one Of the. stated aims Of th'e lJroQ'ram· is to 
encourage public benefits, e�p'9cially the goal of "prevent­
ing or abating pollution and other environmental degrada­
tion.�· linking the ACP with a public lake restoration project 
should provicte iropet&Js fof.l)!vorabls iJepo,silion 'of the 'ap! 
plication. ·Table 3 contains a list of the types of practices 
eligible for cost-sharing under the ACP. 'Many of these " . .  
LAKE QUALITY 
eligible actiVities are practic;:es for eliminatin_g or abating 
nonpoint source pollution: · · , 
Jn conci!JSiP.n, the Carlisle lake Phase II restoration im­plementatiol'l project 'is in the planning ·stage's'.'eoopera­
tion among personnel from tli� involyed age,ncies h'as "Jed\ 
to the unification of some diverse funding sources into·a 
cohesive program for 'abatement of a specific "nonpoint 
source pollution problem. Similar cooperative apprqaches 
in other areas may be required to secure the funds ahd 
technical resources to control nohpoint source pollution. 
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WHY SCOFIELD RESEftVOIR IS EUTROPHIC: EFFECTS OF 
NONPOINT SOURCE �OLLU1Af'ITS 'ON A WATER SUPPLY 
RESERVOIR IN UTAH 
DOYLE STEPHENS 
U.S. Geologjcal Survey 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
.......----- ABSTRACT -----., 
Studies since 1979 have classified Scofield Reser'Voir as 
mesoeutrophic or eutrophic. The principal pollutants are 
nutrients, trace metals, and sediments associated with . 
nonpoint sources, such as construction of ·roads and 
mine portals, domestic waste disposal, animal grazing, 
and natural deposits of rock containing phosphate. 
Blooms of blue-gr�en algae, wh}ch have resulted, In 
fishkills, have corresponded to years of decreased intlow. 
Biota populations during wet years were quite diverse, 
with only minimal numbers of undesirable blue-green al­
gae. During 1981, however, the minimum usable water 
storage decreased to 31 pe�cent of the 25-year average 
and blue-green algae blooms resulted in serious fishkills. 
Concentrations of mercury in the water in Scofield Reser­
voir have caused concern for water users, but none of the 
concentrations has exceeded revised State standards. 
The mercury origirtates from coal particles within the 
drainage basin, and most of it is bound as silicate in the 
reservoir sediments and is not readily soluble. Several 
management practices have been implemented to de­
crease nonpoint source pollution. Among these are an 
improved waste disposal station for recreational vehicles, 
a containerized waste system for fish cleaning, and 
streambank stabilization. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE INVESTIGATION 
Extensive research on Scofield Reservoir in central Utah 
has been conducted during the last few years by the Utah 
Division of Environmental Health and the U.S. Geological 
Survey. The objectives of the State studies were to quan­
tify nonpoint sources of nutrients entering the reservoir, 
determine the trophic conditions, and identify possible 
restoration methods. The Geological Survey, in coopera­
tion with the Bureau of Land Management, was interested 
primarily in determining the effects on the reservoir of coal 
mining within the drainage basin. Eutrophic conditions, 
large sediment loads, and trace metal contamination were 
problems anticipated prior to the start of the studies. Be­
cause of differences in objectives and the period of study, 
there was little duplication of effort, and complementary 
data bases were compiled. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 
Scofield Reservoir, at an elevation of about 2,320 m in 
central Utah (Fig. 1 ), was formed in 1 926 and enlarged in 
1945 by dams on the Price River. Usable capacity of the 
reservoir is 81 hm3 and maximum depth is 14 m. The 
drainage basin for the reservoir is 400 km2 and is primarily 
mountainous, with elevations ranging from 2,31 2 to 
3,183 m. The drainage basin contains large coal deposits 
and the area has been mined since the late 1 800's. The 
major source of inflow to the reservoir is Fish Creek, which 
contributed 72 percent of the total inflow during the 1 980 
water year. Minor inflows were from Mud Creek (1 6 per­
cent), and Lost and Pondtown Creeks and from precipita­
tion (12 percent). Agricultural use of the basin is limited to 
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grazing of sheep (15,000 head) and c.attle (5,000 head). 
Ninety-three percent of the drainage basin is forest or 
range land. 
The reservoir supplies water for domestic use to 20,000 
people downstream, and It provides recreational -opportu­
nities for about 70,000 visitors per year .• There are 1 ,1 00 
recreational camping-or cabin units on the shores. Sani­
tary facilities for the camps, cabins, and the town of Sco­
field (200 people) are limited to pit privies and septic tanks. 
ALGAL BLOOMS AND FISHKILLS 
Perio'clic data for algal .populations and biQOms are availa­
ble since 1975. Colonies of objectionable blue-green al­
gae were identified in the reservoir in 1 975, but their num­
bers did not reach bloom proportions, most likely because 
of increased tributary flow and high water in the reservoir. 
During most wet years, algal populations are quite di­
verse, with few blooms of blue-green algae. Considerable 
data on the algal community have been collected since 
1981 , and this may be summarized by examining the fluc­
tuations of two blue-green algae, Aphanizomenon flos­
aquae and Anabaena f/os-aquae, and the diatom 
Stephanodiscus minutula, which are good indicators of eu­
trophication in reservoirs in Utah. The density of these 
blue-green algae and the percentage of the diatom (rela­
tive to all diator:ns) are plotted in Figure 2 for 1 981-84. 
Although both groups of organisms are Indicators of eu­
trophication, their densities typically are inverse. .In­
creased densities of the blue-green algae indicate blooms 
during August 1 981 and October 1 982. Possible bloom 
conditions for the diatom are indicated during early Au­
gust 1981 , September 1981 , and August 1983. The phyto­
plankton bloom in August-September 1981 , resulted in a 
considerable fishkill. The bloom of blue-green algae in 
October 1982 did not result in a major fishkill, because 
water storage had reached an historic high in June and 
was still relatively high during October. Similarly, the 
diatom bloom of August 1 983 occurred at a time when the 
water storage historically was very large. 
Fishkills in Scorleld Reservusr have been reportea dur­
ing 6 years since 1 960, .and most were associated with 
small discharges from the principal inflowing stream or 
decreased reservoir water storage (Table 1 ). During most 
years, Fish Creek contributes about 70 percent of the an­
nual inflow to the reservoir. The Utah Division of Wildlife 
Resources (Donaldson, 1984) has found that fishkills oc­
cur in years when the annual value for mean daily dis­
charge of Fish Creek is less than 1 . 13  m3/sec. This,..obser­
vation has been verified by all data since 1960, with the 
exception of data from 1 963 and 1 966. In 1 963, the flow 
from Fish Creek decreased to 63 percent of the 25-year 
average daily flow of 1 .5 m3/sec, and the minimum water 
storage in the reservoir was only 52 percent of the 25-year 
average. The flushing rate (total inflow divided by Price . 
River outflow) in 1963 was about 1 ,  which may have pre­
vented a fishkill. During 1966, the average daily flow of 
Fish Creek was 67 percent of the 25-year average, but 
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greater than 1 . 1 .  It� likely that .fish kills result fr9m a com­
binatiop of el'\yironmeJ:Ital faptors. tl)at -are inteJ)sifjed by 
deore�ed triJ:>!:Jtpry in.flow. Thes� f\lctq,rs a�Jt larg� popt,Jia­
tioQ� >9f �II:Je;-gree,n ,,alg�� that reJ�ase. biologipal, \O�ips, 
oxygen �I'Tlands.ce�ulti.D9:f(oryv��Phltipn and,d�comeo­
sitiorr of- �lgaJ.pop_ulation�. if19.r�pse_sj rate of warming of 
la�e,wa!er, jind increased v�qlume,of th!') apa�robiq_hypo--
lit;nr;�iqn. ·� . ,. , • . 
yO[tsic;lerct.b��. reservqir d_ata W�Jre co!!ected be(or� and 
after !h� 1 ��1 �umri,�r flshkijl,(l!ta� Dep: of Health, 19�). 
which indJe<tte.the �el�tio�ship J?e)WJ}�n, t9ta� re,se.Voir wa­
ter,§tqr�ge iinc;l the. !'19!u�l �glumtt·of fish-.h�bitable water 
(F.ig. 3� To!B-1, watet �\oytge began decre,asing in June, 
apd 9unng.August it decre�ed ),5, perce.nt. "J:h.e vq1�02e of 
fish;�A�it�le.· water cp�tai'lil)g f.l P.Jinimum dissolvedroxy­
gen.,conc�J:;ltration �t 5.? mg/L, which,i� sufficient to sup­
port a fishery, decreased at about the same rate until Au­
gu,�t.;Quring the first half of August, ��·ha�jtable �ater 
d��reas�d _abqut 60 percent. This was q�i;JS!\d b_x. an ex­
pansion of the anaerobic hypolimnion and.decreased vol­
um� ot tqtal_stor�ge; w�ich greatly .d�reased tli�: liv.ing 
ar�a. fori !ish ·an� result� ifl·· a� �$timated fishkill qf 
200,000. •' ,., 
TROP HIC STATE OE :THE RESERVOIR 
Because of 'reeurring algal blooms �nd large concentra­
tion� of nutrients, Scofi�ld Rese..Voir has been classified 
as eutrophic (Dentoff, '1�80) to meso-�uirophic (Waddelr et 
al. 1�983; Dentol),et al. 1983). Data collect�d �y the, U.S. 
GeQLogicaj Survey since 1979 . indicate that 47 percent of 
all measurements of total ptiosphotus in the' epilimnion 
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Table 1 .-Fishkllla and minimum water storage In Scofield Reservoir, ratio of Inflow to outflow, and discharge of Fish Creek. 
Percentage 
of 25-year Mean dally 
Minimum useable average discharge of 
Type and time water storage minimum Total inflow Fish Creek 
Water year of fishkill (thousands of cm3) storage Total outflow (m3/sec) 
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Figure 4.-Total phosphorus In surface and deep water In 
Scofield Reservoir, 1979-84. 
Figure 3.-Total and fish-habitable water stored in Scofield 
Reservoir during the 1981 fishkill. 
algae resulted in nearly 17  times the growth of phos­
phorus alone. By Sept. 19, the ratio was 50 to 1 ,  but the 
addition of nitrogen resulted in only �.twofold increase in 
algal mass when compared with the addition of phos­
phorus alone. It is..likely that phosphorus is limiting during 
most years, particularly when ,large populations of blue­
green algae, such as Aphanizomenon and Anabaena,· are 
present, because such algae are capable of fi.xing atmos­
pheric nitrogen into a form available to o�ganisms. 
and 69 percent of phosphorus measurements in the hypo­
, limn ion have exceeded, the Utah water quality standard of 
· 0.025 mg/L. The seasonal cycling of total phosphorus, 
·using data collected by the Utah Division of Environmental 
Health and the U.S. Geological Survey, is shown in Figure 
4. Phosphorus concentrations typically increase in the hy­
polimnion 'during winter stratification because of release 
from the sediments in · the reservoir. During turnover in 
May or June, concentration� generally decrease in the 
hypolimnion and increase in the epilimnion. The increase 
in algal al1d l:iacterial populations during the summer, 
coupled with increased stratification and development of 
an anaerobic hypollmn16n, decreases the phosphorus 
concentration in the epilimnion. In July or August, when 
suniiner stratification is at a maximum, release·of 'phos­
phorus from the anaerobic sediments results in large con-: 
centrations in the hypolimnion. During·fa,ll turnover, in late 
August or September, the phosphorus aC:x:u�ln ·the 
hypolimnion is released to the overlying waters ana sur­
face conc�ntrations of pho!>ptiorus typically increaSe. It is 
during the August..:septeinber turnover that recycled 
phosphorus ;s made-available to the blue-green algae and 
late summer blooms can occur. 
Denton �t al. (1983) reporJ:ed that ratios of nitrogen to 
phosphotus mostly were greater than 1 5  during 1981 , indi­
cating phospnorus limitation of· algal populations. During 
1982, ratios in the spring indicated ·phosphorus limitation 
and summer ratios ' generally identified a nitrogen limita­
tion. Bioassay tests of algal growth potential indicated that 
on June 27, 1 984� when the ratio of ryitrogen to phos­
phorus in the reserV'Oir�water was 43 to 1, the water was 
primarily phosphorus limited. Additions of small concen­
trations of nitrdgen (as nitrate), � well as phosphorus (as 
orthophosphate), however, stin:tulated nearly four times as 
much algal growth as phosphorus a)one. On July 31 , 
1984, when the nitrogen-to-phosphorus r�tio was 40 to 1 , 
the addition of ,nitrogen as well as phosphorus" to the test 
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SOURCES OF NUTRIENTS 
Because of basin slopes of 0:38 'in Boardinghouse and 
Eccles Canyons, and the cohstruction of extensive roads 
an� coal .mine portl!'-ls in Eccles Canyon, larQ_e.'Quanti�ies 
of sediment are trans'ported into Mud Creek" and then .nto 
Scofield Reservoir. ;Suspended· sediment loads in Mud 
Creek during July-September storms averaged 1 8,000 kg 
during 1Q�. Lo.ads dJJririg thunderstorms in spring 
were believed to be even larger: Soils in the Mud and Fish 
Creek drainages contain considerable quantities of natu­
rally occurring phosphorus. Soils collected in Boarding­
house and Eccles Canyons during 1984 contained 300-
500 mg of total phosphorus per kilogram. Suspended 
stream sediments from the Fish Creek drainage were re­
ported to contain 440-900 mg of total phos�horus." p'er 
kilogram, with biologically available phosphorus avera.g­
ing about 49 percent (Denton et al. 1983). 
Considerable loads of nitrogen and phosphorus are dis­
charged to the reservoir by Mud and Fish Creeks, the 
major inflowing streams to Scofield Reservoir (Table 2). 
Loads of nitrogen and phosphorus increased considerably 
during 1984 compared'with 1 983, €llthough the total inflow 
to thEne�er9oir was nearly" the same. The distribution· of 
loads also changed considerably duriflg 1984, showing a 
greater proportion of .nutrients, relative to the i:lischarge, 
entering from the Fish Creek drainage. During 1980 and 
1 98_3, the proportion 9f total nutrien,t }oads, relative to ... dis­
charge, was greater for the Mud Creek drainage, The in­
creased loads In Mud Creek during 1984 may be due, il) 
part, to increased construction in the Eccles Canyon. 
There is no evidence to explain the increased loads during 
1984 in Fish Creek. 
Clyde et al. (1981) reported that wells in the Scofield 
area yielded water with an aver_age p�osphorus �o.n?e�­tration of 170 l'g/L, except in several Qf the subd1v1s1ons 
adjacent to the lake. In these areas, the water from several 
shallow wells contained mean total phosphorus concen­
trations greater than 1 ,400 l'g/L. Relatively large concen­
trations of nitr�te nitrogen also were common in the same 
wells, with concentrations ranging from 1 ,000 to 14,000 
l'g/L. COntamination of the ground water by disposal of · 
domestic waste was suspected. 
PHOSPHORUS IN LAKE SEDIMENTS 
Selective chemical extraction of phosphorus from sedi­
ments in Scofield Reservoir by Messer and Ihnat (1 983) 
indicated that nearly 200 mg of phosphorus per kilogram 
of sediment were potentially available for biological up­
take. Although the quantity of phosphorus in the sedi­
ments is quite large, the actual quantity released is small 
because of the large concentrations of iron in the sedi­
ments. The phosphorus is in the form of iron-oxide gels, 
which release phosphorus when the iron in the gel is re­
duced to the ferrous form during anaerobic periods of 
stratification. 
Release rates of available orthophosphorus from intact 
sediment cores were determined under aerobic and an­
aerobic conditions by the authors. Some differences in 
release rates depended on the sampling location of the 
core. Under anaerobic conditions at a typical hypolimnion 
temperature of 15°C, however, phosphorus release gen­
erally peaked within 15 days, at a rate of about 2 mg/m2 
per day and decreased to about 1 .3 mg/m2 per day for the 
remaining 17  days of the experiment. Under aerobic con­
ditions, at a typical epilimnion temperature of 20°C, the 
maximum release rates were about 0.6 mg/m2 per day, 
decreasing to about 0.3 mg/m2 per day after 28 days. 
These rates are slightly less than those reported for Deer 
Creek Reservoir (75 km to the northwest) by Messer and 
Ihnat (1983). 
The quantity of orthophosphorus released from the sed­
iments during summer stratification was calculated using 
data obtained· during 1983. The reservoir was stratified 
from the end of July to the end of September, about 70 
days. During this time, water covering about 380 ha was 
anaerobic. Using a release rate of 1 .3 mg/m2 per day, a 
total of 360 kg of phosphorus could have been released 
from the sediments to the hypolimnetic water. This indi­
cates that phosphorus release from anaerobic lake sedi­
ments is of minor importance when compared with loads 
of total phosphorus entering from streams (Table 2). 
TRACE METALS 
The presence of an active mining industry and large sedi­
ment loads created by construction of road and mine por­
tals in the basin indicated that trace metals may be a 
LAKE QUALITY 
po!h,Jtjon probler.n in ,the .
rese�voir. Prior to Novem�er 
1984, the State water qua)1ty standards for the protection 
of aquatic wildlife did not incorporate water hardness into 
the allowable concentrations for trace metals. Because of 
th,e accumulation 9f.:!iJ�ra�ure jndicating that trace metal 
toxicity to aquatic wil�!ifp.i:; dependent on water hardnel?s, 
trace· metal standards were revised to less stringent con­
centrations. This necessitated revisions in the interpreta­
tion of the effects of trace metals on Scofield Reservoir, 
particularly for mercury, which had been identified previ­
ously as a potent)a! P.OIIut�nt problem (Clyde et al. 1981). 
Under the old standards, 39 of 46 analyses for total mer­
cury in reservoir waters indicated concentrations in ex­
cess of State standards of 0.05 l'g/L. The mean of all the 
violations was 0.17  l'g/L. Under the revised standard of 1 
l'g/L, none of the samples exceeded the standard. Analy­
ses of fish tissue also indicated the existence of small 
concentrations of mercury in the reservoir waters, but the 
concentrations were considerably less than the allowable 
limit for edible fish (Denton et al. 1983). The small concen­
trations of mercury probably orfginate from coal particles 
tran�ported into' the reservoir. The composition of coal in 
the area indicates that the mercury content may be as 
large as 0.25 part per million by weight (Smith, 1981). 
Manganese and zinc ar� the only other trace metals 
that are potential pollutants in the reservoir. The standards 
of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1976) for a 
public water supply prohibit exceeding a total manganese 
concentration 6('50 l'g/L. During periods of stratification, 
concentrations of total manganese may range from 500 to 
700 l'g/L in the anoxic hypolimnion in Scofield Reservoir. 
The concentrations increase considerably in the hypolim­
nion during summer stratificatiOIJ al)d abruptly · dec�ease 
during spring and late summer turnover. lt. is during these 
turnov�r periods that the �ncentratipns increase in the 
epilimnion because o1 mixing wiJh hypolimnetic water en­
riched with manganese. Concentrations. of manganese in 
the epilimnion rarely exceeded the standard during 1979-
82, but during th� late summer turnover in 1983 and 1 984, 
near-surface concentrations .tehded to range from 80 to 
· 1 20 l'g/L. Total, and to a lesser ,extent, �issohied iron con­
centrations were similar in magnitud,e to tho�� of total 
manganese during �riods, Qf stratification and mixing. 
Concentrations of total zinc in the reservoir occasionally 
excQed 150 I'Q{l b,ut the dissoJved }orm rarely exceeds 
th,e State standard qf ?O l'g/1,.. Some cycling o.f both forms 
of zinc qccur& in the surface and bottom waters, but Jt 
does not conform 'to well-defined periods of stratification 
and mixi,ng 'as'i� tne caSe with.'m.anganese. 
EXTRACTIONS FROM SE[)IMENT CORES 
Sediment cores were collect�d at five sites in .the reser­
voir, radioisotope methods were used to determine sedi­
mentation rates, and chemical extractions were per­
formed' (Skei' and Paus, 1979) to proviae an estimate of 
the ease witt\· which trace metals may be removed from 
the sediment. .In general, isotope-dating methods indi­
cated that sedimentatiorl rates within 'the reservoir were . ' ' ' " 
Table 2.-Loads of nitrogen and phosphorus entering Scofield Reservoir In gauged streams during. 1980, 1983, and 1984 
water years. Numbers In parentheses are the percent of total. 
Water year 
1980 1983 1984 
Inflow Dissolved Total Inflow Dissolved Total Inflow Dissolved ' Total 
(million nitrogen phosphorus (million nitrogen1 phosphorus (million nitrogen phoiphorus 
m3) (MT) (MT) . m3) . (MT) (MT) m3j . (¥T)" (MT) 
Fish Creek 74.9 (82) 57 (79) 4.0 (71) 100.9 . (81) 37 (79) 15  (73) 96.6 (78) 1 10 (81) 79 (86) 
Mud Creek 1 6.2 (18) 15  (21) 1 .6 (29) 23.9 (19) 10 (21) 5 (27) 27.5 (22) 25 (19) 13  (14) 
Total 91 . 1  72 5.6 124.8 47 20 1 24.1 123 92 
1� 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
not uniform. Sedimentation rates near the major sources 
of inflow could not be determined accurately, but they 
were believed to be greater than rates in the central part of 
the reservoir. Sediments accumulating in the shallow ar­
eas periodically move toward the center of the lake, where 
the sedimentation rate is about 1 em per year. An even 
smaller rate of deposition, 0.3 em per year, has been de­
termined for an area near the dam, where the velocity of 
the current is slowest. 
Concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, and cobalt in all 
cores were very small, and these elements primarily were 
present in a tightly bound form. Copp�r concentrations in 
the sediments ranged from 15 to 20 p,g/g. Most of the 
copper was present in the nonsilica fraction, most likely 
tightly bound to clays or in sulfide compounds. The quan­
tity of copper potentially available to the biota was usually 
about 5 p,g/g. Concentrations of manganese at most sites 
showed a gradual decrease from the sediment surface to 
the bottorfl of the 20-40 em core. Concentrations of total 
manganese varied from 400 to 700 p,g/g in the surface 
segments and decreased about one-third in the bottom 
segments of the core. This is a typical pattern for rt;�anga­
nese in lake sediments. The oxidized forms of manganese 
are deposited in the sediments and gradually buried. As 
o�gen is excluded from the cores and reducing condi­
tions are established, the oxides are reduced and made 
soluble, releasing manganese with a + 2 valence which 
migrates upward in the pore water (Skei and Paus, 1 979). 
Mercury concentrations in the sediments generally 
were less than 0.02 p,g/g, particularly in the shallow, re­
cently deposited alluvium from Mud and Fish Creeks. 
Sediments from deeper sites tiad con�iderably larger con­
centrations of mercury, with a maximum concentration of 
6 p,g/g. At sites where cor;�centrations were larger, the con­
centrations were p�esent in the least soluble (silicate) 
. form. Concentrations in a biologically available form did 
not exceed 0.02 p,g/g, and they generall{were present in 
concentrations less than 0.01 p,g/g. 
CONTROL OF EUTROPHICATION 
THROUGH MANAGEMENT 
The State of Utah has prOposed several management 
practices for controlling nonpoint and point sources of nu­
trients (Denton et al. 1983). These methods consist of 
integrating public education programs with physical, 
chemical, and biological management practices to de­
crease the rate of eutrophication and restore reservoir 
qualit}( These practices may be categorized as lakeshore 
and reservoir management. 
Lakeshore management would decrease the quantity of 
sewage-associateq m:trients entering the lake from non­
point sources, such �s holding tanks and leach fields. It 
would prohibit the installation of additional-sewage-hold­
ing tanks in subdivisjons around the . lake shore, require 
sanitary dump stations for recreatiooal vehicle parks, and 
require centralized septic tanks with drain fields located 
far from the lake shore in several subdivisions. Extensive 
wetlands would be created near the mouth of Mud Creek, 
which would be managed to preclude animal grazing and 
to encourage plant growth so as to decrease nutrient con­
centrations in the inflowing water. The plant growth would 
be periodically harvested and removed from the area. Wil­
lows planted along the creek drainage area near the reser­
voir would stabilize stream banks. The wetlands proposal 
could not be funded, and if has been . temporarily sus­
pended from consideration. 
·Reservoir management is designed to decrease the ef­
fects of eutrophication by controlling nutrients after they 
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reach the reservoir. i=ishery practices, such as no-limit or 
commercial fishing, would decrease the nutrient load 
caused by chemical treatment periodically used to control 
rough fish. Fish cleaning, with return of the entrails to the 
reservoir, is estimated to contribute more than 180 kg of 
phosphorus annually (Denton et al. 1 983). Prohibition of 
fish cleaning on the reservoir and along tt]e shore, and 
construction of fish-cleaning stations in the camping areas 
would decrease this source of nutrients. Public education 
and more restroom facilities would be used to decrease 
waste disposal by boaters. Other water management 
practices considered but rejected as being too costly or in 
conflict with water users included: alum treatment to pre­
cipitate phosphorus, followed by fly ash addition to seal 
the nutrients in the sediment ($1 60-$600 per hectare); 
aerators to decrease anaerobic conditions under which 
phosphorus leaches from the sediments ($6,00Q-$1 2,000 
annually); dredging to remove sediment ($1 ,000 per hect­
are); installation of a large pipe, which would allow; hypo­
limnetlc water to be discharged during the summer (more­
than $43,000); water drawdown during midsummer to en­
courage complete water mixing and prevent formation of 
an anoxic hypolimnion. 
Several practices had been implemented by 1985. An 
improved waste disposal system for recreational vehicles 
and a containerized fish-cleaning station with grinder and 
waste system connections are in use at the State park 
campground. Posting of antipollution signs has increased 
public awareness, and the channel .has been stabilized 
along the downstream reach of Mud Creek. Subsequent 
monitoring and study is planned by the State to determine 
the effectiveness of these control practices. 
All lakes are different, and the effect of nonpoint source 
pollutants cannot be predicted unless the chemistry and 
biology of each lake are understood. Management prac­
tices to control eutrophication need to be deferred until the 
dynamics of specific lake systems are fully known. 
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.------- ABSTRACT ____ __, 
Phosphorus loading from the Fox River (Wisconsin) pro­
duces a gradient in trophic state along the major axis of 
Green Bay (Lake Michigan) ranging from hypereutrophic 
to oligotrophic. Water quality problems associated with 
the . gradient include high turbidity, excessive algal 
growth, and dissolved oxygen depletion. The Fox River 
contributes 78 percent of the tributary total phosphorus 
load to Green Bay; more than half of that load originates 
from nonpoint sources. A unit area load (UAL) based mi­
docomputermodel is used to generate estimates of non-
• pointtotal ptlosphorus loads as a function of land use and 
soil texture in the Fox River watershed. Phosphorus loads 
• are input to a water quality microcomputer model which 
q�lculates th� total 'phosphorus' and chlorophyll concen­
trations, watlil� transparency; and 'trophic state corres­�n�ing to that load. Changes in wat�r quality and trophic 
state are examined under existing conditions and twci 
hypothe1ical land use scenarios: 100 percent·woodland 
and 1 00 percent high tillage cropland. The basin is well 
suited to such a demon�tration because of tne .domi­
nance of the cropland l�md use classification (65 percent 
of total - basin land acreage). Water quality and trophic 
state changes associated with the two hypothetical sce­
.. narios are pramatic, demonstrating the utility of the ap­
. proach in providipg a basinw.ide overview of the potential 
impact of nonpoint management programs in the water­
shed. 
POINT AND NONPOINT POLLUTANT 
�OURCES . 
Deterioration in the water quality. of the Great Lakes and 
concommitant changes in the biota of ..ttl at system have 
paralleletl-the'cultural development of the region (Beeton, 
1970). Long-term alterations in land use from a primarily 
forested condition to intensive urban and agricultural uses 
have played a.n impor,tant r9le in the wl:lter quality degra­
dation process (Int. Joint Comm., 1980). One manifesta­
tiDn 6f culfl.lrar development in· the basin is accelerated 
eutrophication of these waters resulting from point and 
nonpoirft loads of plant nutrients and oxygen-demanding 
materials. 
Actions taken in response to the Federal Water Pollution 
COntrol' Act Amendments of 1972 (P. L. 92-500), the Munic-
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ipal Wastewater Treatment Construction Grant Amend­
ments of 1981 (P.L. 97-1 17), and establishment of the•Na­
tional Pollution Discharge Elimination System ([qPDES, 
Sec. 402 of P.L. 92�500) have reduced point source loads 
of conventional pollutants to the Nation's waters.· 
The 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality' Agreement estab­
lished phosphorus target loads designed to maintain or 
improve the trophic status of the Great Lakes' waters. 
Point source phosph()rus management sftategies (e.g, 
upgraded treatment, effluent limitations, detergent phos­
phorus ban) have reduced phosphorus loads to the .Great 
Lakes. Hartig and Horvath {1982) qdncluded that red4c­
tions in ta5te and odor problems and decreased chlo(o­
phyll revels in Saginaw Bay (Lake Huron) occurred at least 
partly iri response to improved treatrnent efficiencies and 
the··Michigan phosphorus detergent ban. Bierman et al. 
(1 984) reported, however, that almost half o(fhe observed 
loadin�freductlon to'Saginaw Bay was caused by' altered 
nonpoint contributions associated with decreased tribu­
tary flow. 
Non'point source loads of' phosphorus are important 
acros8 the basin. The Pollution from Land Use Reference 
Group (PLUARG) reported that 'contributions of phos­
phorus from land use sources in 1 976 accounted for one­
half of the total lOad to Lakes Superior, Huron, and Erie, 
and one-third of the totaj load to lakes Michigan and On­
tario (Int. Joint Comm., 1980). Noni>oint sources of pollu­
tion differ from poirit sources in . that they represent the 
cumulative effect of-a large number of diffuse sources that 
are difficult to identify, monitor, and control. 
MANAGEMENT OF NONPOINT 
POLLUTION 
During the last deqade, comprehensive studies of water­
quality degradation in the Gteat Lakes and their major 
embayments have led t9·increased concern over the sig­
nificance of nonpoint soure'es of pollution as contributors 
to deteriorating conditions' (Great Lakes Basin 'Comm., 
1981 ; PLUARG, 1978; U.�. Arrriy .. Corps Eng. ,  1982). This 
concern is evidenced at all levels of government: at tHe 
international level through the·U.S./Canadian Great Lakes 
Water Quality Agreement; at the' national level through the 
Rural Clean Water Program and the Nationwide Urban 
Runoff Program, and at the State level through the Wis-
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
consin Nonj:>ojnt Source Water�oilutiQJi Abatement · Pro­
gram. 
Mathematical models play a critical role in the water 
quality management process by linking stated water qual­
Ity objectives with the treatment or control options re­
quired to meet those objectives (Thomann, 1972) .• As the 
state of the art has advanced, mathematical models have 
been more extensively used to gain insight into the dy­
namics of water quality degradation, and models are re­
lied on to forecast the impact of reduced contaminant 
stress. The development of areawide water quality man­
agement plans-in response to Section 208 of P.L. 92-500 
has extended the potential role of models within the plan­
ning process. 
The need for quantification of the role of nonpoint 
sources of pollution (rural and urban runoff) in determining 
surface water quality has led to the development of math­
ematical models of varying degrees of complexity and so­
phistication (SWMM, Huber et al. 1 975; STORM, U.S. 
Army Corp. Eng., 1975; CREAMS, Knisel, 1980; and AN­
SWERS, Beasely and Huggins, 1 980). Models such as 
these have the capability of estimating pollutant loads cor­
responding to land use, soil classification, and climatologi­
cal conditions. Successful implementation of a water qual­
ity management plan · requires that the impact of those 
loads on the system under study be quantified as well. 
This manu�ript-dei'T)pnstrates the application of coupled 
microcomputer modets �or a preliminary analysis of non� 
point pollutant loading and water quality response within a 
di'Qinage of interest)Responses in trophic state and water 
quality conditions ar� .pemonstrated using the lower Fox 
River-Green-Bay drainage (Wisconsin, Lake Michigan) as 
an example. · 
THE GREEN BAY SYSTEM· 
Green Bay)s 9; large gulf located. i!1 the northwest co(ner 
of Lake Michiganl'!(t:ig. 1 ). The. bay is approximately 
160 km long. and 22 km wid�, has a ,,111ean .. 9�pt� .5>f 
15.8 m, a volume of 67 km3, and a hydraulic retention time 
of 6 x,ears (Mortilper, 1978).:.For m�ny , ye�rs, indl!strial 
(pulp, and paper) and municipal discharges of oxygen-de­
manding suQstanc�s.and-plal)t n,ut�ients.nave CO'ltributed 
to severe diss9lved oxygen ,depletion, in the lower Fox 
River and extreme southern Green Bay -(Wis. State 
Cornm. Water Pollut., 1 939; Epstein et al. 1974). Reduc­
tioqs in municipal and i!"dustrial polluta11� d!scharges over 
the past decade have led to improved water quality s;:ondi­
tions in the rivetand !�wer bay. Significant-residual water 
quality problems reh:lt�d to agricul,yral r4noff (high tu�bi�­
ity) ana point and nonpoint sources of phosphorus (exces­
s�ve'algal .growth and reduced water clarity) remain. Hypo­
llmnetic 'oxygin d�p� �ion in G'r.e,en B51y at sites tar r�l"ffOVed frpm point sou:ce dis�h�rg�s of organic material 
oqcurs, �pparently in response to secondary enrichment 
(e.g., eutrophic�tion). 
Strong longitudinal gradients in trophic status are set up 
along the major-axis of the. bay as a result of phosphorus 
loaded from the 'Fox River. Hypereutrophic conditions ex­
ist in the southernmost region near the Fox River rnouth, 
while oligotrophic conditions prevajl in the northern 
rt:ta9hes . near the juncJion with j..ake Mich!gan. The, Fox 
River. is thlil single great�st hydrologic and pollutant 
source for Green. Ba� conJril;>util)g .45 percent of the an­
nual tributary flow an� 78 percent of the annual tributary 
phosphorus load (�OZ(lpyvski anc:tAI!e� 1 �84). The lower 
FoJ;C River. drainage bas.in is _highly 'agricultural: non point 
sources (Lake,\"{innebago SlQd urban an� rural runoff) ac­
co,unted for: 55 perc�nt of the annual F.ox River total phos­
phorus discharg�·to .Green Bay in ·1 970-71 (Sager and 
Wiersma, 1975). That nonp9int fra,ction. has probably,in-
Figure 1 .-Ma)or morphologiCal features of the ��n Bay-" 
Lower Fox River system and their location with t to 
Lake .. Michlgan. 
· • ' 
creas�d with upgraded point source tr.eatment. �ffipiencies 
in the basin achieved over th� past 15  years. For 'example I 
Roznowski and Auer (1984) cal9ulated, t�at the Gr�n Bay 
MettopPiitan Se,werage District contr.ibutes only ;3 �rc�nt 
of the total annual Fox River total. phosphorus load. 
OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH 
The objective of thil!l paper. is to demonstrate the applica­
tion of coupled, interactive, microcomputer models in. 
evaluating the sensitivity of the system to changes irrl�nd 
use patterns. A· unit area load (UAL)-based mlcroeompu� 
ter model Is ased to generate esfimates of nonpoint 1otal 
phosphorus loading as a function of land use. and 'soil 
texture distributions. Loads calculated by the nonpoint 
model drive a steady-state water quality model that de­
scribes the s�atial distribution of phosphorus within. the 
system. Corresponding water quality conditions and 
trophic levels may be assigl)ed thrqugh the l.i.;;e of. water 
quality and trophic state indices. WHen costs are provided 
for various levels of land .use management, the coup1,9d 
models provide an overview of the cost effectivt:Jness, as 
well as the remedial impact. of nonpoint pollution .control 
scenarjos. ' 
THE NONPOINT LOADING MODEL ,... 
The microcomputer model u�ed to calculate li\!�rage !in· 
nual total phosphpru� loadings frQJ)1,•nonpoint.·�.41� 
within a drainage basin uses a unit .area load .,approach. 
The model assumes that the total phosphorus load rQsuJt­
ing from surface runoff at a given slt&·is�char�cteristic of 
the predominant land use and soll.textur�,of th� area. The 
UAL (mass of phosphorus per unit ar�a per unit time) 
reflects nonpoint loadings for an "average" year of wet­
ness. 
· To evaluate the annual nonpoint source total phos­
phorus loading, t�e area under, study is divided into a s.et 
of subbasins or sub_watersheds representing the·major �y­
drologic units within the system. A IT)atrix is constructed 
for each subbasin to reflect all possible combinations ot 
land use and soil texture-each of which has a character­
istic UAL. The area associated with each point on the land 
use-soil --texture matrix (e.g., hectares of fine textured 
cropland) is IT!Uitiplied by the appropriate UAL:(e.g., kgP 
per hectare per year) to yield the site-specific phosphorus 
load (kgP per year). Contributions for each point on the 
land use-soil te"'ure matrix are summed across the sub­
basin and then l:iUbbasin totals are. added to yield the 
annual nonpoint phs:>liphor).ls, load· for the drainage; the 
procedure is summarized i,rl Figure 2. 
For purposes of this, demopstration, the lower Fox River. 
wa$ershed is divided into three subbal(;ins: Lower Fox 
River, Lake Winnebago, .and River-Lakes (Fig. 3). Informa­
tion on land use and soil classifications within the water­
shed were obtained from the Fox Valley Water Quality 
Planning Agency jind Soil C9nservation Service offices· 
for the five-county, area that constitutes the Fox River wa� 
tershed. Eight land use classifications were considered, 
with cropland predominating in all subbasins. High tillage 
cropland (complete soil inversion) was not differentiated 
from low tillaga:cropland (noninversion soil conditioning); 
for demonsjration purposes, it was assumed that high and 
low tillage cropland practices are equally represented .in 
each subbasin. Soil classifications ,wer,e grouped into 
three major .soil texture categories: coarse, ·medium, and. 
fine; fine soils predominated in all subbasins. Major land 
uses and �oil text!Jres an� sumtnarized in Figure 3. 
The_ nonppi,nt squrce total phosphorus contribution Jor 
eac� land use-;-soil texture combination i:l calculated using 
U�Ls derived from stydies of systems having similar cli­
matological, land use, and soil texture conditions (see 
He,idtke.et al. 1985) •• The UALs applied in this demonstra­
tion (Table 1) are intended to represent annual total phos­
phorus contributions from surface runoff events within the 
lower Fox River watershed during an-av,J:�rage year of total 
precipitation. Contributions from interflow-baseflow 1are 
not included in the UAL values, but are treated as .con­
stant at a rate of 0.02 kgP/ha per year over the entire 
watershed. The reader is referred to Heidtl5e et al. (<1985) 
for additional details on the nonpoint source microcompu­
ter model. 
THE WATER QUALITY 'MODEL 
The water quality microcomputer model is a steady-state, 
mass balance mod�l for phosphorus (Auer and Canale, 
1985). The me>4el ,quantifies phospho.rus sources (tribu­
t� toads) and sinks (net settling, mass transport) and 
calculate� the SJ��ady-.st�te, SJ.II]lmAr. ayerage phosphorus. 
concentr,atlQI'\ f�t ABCh of 12 model ceiJs qriepted·,along 
the m�jor (northe�Vsouthwest) axis of. Green Bay. Tribu­
tary loads (annual average and summer average) used in 
model calibration and verification were calculated from 
tributary mo(litoring. d,ata, USGS �ow information,- and 
point source· discharge. permit reports {Roznowski· and 
Aue,,r. 1984). Net settling losses �re estimated from mea­
suroo sedimentation r�tes and the phospho�us content of 
the �i01e.nts �nd overlying water. �ass ,transport. (dis­
persion) is, �uantified by calibration ·to. qell;specific,: sum­
mer averag� chloride concentrations. Model output is a 
profife ot steady-state pho=:;phorus concentration i11-Green 
Bay as a function of distance from the Fox River mouth. 
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NONPOINT SOURCE MODEL 
Watershed 
[_ 
for all 
sub-basins 
= LOAD 
Figure 2.-Schematlc for the nonpolnt model calculation 
procedure. 
FOX RIVER WATERSHED 
66% Cropland 
25% Residual 
4% Residential " 
97% Fn. Salls 
Sub-Basin 
Sub-Basin LOWER FOX RIVER 
64% Cropland 
17% Residual 
8% Residential 
M% COlne Soils 
20% Medium Soils 
45% Fine Soils 
- LAKE WINNEBAGO 
69% Cropland 
18% Residual 
6% Residential 
99%FIN.SCiil-
Figure �.-Land use, soil texture, and major subbasins of 
the Lower Fox River water�hed. Residual land use classifi­
cation Includes woodlands .. wetlands, and p8J$ture. 
Table·1.-Total phosphorus UAL matrix (kgP/ha • yeat). 
Land l:lse 
Residential 
High tillage cropland 
Low tillage cropfand 
Pasture 
Woodland/residual' 
Soil Texture 
Coarse Medium Fine 
0.06 0. 13  0. 18 
0.551 0.74 0.92 
0.22 0.29 0.37 
.0.06 0.07 O.Q9 
0.02 _q.94 
Empirically deriyed tr<?phic.state and water quaLity indi­
ces are used, to �\'qluate water quality condition� for. each 
model cell . •  ljelationships P,,ublished by Dillon and ·Rigler 
(1975) are .us�cj to estjmate water .ciS�-!ijy (Secchi. disk 
transpar�ncy) and .chlorophyll concentration, from steady­
state pt!osphorus levels. Chlorophyll levels (eflect the phy­
toplankton standing crop and will respond to phosphorus 
loading. redu<;:tions in phosphorus-limit�d systems �ee 
Bierman et �1. 1984) . .Se9GJ'ti .Pisk transparency is influ­
enced by disl?o�ed col9r, chlorop)'lyll, and suspended pat• 
ticulate marier and wil! respond to pho�phorus loading 
reductiqns where phytoP.ta,nkton ·play (\..dominant role in 
light extinction. SeccN disk tr�nsparency js closely ti�d to 
t�e pub!iq perception of wat�r q�ality (Shapiro -at al. 1975) 
�nd thus provid£t!=i U$�ful input for cost qenefit analyses. 
Trophic state is evaluated in a similar fashion u&,ing the 
cr�teria of Chapra and, Dobson (-198.1) wnere a tot�l p.hos­
phqrus concentration� < 1 1 .Q ,LgP/L, indicates oligo�oph� 
the range 1 1 .Q-21 .1 JC.gP/b !!Jdicat�s mesotroph� and 
> 21 .7 �tgP/L in<�licates �ut�opJ)}< Th� Chapra lind Qobson 
trophic classification may b� also used to estimate hypo-
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
WATER ·QUALITY MODEL 
Total Phosphorus Loading 
(from nonpoint model) 
l 
Steady State Phosphorus Model 
(mass balance - sources and sinks) 
I 
yields spatial phosphorus profiles 
Secchi Disc 
•f(TP) 
System Response 
Figure 4.-Schematlc for linking nonpolnt and water quality 
models to generate Information on response In water quail� · 
and trophic state. ------------------
lilble 2.:--Annual avetage and summer total 
phosphorus loads. 
Land Use Scenario 
Baseline · 
100% woodland 
100% high tillage 
Annual 
Average Load 
(kgP/day) 
2361 
252 
4591• 
Summer 
Average Load 
(kgP/day) 
959 
102 
1 865 
llmnetic oxygen depletion rates. Linkages between non­
point phosphorus loads,- the steady-state model and 
trophic state and water quality indices are illustrated in 
Figure 4. 
NONPOINT MODEL OUTPUT AND 
HYt:»OTHETICAL MANAGEMENT 
SCENARIOS 
The annual ayerage 'nonpoint total phosphorus loading for 
tt)e low�r Fox River undl3r existing land use conditions, as 
calculated by' the nonpoint source mooel, is 2,361 kgP/ 
day. This value agrees well with estimates for point plos 
nonpoint loads reported ·by ftoznowski and ·Auer (1984: 
2,174 kgP/day) and Sager and Wiersma (1975: 2,008 kgP/ 
day). The measured summer average· total phosphorus 
load for the Fox River is 959 kg'P/day '(Auer and Canale, 
1 985); loads calculated by the nonpoint model are normal­
ized tQ SIJmm�r average levels for· input to the water qual­
ity mddel using th� ratio of annual average to summer 
average loads'(959/2,361 = 0.406). 
The nonpoint source microcOmputer model is used to 
eStimate tHe average annual 'total phosphorus loads for 
the Fox'River for baseline ( = existing) conditions and two 
hypothetical tand use scenarios: 1 00 percent woodland 
and 100 p�rcenrfligh tillage ·cropland. The annual aver­
age total phosphorus loads and ·the norntalized summer 
average loads fot, the three $Cenarios are presented in 
Table 2. 'The baseline scenario represents existing condi· 
tions, the woodland scenario, a best case condition and 
the high tillag� scenario, a worst- ease condition. These 
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test cases are not intended to characterize specific land 
use trends within the basin, but rather represent a range 
of conditions that demonstrate the value of the model in 
obtaining a rapid, macroscopic estimate of nonpoint load­
ings and corresponding trophic state. The test cases fur­
ther demonstrate the model's utility for examining water 
quality improvements resulting from remediar actions 
within the watershed. 
TROPHIC STATE AND WATER QUALITY 
RESPONSE 
Summer average total phosphorus loads for each land 
use scenario are input to the steady-state mass balance 
model and used to calculate corresponding spatial distri­
butions for phosphorus in Green Bay. Figure 5 'illustrates 
spatial patterns for total phosphorus, chlorophyll, Secchi 
disk transparency, and trophic state for each la11d · use 
scenario. Total phosphorus concentrations in Green Bay 
range from 11 7 to 1 0  l'gP/L under the baseline scenario, 
12 to 8 /LgP/L under the woodland scenario, and 191-11 
l'gP/L under the high . tillage scenario. Wtilin c9mpared 
with baseline conditions, the worst case, high tillage sce­
nario results in a transparency reduction of approximately 
1 m over much of the bay; actual conditions m�y'be worse 
over the first 15-20 km of· the gradient because of in­
creased suspended sediment load and the shallow nature 
of that part of the system. Chlorophyll levels increase by 
2-5 l'g/L in the mid- and outer-bay regions and by. 20-50 
l'g/L near the river mouth. Chlorophyll lncreases near the 
river mouth may be overestimated because of nutrient 
saturation and reduced light penetration (self-shading). 
The best case, woodland scenario generates striking im­
provements Over existing water quality 'conditions 
throughout the bay. An increase in Secchi disk transpar­
ency of 2-3 m and a reduction-in chlorophyll of 1-5 l'g/L 
are characteristic of much of Green Bay. Again, the shal­
low nature of the extreme southern portion of the bay may 
lead to an overestimate of water clarity · and chlorophyll 
levels. 
Under baseline conditions: the four southernmoS1 
model cells (approximately 20 km) are classifie'tj as 'eu­
trophic, the mid!bay region as mesotrophic, and the outer 
reaches as oligotrophic. The most dramatic change in 
trophic status is that for the best case·woodland scenario 
where oligotrophic conditions prevail over the entire 
length of the ba� Output from this scenario may offer an 
indication of trophic conditions in the bay prior to cultural 
development. Under the worse case, high tillage scenario, 
eutrophic conditions persist for approximately 65 km out 
into the bay and ov�rlay regions mCM?t susceptibJ� tp hypo­
limnetic oxygen depletion. 
An example of tlie impact of land use changes on dis­
solved oxygen depletion may be developed using the 
Thienemann Index as presented in Equation 17 of Chapta 
and Dobson (1981). Volumetric oxygen depletion rates, 
calc4lated for an'initial hypolimnetic oxygen·�ncentrafioh 
of 11 mg/L ' and ·a duration of stratificatio\:t. Of 4 months, 
would yield anaerobic conditions in 2.�-4.4 'months for 
eutrophic waters, 4.4-8.8 months for mesotrophie waters, 
and > 8.8 months for oligotrophic waters. The P,ortlon of 
Green Bay classified as eutrophic under baseli� condi­
tions is shallow and does not permanently stratify; thus, 
severe dissolved oxygen depletion' Is rare in that region. 
The trOphic state pattern· under the high tillage scenario 
extends eutrophic conditions over a substantial portion of 
the bay that does thermally strati� For the 3-4- months' 
stratification perioo characteristic of Green Bay, thi� re­
gion courd experience severe hypolimnetic o><Ygen deple­
tion. 
\-
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Figure &.-Examples of water quality model output for three hypothetical land use scenarios: (a) baseline (existing) con'dl-
tiona, (b) 100 percent woodland, and (c) 100 percent high tillage cropland. 
SUMMARY 
Coupled microcomputer models for nonpoint source phos­
phorus loads and water quality are used to evaluate the 
sensitivity of water quality conditions and trophic state to. 
changes in land use in the watershed. The approach is 
demonstrated for three land use scenarios in the Fox 
River-Green Bay drainage, a highly agricultural water­
shed in Wisconsin. The demonstration compares water 
quality and trophic state for loads representing best and 
worst case scenarios (woodland and high tillage crop­
land). Water quality response was dramatic in both cases 
because of the significant load from agricultural sources 
under the baseline and high tillage scenarios. The exer­
cise demonstrates the utility of a coupled microcomputer 
model for nonpoint pollutant loads and water quality 8S'an 
interactive, user-friendly planning and management tool. 
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A PROJECt .TO·MANAGE AGRICULTURE WASTES HAS IMPROVED 
TtiE QUALITY OF VERMONT'S LAKE PARKER 
RICHARD J. CROFT 
U.S. Departmer,�t of Agriculture 
Soil Conservation Service 
Winooski, Vermont 
.. · 
,......----- ABSTRACT ------. 
Lake Parker's quality declined in the 1970's. This 83 ha 
(206 acre), northeastern Vermont Lake suffered from 
weeds, algae, and bacteria growths. Trout fishing and 
recreation were no longer an attraction. The Vermont De­
partment of Water Resources determined that th9'1ake's 
pro�lems we[e caused. by exce�sive phosphorous, .\ind 
bacteria loads from the 1 1  dairy farms in the watershed. 
The town of Glover and other spon�ors joined ..)lllitll .tlle 
Soil Conservation Service to implement a ResQurce Con: 
servation and Development Project. Eight of the 1 1  farms 
had critical waste management problems: All eight partic­
ipated in the project. Treatment included pro11er utilization 
and disposal of wastes through mapure 'storage, barn­
yard runoff control, and milkhouse'wjist�. management. 
The project was started in Januar}' 1981-and completed 
in June. 1982. In 1983 and 1984· Lake Parker .has im­
proved markedly. 
Pollution and eutrophication of lakes and ponds is a major 
problern in Vermont. In its water quality management plan­
ning, Vermont has recognized agriculture as the single 
most significant nonpoint source of nutrients and other 
pollutants reaching many of these waters. 
Vermont completed its original State Water Quality Plan 
for Controlling Agricultural Pollution in 1978.'The plan pro­
vides a priority list of lake and pond waters'heds for project 
assistance. The State of Vermont, the USDA, and local 
sponsors have been successful in jointly implem�nting 
agricultural nonpoint source management projects in 
eight of the priority watersheds. The Lake P8[ker Re­
source Conservation and Development Measure is one of 
th�e-and provldes the fo�us for ,thjs. report. · 
The Lake Parker Measure is particularly noteworthy be­
cause it wa.s requested, planned, funded;·desighed, and 
installed in 2 years; it• demonstrates the cooperation 
needed among Federal, State, and local entities and land­
owners to expedite such a project; and it quickly improved 
lake water quality. 
LAKE PARKER AND ITS WATERSHED 
Lake Parker is a glacially formed water body at 44 o 40' 
north latitude nestled in the steep, rolling hills of Orleans 
County in northeastern Vermont (Fig. J). ,T�ble 1 provides 
. a summary of the lake and watershed features. 
Two perennial streams flow eastward into.the lake. Of 
the 1 1  dairy farms within the drainage area, two are only 
partially in the area. The lake shoreline includes 1 1 0 sea­
sonal or year-round cottages. Table 2 summarizes land 
use in the watershed. 
The town of Glover (population 790), lakeshore resi­
dents (seasonal population 350), nearby communities, 
and Vermont tourists and fishermen all have used Lake 
Parker extensively for recreation. 
The lake has supported both cold- and warmwater fish 
in the past, including brown, lake, and rainbow trout; 
smallmouth bass; pickerel; and yellow perch. The trout 
fishery has declined in the past decade. 
t53 
The predominant soil association in the watershed is 
Buckland-Cabot. These silt loams are poorly drained to 
moderately well drained. They are glacial tills and often 
have a hardpan (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1980). 
Climate strongly influences activities in the area. Winter 
low temperatures of -40°C and summer highs of 32°C 
are co:nmon. Average annual precipitation is 1 09 em (30 
· per�nl as snowY and runoff is 61 em. Average flushing 
rate for the !like is about once every 6.4 months (Vermont 
Agency of Environmental Conservation, 1980). 
WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS 
IN THE LAKE 
Weeds were documented as a threat to the lake as early 
as 1966, when the Vermont Department of Fish and Wild­
life surveyed a fishery and noted' extensive growths of 
aquatic plants, especially Elod�fl (Vermont Agency of En­
viron. Conserv. 1974). At that time, the Department cited 
the possibility that agricultural -runoff was stimulating the 
plant growth. 
By the 1970's weed growth had become worse, particu­
larly, near the stream inlets. Dominant species were Pota­
mogeton richardson;;, Elodeh canandensis, Chara vulgaris, 
and Potamogeton anplifolus (YVarren, 1985). Weed growth 
was so dense that motor l.loats coulq not negotiate much 
of the area shallower than.3 m. The weeds served as a 
refuge for yellow perch, rock bass, and stunted bait fish 
from the larger predators-trout and bass. Decaying 
weeds consumed dissolved oxygen, especially in the 
deeper lake segments. _ 
The Lake Parker As�ociation hasl conducted a weed 
harvesting program since the early 1 970's. In 1980 the 
weed problem became so severe that the Association was 
able to gain assistance from the Vermont Department of 
Water Resources to purchase and operate a weed har­
vester. Since 1980, the Department of Water Resources 
and the Association have spent over $32,600 and count­
less hours of volunteer time trying to control the weeds 
through a harvesting and disposal program (Garrison, 
1984, 1985). 
Shoreline and town residents were alarmed by the 
changing character of the lake. It was no longer aestheti­
cally pleasin.Q. Boating and fishing were not up to par. 
The Department's water quality testing (Table 3) 
showed reason for concern. Though years of data are 
necessary to draw reasonable conclusions on water qual­
ity trends, a key parameter, mean springtime total phos­
phorus, seemed to be on the increase as did algal density 
(chlorophyll a) prior to 1 982. Bacteria were not a wide­
spread problem throughout the lake, but high fecal coli­
form counts were observed on the west side of the lake 
between the two perennial stream inlets. The deC'aying 
plant material and other organic sediments entering the 
lake have consumed available dissolved oxygen (DO). 
Deeper por,ions of the lake (below 7 m), where the trout 
tend to congregate during July and August, were found to 
have inadequate levels (less than 5 mg/L) of dissolved 
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SCALE 
:Yable 1 .-Sel�ct•d physlcal'teatures of Lake Parker and lts'Water'alied. 
' ' � � . s� 
F�tature 
Normal laKe surface . . . . . . . . . \ . . . . . . 1 • ...J • • • • • • • • •  
Normal lake Jevel . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  >: • • • • • • •  
Major axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Minor aJSis , ' · . . . . . . . . . . . • . , .. . . . . .. . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  . 
Maximum depth . .  ,. . •• . . . . . .  ; . , . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . .  
Meaq dept� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Normal lake yolimie ., . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . . . . . . . . 
Shorelin'EI Iength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . 
Watershed. area . . .  .<.'. � . : :. '  . . . .  �. . . .  :: . . .  · . . . . . . .  . 
Highest w,atershetd elevation· . ,. . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  � . . . .  . 
Source: Vt. Agency of Envirol bon seN:• 197 4. 
filetrlc 
tl3.0 ha 
396.0 m 
1 ,677.0 m 
85�.0 Jll 
1 2.8 m 
8.5 m 
7, 154,200.0 fn3 
4;88Q.O m 
2,125.0 ha 
6S8.5 m 
(U.S. CusJompry) 
206 �c 
1 ,299 ft NGVD 
5,50D ft 
2,800 ft 
42 ft 
28 ft ' •• 
5,800 ac-ft. 
16,000 ft . ' 
5,250 ac 
2, 160 ft NGVD 
. .. 
Table 2.-Land use of the Lake Parker watershed. 
'fYpe 
Pasture and hayland 
Cropland in rotation 
Mixed hardwoods and conifers 
Water surfaces 
Residential 
Road surface 
Other 
4' 
Totals 
___ 
S
_Iz_
e __ Percent of 
Hectares Acres Total 
971 2,400 45.7 
24 60 1 .1 
903 2,230 42.5 
89 220 4.2 
45 1 10 2.1 
57 140 2.7 
36 90 1 .7 
2,125 5,250 100.0 
oxygen. In 1974, five of six DO samples in this depth 
range were under 5 mg/L DO. This, along with the inac­
cessibility of prey to fish because of dense weed growth, 
may partially explain the decline of the trout fishery during 
the 1970's. 
AGRICULTURAL NONPOINT SOURCES 
A 1980 study by the Orleans County Natural Resources 
Conservation District for the Department of Water Re­
sources found that soil erosion was not a significant non­
point source (Orleans County Nat. Resour. Conservation 
Dist. 1 980). Instead it found that agricultural waste runoff 
from 8 of the 1 1  farms was reaching water courses lea�ing 
to the lake. The town of Glover diverted runoff from one of 
three other farms to preclude this waste tram entering the · 
lake. Selected characteristics of the eight farms with sig­
nificant runoff are provided in Table 4. · 
Several reasons accounted for the farm runoff prob­
lems: barns, feedlots, barnyards, manure stacks, and 
milking center waste outfalls were located close to 
streams (most within 60 m); the landscape is steep and 
includes stream gradients (fast and flushing runoff); winter 
manure storage space was inadequate, resulting in winter 
spreading and improper stacking; and above-site drain­
age was not diverted, allowing quantities of clean water to 
mix with and carry wastes away to the streams. 
In developing the Rural Clean Water Program Measure 
plan, the watershed's agriculture was estimated to con­
tribute 85 percent (4,31 0 kg annually) of the total phos­
phorus load to the lake. Studies by the Lake Parker Asso­
ciation and the Department of Water Resources found that 
lake contamination from human wastes and other cultural 
activities was not a problem. Therefore, agricultural runoff 
management was key to reducing total phosphorus loads 
to the lake (Dunbar, 1 983). 
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
AND INSTALLATION 
The Resource Conservation and Development program 
provides technical and financial assistance to accelerate 
resource development and environmental protection in 
multicounty areas. Local sponsors plan, implement, oper­
ate, and maintain, projects in cooperation with USDA's Soil 
Conservation Service. 
In August 1980, the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) 
received an application for assistance to control agricul­
ture-related pollutants in the Lake Parker watershed. 
Sponsors were the Northern Vermont Resource Conser­
vation and Development Council, Orleans County Natural 
Resources Conservation District, and the town of Glover. 
The Soil Conservation Service developed a plan to im­
prove agricultural waste management on eight farms. The 
plan called for negotiating voluntary long-term contracts 
{3-1 0 years) with the farmers. This plan was unique to the 
Resource Conservation and Development program in that 
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the federally assisted long-term con.tracts we� to be lo­
cally administered by the town of Glover. The farmers 
would install, operate, and maintain proper waste man­
agement practices in return for cost-share and technical 
assistance. 
In all, the planned waste management systems in­
cluded 427 m of diversions, 0.8 ha of waterways, 0.8 ha of 
filter strips, 305 m of fencing, and eight waste storage 
structures. The plan estimated these could be installed for 
$178,950, with $131 ,720 cost-share and $32,720 techni­
cal and administrative assistance t�rough SCS's Re­
source Conservation and Development program. The 
measure was funded in February 1981 . 
Farmers favored the measure. They recognized that 
their operations could cause problems. They liked the 
idea of a voluntary rather than a regulatory program. They 
appreciated the technical expertise. available to help them 
develop efficient waste management systems on their 
farms. The Soil Conservation Service planned, surveyed, 
and designed practices for each of the farms in the early 
part of 1981 . All eight farmers undertook long-term con­
tracts. By July 1982, all the practices were installed and 
operating on all eight farms (Dunbar, 1 983). Table 5 sum­
marizes the project. 
The construction cost for the project amounted to 
$1 62,750. Of this, SCS cost-shared $1 08,800. The 
farmers now operate and maintain their practices, follow­
ing operation and maintenance plans prepared for them 
as a part of the long-term pontract. The Orleans County 
Natural Resources Conservation District and the Soil Con­
servation Service provide followup assistance as needs 
arise. 
Project implementation was successful because of the 
cooperation of the farmers, the town of Glover, the Or­
leans County District, Lake Parker Association, the De­
partment of Water Resources, and the Soil Conservation 
Service. 
LAKE PARKER NOW 
Two summers have passed since the Lake Parker Mea­
sure was completed. A longer period of evaluation will be 
needed to establish trends of the lake's response to the 
waste management. So far, indications have been promis­
ing. 
From the Lake Parker Association's viewpoint the proj­
ect has been highly successful. Leo Millette, who heads 
the lake's weed harvesting program, maintains that "ma­
nure management has really helped-you can see the 
difference in the lake." In July of 1 983 and 1984, little 
weed cutting was needed, in comparison with prior years. 
Weeds still require harvesting in August. Gerald Ander­
son, president of the Lake Parker Association, has lived by 
the lake for 9 years. Anderson claims that the Lake has 
improved "drastically" since the project. In fact, the asso­
ciation will request the Department of Fish and Wildlife's 
assistance in restocking the lake with trout. Department of 
Water Resources officials also are pleased with the lake's 
response so fa[ 
Water quality data available for the lake in 1983 and 
1984 (Table 3) show that averages for summer chlorophyll 
a and Secchi disk transparency values were about the 
same as in earlier years (Warren, 1985). However, spring­
time total phosphorus concentrations are declining (Vt. 
Agency Environ. Conserv. 1978-1 983). 
The lake's aquatic weed growth appears to be diminish­
ing. Plankton activities may be less sensitive or respond 
more slowly to the declining concentrations of total phOs­
phorus. The presence of nuisance bacteria needs further 
evaluation but is not perceived to be a problem. Recycling 
of various forms of phosphorus from the lake's sediments 
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,Table 3�Selected-water"quallty'data from:testlng""of l.ake Parker by the Vermont De-partm,;.,nt'ofWalerResdurces. 
a ' ·. t· J?JJtes 19- �· 
:Parameter 
-! "'l r 
Unit .• 74 r• V �· . ,'78 79 1· ·:So '81 82 83 84 Remarks 
Mean summer ' ,spring vaJue 
total phosphorJJS { ·'·· "g� 11 ' n6HlVaiJ�ble 
Mean spring 
.total phospJlprus jLg/l 14 10 16 20 21 1 7  1 5  1 2  
�urnmer average 
" 5.9 c�lprop�yll,� • ILg/1 4.8 6.1 7.2 5.2 5.6 5.8 �· 
Summer average Secchi dis� 
3.7 , tranSP\1-[e'lCY ; .m  3.5 3.3 3.2 4.0 4.2 3.6 
Fecal coliform ., ("'\- ,CI. COUJ1l 700 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · None Available · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·high of 
•' observations. J?Eir 1 00ml 
• Range !h700 at 
)\ ·varipus location�. 
Dissolved oxygen (percent 
bbservations belovy 5 mg/1 at or 
more thar mean depth) 
. � 
So�rce: Vt. Dept. Water Rei!Purces. 
% .... 
. � 
42 · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · None Available · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
,/ I ·� I' h 
..,;f *" � . � , Table 4.-A!]!Jnal �nd waste managemen.t ch.aracterlsticl of .elghU.ake Parldir watershect1arl'n'S. 
1i�nnual 
'cropiancf - Mllkhciuse �.1• .. '1 'k 
receiving effluent .:riharnyard 
•\ftiahure· ·coufa enfer � ninoff'to 
Farm No. 
Animal 'l1)anure 
Unit• . ,  1ons actes \tatercoursr ·: 'tliftercourse 
,  80' 11 ,'lt40' 
68 1 ,225 
60 �.1 ,08() 
·17· 1 ,�5 
··so 1 ,440 
.a9 t,44o 
' 55 'Yes� .'Xs� 
'"ErS' •• ··Yes "' No 
1 fO' "'f'" • r· • Yes 1 - '•¥es, 
'V.O ·'!" '· l" .Yes 1 '•No'"' 
84 Yes �· No. ·· 
99 Yes • _, - �Yes 
2 4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
as h j1 \1zp· 
• 65 
I 
1j17,!>; 2 
� SOt,. ·Ye� r 1, Yes 89. ... Ye� ,, , NoJ . ,. 
Totals 
.. 
. �· 
646,.. , '0 ·-
•"" I � ,f' 
Table 5.-Lake farker resoyrce,.copser:vatlqn and development (RC&D)-practn!fs1nstalled. � '  
Practice 
• • .:. • •• • • H lYpe " ' . , ... n:-..e��.¥n�ity \ .- . Un!! .... . ) "'' :. 
''To\aL eo, ...  
vvaste'storage structu{e ..Rein .. concrete ,.q l'l' ·- 2·.., ry>� •• p. 60,170 :_was.te storage stru,cture � TimQer wall 
.. 
4 no . .., 75, 1.8,0 • · � �t ..... i) '"l .l ..., � ! I 'A.. Waste.,storage pond" ,_ Earth 2 no. f 1 9,460 •' 
Waste utilization • ,t ' ' ·  
" {fJ 1 no.) ' ' •  
Diversion Grassed !: '185 (607) 
'" m (ft) ·� " ' ' 840 
Milking centef ' 1-1 "" ""'· • ·� 6� • no. ·- ·- -� 4,300 " 
"'' absorption trench and gra5s filter 
•• Grass filter.,strip:' 
F�Jrm road f�lqcation· 
He{lvy use area protection 
Total 
. 
' 
I, 
...... j).7 (1.8) 
� 
•"' 1 
Barnyarp 1 
"1'1,, r .... . 
1ha(ac) c 310; 
,;1'.)0 -750 J .�4q t no. 
162,750 
� 
., 
.. 
,c"!' 
· should not pose a criticlil protslem because only'·ininor 
amouhts of sediment reach tH� lllk& and 5ecatlse the la�e 
Garri:ron, V. 1984. Pe�. commyn.:�,upwyispr(�ke,an .... �:Pond Umt, Vt. Agency. Env1ron. Conserv. Dep. Water Resour. Envi-
·is fiOshed rapidly. ' •• 
· 
.. 
�Ot-JCLUSION 
� � )' 
The Lake Parker Measure is an example of what -can be 
·done through a ,program of voluntary .participation. Gov­
.er(lf'tlent agencies at various�evels-and the local citizenry 
,participated. All farmers with significant on-farm oonpoint 
sources participated. Lak� ysQrs are alr(lady pleased with 
the �esults. Continued ·mqnitoring i� needed to . establish 
long-term water qualjty trends. 
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URBAN RUNOFF'POLLUTANT INPUTS TO NARRAGANSETT BAY: 
cbrJIPAR,SON TO .POINT SOURCES . . . 
EVA J�· .HOFFMAN 
State Coo'{diriator 
Narragansett aay Project 
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management 
Providence, Rhode Island 
r----...--- �BSTRACT ----... ' . 
Urban ruooff samples were collected from four drains, 
�ac_tl serving a different land use: residenti�l. g<>(Tlmer­
cia!, .[li9�way,. and industrial. Twenty-one storm even!� 
w�r� monitored to establish mass discharge rates P!,wa­
ter volume, suspended solids, petroleum hydrocarbons, 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and a variety ottrace 
metalS! as a function of storm ralnfalt-and land 'u� Ttlese 
loading 'rates·were·combined with loctt� rainfall and lanCI 
u� (ecords to estimate annual �rban runoff inputs fb (he. 
Narragansett Bay watershed . .  For comparison, we com­
piled a point ,SQ.Urce-inventory .for t� same componen� 
thpugh self-monitoring reports an� past monitoring, stud­
ies conductf)d at the university, augmented with addi· 
tional analysj:�s as r�ir�d. Urban runoff was found tC? be 
the SO!IrC� of"@ percent of the petroleum hydroca�ns, 
3 JM!rcent of the lower_ moleculat weight (2 'ring) polycyclic 
aromatic hydrbcarbons, 44 percent of ttfe higher molecu­
lar weight polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 65 percent 
of the lead, 56 percent of the zinc� and s·percent of the 
copper entering the Narragansett Bay watershed annu­
ally. The application of the· urban runoff loading rates was 
tested on.one of the Narragansett Bay tribu�ries, the 
Pawtuxet 'River. The wet-weather related mass discharge 
rates for tHese constituents in the river, as monitored dur­
ing and following one storm event, was estimated within a 
factor ol-2 using our loading factors with the rainfall and 
local ian(f use data. The fate and transport of wet-wbather 
components in the Narragansett Bay estuary will be ex­
amined as part of the Narragansett Bay Project of the 
EPA National Estuaries Program. 
Narragansett Bay is one of the best studi�d estuaries in 
the world. The University of Rhode Island's Graduate 
School of Oceanography, Brown University, Roger Wil­
liams College, and neighboring institutions such as the 
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Massachusetts Institute ·of Technology .and Woods Hole 
Oceanog'rap_hic't:I!"Stitution have u�ed the b�y as a.  r9-
search laborator� In 1979, Rhode Island's Coastal �a-: 
SOI,Irce§ <(enter published, The. BiiY. Bib, containi!19 QVer 
1 ,BoO referl}nC� tP. liJer€lture, "Qn l�is estu#l.r� The Center 
then m.acJe an,.att�mpt to exarnine th�s� ,dat�·in. or��r to 
answe� tha q�;�estiOJ'l1 "Wh�re do the various polt\!.tant� in 
Narragansett Bay. �m�t from?11, One, 90npJusion P1 tt�js 
study -stat� si�p,ly 1 t�at "Suf!i�ient1cta!� s:ta not exl�t to 
assess the rel�tive iiJlport�nce ot, t�e Jllany_,squrces .9f 
po�lution in the upper b�y's waters�fld. Pata co�parable 
to . that av�ilable on �{fluents, f�9.m., �wage treatment 
���:�nts �nd 1ndu�tri{ll spurces do not exist for flows ��suit· 
.ng from runoff and other nonp()int sources" (Olsen and 
Lee, 1979). •. 
URBAN RUNOFF ,, 
As a first step 'In evaluating the annual pollutant loads 
generated by urban runoff, it is necessary to have loading 
rates (such as mass/drainage area/time) that can be ap­
plied with some degree of confide.nce to the drainag� 'iire{l 
In question. Although appropriate urban runoff loading 
factors exist tor metals generated by the National Urban 
Runoff Program (NURP) (U.S. Environ. Prot. "A:gency, 
1984), the urban runoff data on ,hydrocarbons and PARs 
were minimal. Because we were particularly interested. ih 
these organic components, we found it necessary to con­
duct an urban runoff study of our own (for more detail see 
Hoffman et al. 1 983a, 1982, 1985, 1984, 1983b). The e�­
periment was designed to examine . hydrocar.bons and 
PAHs in runoff as a function of land use in a manner 
similarly used for other components in the NURP studles. 
The results of our study, derived from 21 storm events tor 
organics, a,nd '2 storm events . for m�tal.s, are given in. 
PERSPECTNES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Table 1 .  Where they ar,e available,. runoff loading factors 
generAted by the NURP stu�lies are included fdt. coinpar� 
sbn. 
- ·· • ' * "  " ·· • · ·-
Inspection of our data reveal a strong dependehce of 
urban runoff pollutant loading with land use. Otten differ­
ences by several orders of magnitude are involved. The 
urban runoff loadings for PAHs with three or more rings 
Fe, Mn, Cu, Pb, Cd, Zn, and suspended solids (TSS) were 
highest at the interstate highway location. Even though 
highways represent only a very small proportion of the 
land use in some locations, they become more important 
near urban areas. Since the loading factors are high, the 
highway land use can become an important part of the 
total urban runoff loads to urban water bodies. Highways 
were not studied separately in the NURP program. 
Loadings for petroleum hydrocarbons and PAHs with 
two rings were highest at the industrial location. Our col­
lection site, admittedly, could be termed "heavy indus­
trial," since it was located in the Port of Providence area. 
These values, then, would not be typical of newly devel­
oped industrial parks, which would have loadings similar 
to our commercial location. (The commercial land use and 
industrial land use were .combined .in.:the NUBP.studies in 
1984 which, in our view, wouli:t be satisfactciry for light 
industry, but inappropriate for heavy. Industrial areas as 
JJIMstr_l:lted in_T�ble 1 .) 
The next step is fhe combination of the urban runoff 
loading factors with land use data for the specific drainage 
basin of interest. T�is would seem, at first inspection, to 
be a trivial matter, but hidden pitfalls exist for the unwary 
scientist. To give only two examples: (1) poor choice of 
land-use categories (categories for urban planning pur­
poses· may not be the best for urban runoff studies be­
cause the utility category can include both power line 
right-of-ways (open land) and power plants (heavy indus­
try)); (2) land uses as a function of drainaJ:le basin are 
most�requently derived using topographical maps which 
maS» not re'present where the storm seWers aCtually carry 
the water. .. · 1 • 
Once · we ·:had '<1eterminecf loading factorsJ.and found 
lanctuse statistics: we·could then calcurate urban runoff 
loads ·to . the waft!rbody _qf interest,' for areas "which are 
newfy 'deVeloped. However, the situation· in Providence, 
ahd in other cities of the N'ortheast where sewer systems 
collect both wastewater-and urban runol(leads to compli­
qations in the calcufatiohs. In the f99as, afthe time of its 
original construc\ioli, tile combined sy�tei"Q} in Providence 
�was considere� innovative because it collected·urban 'nJri­
off, recognized even 'then' as ccihtributing;.to water pollu­
tion. At1hat fime"the runoff" did not contain automotive­
relat9d P9llutants, but horse-related ones. A schematic of 
a typical combined sewer system is given.Jn.F;igure 1 .  
··' t. 
In tliese systems, · urban runoff can take . any of t�ree 
routes: it can travel down the street to the nearest water- . 
body via overland transport; it can travel to a catch basin 
tied into a separate storm sewer which usually takes the 
runoff to the nearest waterbody; or it can' travel to a catch· 
basin tied into a combined sewer system. Once in a com­
bined system, it can traveiJo a sewage treatment. pl�nt, 
which may not be in the same drainage basin, or can 
overflow the system via a combined sewer overflow, usu­
ally in the drainage basin of origin. 
As a first step, it is necessary to subdivide the land use 
statistics into subdrainage areas, so that loading rates for 
the areas served by storm drains can be calculated inde­
pendent of areas served by combined sewers. For Provi­
dence, this was done using a land use map superimposed 
on a city sewer map (Martin and Robadue, 1983). It is not 
difficult to estimate the amount going into combined 
sewers, once the land use characteristics for these areas 
are available. The more difficult question is where doe�· 
the runoff go once it gets into the' system? Does it overfloW. 
the system close to the source? .Does it go all the way to 
and through the treatment plant? Does it go to the .treat-
· �'!lent plant only to·be bypassed·arouhd the plant? Once 
the runoff goe's into a combined system it is mixed with 
unknown propqrtions .of raw·sewage; , how much of this 
�.sewage overflows along with the :run.off during rain 
events? 
There are two basic approaches to answering these 
questions. One can monitor each overflow individually or 
model the system. The city of Providence has been di­
vided into nine co111qined sewer_overftow (CSO) drainage 
districts. ·Preliminary design projects·for two of these dis­
tricts have been contracted and tnclude f)ow monitoring of 
each CSO in these two districts and some pollutant deter­
minations on selected CSOs. These two projects cost in 
exces!Q! $1 .2 Qlilliol). Although we now have so�e con­
ception of the nature of CSO discharge in two districts, the 
data ar& not useful in assessing the problems in the' other 
seven districts of the tity. The monitoring of each of the 65 
overfloWs in Providence would be logistically difficult and 
very expensiye; Jy1odeling of the sewer system is a m.uch 
less costly way to estimate how important CSOs are in 
con.text· V(ith other . so.urces. It is also an inexpensive 
method of assessing whether expensive design and moni­
toring studies are warranted. 
Three models- have been attempted for Providence's 
combined sewer system: one model estimates -CSOs by 
difference between total flows entering tl'iesystem and the 
amount that gets all the way to the plant (Hoffman, 1 983); 
two o\her models estin1at� csos· by calculating the sew-
• age ,1:\nd runoff flows in each districot �endipg all of it to the 
plant until the capacity Qf the .conn�ctor pipe,s in the dis-
Table .1 .-Urban runoff loading factors as a function of land use. 
_Pollutant 
Petroleum hydrocarbons (HC) 
LMW-PAJ-ls 
HMW-fAHs, 
F� 
Mn 
Cu 
'Pb 
Cd 
Zh 
·Suspended 'solids (TSS} 
1(kbJkml! cif land use/yr) 
,�nu,aJ rainfall - 121 �m/yr 
l 
. , 
Resldentlal1 
--(singl8'famlly 
·' suburban) 
"180 
0.009 
0.258 
1 35 
49.6 
3.0 (8) 
22.4. (36) 
0:1 8 
43.5 (34) 
4400 (1 2200) 
CommerC?I�t11 
(shopping' 
mall) 
580 
0. 100 
0.589 
1 66 
8.6 
3.0 (22) 
43.6 (82) 
0.69 
n.d. (1 77) 
32400 (54300) 
n.cl. not determjned; • 
Values In parentheses' are lolldlng'taetclli as projected from National Urban Runoff Program (NURP). 
t60 
lndustrlaJ1 Hlghway1 
(heavy) (B lane) 
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Figure 1 ,--;Y(Jt,r.f:?&thway& IJ'I.& combined sanlta�-starrn water sewerape syste"!.d�rlpjl "!'inl-;90n�}tjP._nS: 
trict is reached, the rest being discharged by tne lobal an annual basis in Pravidenbe, 4'7 metric tons of hyCirocar-
eso (Martin· and Robadue, 1 983;· Metcalf and' 'Eddy, bons we(e discharged by'separate storm drains, 20 metric 
1'983). ' tons were di�arged via combined sewer overflows, foo 
�All tfiree of the �ystem models, Pf�ipf' that some 1rac- metric tons went to the treatment pla"t during' rainy con�f-
tion of the runoff goes to the treatment plint\ although the tions, and 1222 metric tons· vleht t<Hhe:freatnient plant absolute magnitude varies: We h'lonitored the influent and during dry conditians.''Simillil'ly, :we calculated ttte· urban 
the effluent of this plant during three rainstorms tq evah�: runoff expected from each Of the 36 cities and towns sur-
ate "the impact of Urt>an runoff in·t�� plant (Hoffn)an et. al. rounding the bay. Triess f6tal u'rban· runoff Narragansett 
1985). Urban runoff �as found to hffect the'pljint io,two Bay watershed calculations for a variety of different poilu-
ways,: first by increasi�g the loads ,of pollutants 'd�rin,9 tants are compared with other sources later. 
storms and then by prOducing' elevated flow rates which 
are .sometimes sufficient fo' produce hydraulic ovllrload­
lng�? of,the �ndary treatment system. When 'combined, 
these produce higher m� ·discharges from the plant in 
wet weather than during ap�l6gous dry periods. It is likely 
that eactt:treatmeot plant receiving stormwat�r dis­
charges'�ll behave;'differently hi this aspect. . 1 
In summary, to produce urba,n runoff estimates for Nar­
ragans�tt Bay,, we 'monitored storm drains servinJ;J differ­
ent land uses; �e modified land use data, when n.eces; 
sary, to make them useful for ,water quality planning1.,we 
estimated how rrluc� urQan runpff never went to the 'drain­
age basin of origin) but �en! to a treatment plant; and we 
estimated hdw much runott,mixed with sewaQ,e.·and was discharged by'CSOs. For exalnple, we calculated that, on 
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)VASTE CAAftjKCASE OIL DUMPING. 
Ttle improper dispo�al of used crankcase oil dowri sewers 
has been cited by numerous authors as a potential contri­
bution to the oil content of sewage and receiving waters. 
The impact of this disposal method is impossible to assess 
directly, since it is done .surreptitiously. Often evidence is 
seen-empty oil ,cans 'in rivers and on streets,, large oil 
blotches around catch basins-but' the 'magnitude of the 
problem has been the subject" only of speCulation. T6 ad­
dress this question, we designed a survey that we mailed 
to 1,000 Providence residents. Under the guise of asking 
whether they would participate �a us�g oil recycling pr(>­
grartl, we slipped 'in a questitin 'about their" current 'dis-
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Table 2.-Used crankcase oil disposal practices. 
Population density 
Percent of oil changed by owners 
Disposal method used by owners: 
Give it to service station 
Put in garbage 
Store at .home 
Pour it out or b4ry it in backyard 
Pour 'it on the road 
Pour it down sewer 
Take to dump 
Other 
posal practices (Hoffman et al. 1 980). Following this study, 
the same questionnaire was used again in a South Caro­
lina legislative study, querying South Carolinians about 
their habits in this regard (Marchand et al. 1 980). These 
two data sets give us an idea of what urban, suburban, 
and rural residents do with their waste oil. A summary of 
the survey results is given in Table 2. 
The joint study (Hoffman et al. 1 981)  found that: on the 
average, car owners changed their crankcase oil in their 
vehicles twice a year, regardless of population density; as 
the population density increased, the percentage of do-it­
yourself oil changers decreased; the disposal methods 
used are a function of demographic parameters; and the 
specific practices of pouring the used oil on the road or 
pouring it down catch basins is clearly more commQn in 
highly urban areas where catch basins are convenient. 
We used the survey results to predict waste oil contribu­
tions of each city and town in the Narragansett Bay drain­
age b.asin. First, we classified each town into one of three 
categories (urban, suburban, and rural) by population den­
sity criteria to determine which of the data sets were the 
most appropriate for .each town. Then we calculated the 
amount of waste oil dumped down sewers or poured on 
roads per town, using the humber of vehicle registrations 
in each town. The other waste oil disposal methods could 
also eventually result in surface or ground water contami­
nation, but this process would take longer and some deg­
radation is possible. Leaks from underground storage 
tanks used for waste oil in gas stations are also a potential 
water pollution problem. However, when oil is dumped 
down a sewer, its transportation to receiving waters is 
rapi�. Our waste oil dumping-estimates are based only on 
the amount dumped down sewers and represent a con­
servative ,vatu� if other methods of oil disposal also con­
tribute to water pollution. 
Bec�use used crankcase oil contains metals and PAHs, 
we estimated the loadings expected for these constituents 
using literature data about the composition of used crank­
case oil (Pruell, 1 983; Brinkman et al. 1 981). 
ASSEMBLY 
A word of caytion on assembly of the final pollutant inven­
_tory: The dangers of double accounting must be recog­
nized. This is a particular hazard with combined systems 
(i.e., urban runoff going. to a sewage treatment facility 
could b� put in either the urban runoff category or the 
sewage category). F6r the purpQses of t�ese calculations, 
we have made the following assumptions: (a) urban runoff 
going to sewage treatment' plants becomes part of the 
sewage yalues and is I)O longer part of the urba(l runoff 
category; (b) urban runoff or sewage going out of a CSO 
becomes part ol the CSO values; (c) atmospheric fallout 
on land is a part of urban runbff, and only atmospheric 
fallout on water is listed separately; and (d) industrial dis­
charges going to sewage treatment plants are a part of the 
Urban Suburban Rural 
>3000/mi2 3000-500/mi2• <500/mi2 
33.5% 39.9% 48.5% 
Percentage of oil volume 
6.9 10.4 3.0 
40.7 23.4 14.0 
4.1 6.5 5.0 
29.7 39.0 38.0 
4.8 4.0 0 
7.6. 2.6 1 .0 
2.8 3.9 9.0 
3.5 14.3 24.0 
sewage values,· and only industries discharging directly 
onto wateJs are listed·separately. 
The nature of annual poii!Jtant input inventories should 
be kept in mind. There are no complete1y s�eady dis­
charges into the bay. Municipal plants reteive more flow 
and higher concentrations during the'day than during the, 
night; industrial sources discharge more du,ring the day; 
urban runoff occurs only during and following rain events; 
the time and location of oil spills cannot be predicted. The 
nature of these spatial and temporal variabilities of each 
input constitutes an important consideration for several 
management decisions. · 
THE INVENTORY 
Graphic presentations of the various sources of organic 
contatninanfs, such a& petroleum hydrocarbons and poly­
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and of selected metals, are 
given in Figure 2. It becomes obvious very quickly that 
only one general statement can be made about the 
sources of toxic pollutants to the aquatic environment: 
each pollutant has different major sources. We have 
shown three classes of hydrocarbons in Figure 2: total 
petroleum hydrocarbons, lower molecular weight (two 
rings) polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and high.er mo­
lecular weight (three rings or more) polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons. For each of these hydrocarbon classes, the 
major entry pathway is different in the Narragansett Bay 
watershed. While urban runoff accounts for 48 percent of 
the total hydrocarbons, it accounts for only 3 percent of 
the two-ring'PAHs. We have observed that two-ring PAHs, 
while found in significant concentrations in used crank­
case oil and presumably ,also in drips of crankcase oil on 
the street surface, seem to be lost by weathering on the 
street prior to jncorporation in urban runoff .• These lower 
molecular. w!'light-PA8�,i,n petroleum products discharged to the sewer system are not exposed to such weathering; 
thus, Jhe major sources of tyio-ring PAHs repre�ent fr�sh, 
unweathered oil in sewage effluent. The PAHs with three 
or more rings formed during combu�tion of fossil fuels are 
_!12t_Lqst v.§ ��� heri1!9-.at least not t� �he .. �Ei!TI� extent � 
the lower molecular wei�nfcompounds found-but are in 
lowe'r concel"!trations in- used .crankcase oil arid sewage 
effluents. Atmospheric deposition becorjles more jmpor­
tant for these PAHs thanJo� the.other �yd,roi:ar69ns. Pre­
liminary calculations suggest \t)at atmospheric deposition 
on land surfaces can accoun! for 50 percent.oUhe PAHs 
with three or more ring!i; jn urban runoff and, thu�"�bout 
10  percent. of these PAHs in, sewage. F;�lloutof ?,AHs �ith 
three or more rings from.�h� atmospl)er� can directly or 
indirec\ly account for over half the entry of such f�Hs to 
Narr�gansett Bay. .  · 
The.metals alsq have varied'sources \see Fig. 2). Jhe 
primary source' of lead in Narragansett Bay .is from.urban 
runoff, presumabty du� t!J Jhe use of lead�'\ fu�l i.n .auta: mobiles. The lead is emitt�� through the �x�austs�!em. 
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PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS 
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ESTUARINE QUALITY 
Pb f79.J tons/yrl .. 
Cu f/23 ton11/yrl Zn ( 308 tons/yrl 
Figure 2.-Pathways of pollutant entry Into the Narragansett Bay watershed. 
When it is incorporated in crankcase oil, it is a component 
of the Qil drips. While this source of hydrocarbons is the 
predominant contributor to hydrocarbons in urban runoff, 
oil drips, per se, are only a minor source (1 5 percent) of 
the lead il') runoff (Latimer, 1 984). Copper entering Narra­
gansett Bay comes from sewage treatment plants, with 
the Providence plant contributing over half of the bay's 
COI!lPer content. The copper comes from industrial dis­
charg�s to the sewer system from metal-finishing and 
electroplating industries. For Zn, both sewage treatment 
plants and urban runoff are important sources. 
WATER BODY VERIFICATION 
Recently, we conducted an experiment to determine the 
impact of .a rain event on the water quality of the Pawtuxet 
RiVer. The rain event also afforded us the opportunity to 
properly evaluate the application of urban runoff loading 
factors developed in our earlier study. We combined our 
urban runoff data with Pawtuxet River land use data to 
estimate the urban runoff loads we anticipated for this 
storm. A comparison of the predicted urban runoff load to 
the river with the actual load we observed through river 
monitoring is given in Table 3. The actual and predicted 
discharge rates agreed within a factor of 2 for 9 of the 1 2  · 
components we examined. All 'of the rates agreed within a 
factor of 3. 
These data also allowed us to evaluate how important 
urban runoff components are to the water quality of Jhe 
river during storms. The background discharge rates (re­
sulting from point sources) were minor in comparison with 
the wet weather contributions for mqst of the PAHs, HC, 
Pb, and Zn. Concentrations of Cd and Cu were not greatly 
affected by stormwater inputs. During this storm, 85 per­
cent of the PAH's, 79 percent of the hydrocarbons, 82 
percent of the Pb, and 63 percent of the Zn were due to 
wet weather inputs. 
In summary, on an annual basis, urban runoff was the 
major source of hydrocarbons and lead to Narragansett 
Bay, and a significant source of PAHs and zinc to this 
estuary. The urban runoff loading rates we determined 
were later found to predict accurately the actual wet 
weather inputs to one of the bay's tributaries. Changes in 
tributary discharge rates during wet weather conditions 
can be substantial. 
Table :J.-Comparlson of actual Pawtuxet River discharge rates with predicted urban runoff loads (Nov. ;J-4, 1983, 1 .39 em 
rainfall, river station #9). 
Predicted Ratio of 
Background Urban runoff urban runoff actual to 
Actual dry weather from monitoring rate from land predicted 
discharge discharge data use data rate 
Pb 3770 gm 667 gm 31 10  gm 6230 gm 0.50 
Zn 258 kg 96.4 kg 162 kg 106 kg 1 .52 
Cd 455 gm 369 gm 86 gm 46 gm 1 .82 
Cu 1 1 .9 kg 9.8 gm 2.1 kg 3.8 kg 0.55 
HC 101 kg 20.9 kg 80.0 kg -200 kg 0.40 
PAH 240 gm 36.7 gm 204 gm 267 gm 0.76 
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CHESAPEAKE BAY NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION # .. , " 
JOSEPH MACKNIS 
Chesap'eake Bay Liaison Office 
Artnapoli.s, Maryland 
i------ ABSTRACT ------. 
In 1 97'6, the EPA was diracteq by Congress to conduct an 
in-depth study of the Ctlesapeake Bay, its resources and 
its management. The goal was "to' protect and preserve 
the quality of the Chesapeake Bay by effectively manag­
ing its uses and resources." In cOmpleting the $27 million 
stud� the EPA Chesapeake Bay Program develoJjed a 
watershed model to estimate ROint and·nonpoint s9urce 
loadings to the Bay and to evaluate management strate­
gies in reducing nutrient loadings. Model production runs 
indicate that nonpoint sources contribute between 31 and 
64 percent of the phosphorous load and between 62 and 
81 percent of the nitrogen load to the Bay system depend­
ing upon annual rainfall conditions. Most of the phospho­
rous · loadings to Chesapeake B�y come from point: 
sources-which are concentrated close to tidal waters, 
while most of the nitrogen enters. the Bay from nonpoint 
sources located throughout_ t� basin, "primarily runoff 
from agricultural croplands. Model Si�tations indicate 
that a Level II best management practice such as conser­
vation tillage is a cost-effective management alternative. 
In respon$e to the findings of thl(Chesapeake Bay Pro­
gram, the Bay States of MafYiand,·Pennsylvania, and Vir­
ginia initiated agricultural (an�.urban) nonpoint source 
control programs that increase technical and financial as­
sistance to farmers and augiJlen( demonstration projects 
and education efforts. The Pr6gram is tracking these ef­
forts and attempting to evaluate their effectiveness in 
controlling nonpoint source pollution. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1976, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
conducted an in-depth study of the Chesapeake Bay, its 
resources and management "to protect and preserve the 
quality of the Chesapeake Bay by effectively managing its 
resources." EPA fulfilled this Congressional mandate 
through the Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP), which doc­
umented declines in living resources such as submerged 
aquatic vegetation (SAV), striped bass, shad, oysters, and 
clams. These declines parallel changes in water quality 
which include increases in nutrient concentrations, chloro­
phyl a, turbidity, and toxic chemicals and decreases in 
levels of dissolved oxygen. 
Specifically, submerged aquatic vegetation has de­
clined dramatically throughout the Bay; landings for fresh­
water spawning fish, such as shad, alewife and striped 
bass, have decreased in recent years; oyster spat set also 
has declined significantly in the past 10  years. Nutrient 
increases (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus) in many 
areas of the Bay have led to declining water quality. Ele­
vated levels of heavy metals and toxic organic compounds 
are found in Bay water and sediment; and the amount of 
Bay water showing low (or no) dissolved oxygen in the 
summer is estimated to have increased 1 5-fold in the last 
30 years. 
The $27 million research study attributes the decline to 
excessive nutrients and, to a lesser degree, toxic eff11.1ents 
and sedimentation. The nutrients, primarily from munici­
pal waste discharges and agricultural runoff, spur the 
growth of algae that deplete oxygen from the water and 
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preyent sunlight .from .reaching the submerged aquatic 
vegelation that provides critical habitat to the Bay's living 
resources. Sediment and toxic effluents also directly af­
fect vegetation and fish. This paper focuses primarily 'on 
nutrient pollution. 
SOURCES OF. NUtRIENTS 
. � � 
The sources of nutrient loadings to the Chesapeake Bay 
are influenced by population growth and land use within 
the 64,000 mi2 catchment area th"at incluq,es p/>rtiohs of 
six States and the District of Columbia (Fig. 1 ). 'For man­
agement purposes the area was divided into the eight 
major drainage basins also shown in" Figure 1 .  �asfnwide, 
the popul!3-tion grew 49 percent between 1 950 and 1 980 
and is projected to grow an additionaJ . 1 5  percent by the 
y�ar '2000, t6 a total of 1 4.6 million. Population growth 
contributes fo the major point souree of nufriehts to the 
Bay, sewage !reatment plants. The other major type of 
point s�urce in the t?asin is industrial wastewater. 
In aCtditjon to increasing sewage treatment plant dis­
charge volume, P?PUiation i!:lcreases drive changes ·jn 
land use. The percEmtage of land in urban and residential 
usage h� incre�sed 282 percent since 1 950 'and, al­
though agric�llpre land use has declined somewhat, the 
agricultur�l and livestock practices employeS� �ave inten­
sified. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERSHED MODEL 
Estimates of sources and loadings of nutrients to the Bay 
as well as the efficacy of management strategies to con­
trol them, were determined with the assistance of a Bay-
1 .  Susquehanna 
2. Eastern Shore 
3 West Chesopeake 
4. Patuxent ' 
5. Potomac 
6. Rappahannock 
7. York 
8. James 
Figure 1 .-The Chesapeake Bay drainage basin .. 
P�RSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
'11'•') • � w�e water quality model. The model (Hartig'an' et.. ai: 
1 �83), $i,mulated nonpoint source----loadings {>etwee.n 
March 1 and Oct. 31 , the period most important in terms 
of algal growth in the Chesapeake Bay. Model input data 
\Wre based on 1980 point source loadings· and land use. 
Tlie U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) rainfall records from 
��et year (1975), dry year (1966), and an aver�ge year of 
tiinfall (1974), were used to estimate the nonpoint loads. 
:n'J� basin model routed nOQPQif1t..{ar,�d point) source ,loads t�!h,.� fal! line, sill)UI�ti!1g t�� ghysic�lt.ch�miP!i!· and_ bio­
l6QiQal processes that transfpr,m ��e poiiH��Ot!'! as they are 
transported qownstream. • _ • • ..,, , , 
Model production /Uns indicate that the totaL nutrient 
load to the Bay varies aqcording to rainfali conditions' (Fig. 
2) and that the relative �mounts of-point and· nO[!pojnt 
aource loadings to ttie Bay similarly 1cha'tige with rainfall 
-�hosphorus 
' 
; " 
conditions. BayWide, norpoint sourc�s contribute from 31, 
to-64-percent of the phosphorus load (39 percent under 
average rainfall conditions) and f�om 62 to 81 percent �f 
the nitrogen load (67 percent = average) . ·Point sources 
contribute from 36 to 69 J)'en;:ent 9f the phosphor�s ls>a$i 
and 19 to 38 percent of the nitrogen load, depending upon, 
the annual rainfall conditions; under average conditions, 
point sources contribut� 61 per,eent of. the phosph9rus 
load and 33-percent of th� nitrogen. 
Figure,3 illustrates Jhe point anQ nonpoint .s.ourpe lo�d­
ings from each of the major, basins discharging .to Chesa­
pe�e Bay during an �v�rage rainfall year. Collectively, the 
thre�·rnajorJFibutaries to,, the J�ay, James, .Potom,ac1 and 
Susquehanna contribute-.30 · perceot of ,the n�mpoint 
sourpe load and 70 percent of the total phosphorus load. 
For nitrogen, they contribote 55 .p,ercent of the nonpoint 
Wet Year 
.J 
·Dry Year ,, Average Year ... '' 
� .  .t .. 
6,3QO,OOO kgs: 
1 0,800,000 kgs. 
N itrog_en 
Wet Year -.:.\ k'!'" 
Dry Year Av�rage Year 
55,966,000 kgs. 66,465,000 kgs. 
� ?' _,/ 1-
Wi•� Poinrsources 
1 19,669,000 kgs. 
J.._j£ !1 0 Non--��· � - ' point Sources 
...  ,,.. ·t" .,_ ) ') •'\ lroure 2.-Bay-wlde nutrient loadings (March to October) under dry, average, and wet conditions. 
source load and 78 percent of the total load durir)g aver­
age rainfall conditions.:Thl;!\.h�rtles(is1dornlnated"by point 
sources while fhe'Susqueharimi is dotrlinated by rionpoint 
sources; the Potomac has a more balanced mixture. To be 
e.ffective, nutrient gonttol sfrategies must recognize the 
unique nature of each basin and the relative contributions 
of point and nonpoint sources of nutrients within each: 
Figure 4 illustrates which basins are dominated by point 
and· non)>oint sources. It clearly shovts that point sources 
are concentrated in sub-basins adjacent to Chesapeake 
Ba� essentially the urban corridor between Baltimore, 
Maryland, and Washington, D.C.� and' the fall line city of 
Richmond;·Virginia. These point-source!dominated areas 
have high population densities and consequently, large 
volumes of wastewater discharged from sewage treat­
ment plants: Model estimates of point and nonpoint 
source loads' for each major drainage basin from above 
and below the ,fall line are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
They indicate that c�oplands g�nerate a large portion of 
the total nutrient load and are by far the major nonpoint 
source basinwide. Croplands contribute from 27 to 53 per­
cent of the total phosphorus lcSad and from 60 to 75 per­
cent of the total nitrogen load i[l average and wet years 
respectively. 
In contrast, "other" nonpoint sources, which include 
runoff from pasture, ' urban, and forest lands, contribute 
only 1 1  to 12  percent of the total phosphorus and 6 to 7 
percent of th'e total nitrogen load under similar rainfall 
conditions. However, the low pefcehtages do not neces­
sarily indicate that these nonpoint sources, especially ur­
ban sources, are not .a problem in Bay waters. In· urban 
areas adjacent to critical habitats such as tidal freshwater 
spawring grounds, the accumulated pollutants flushed 
from streets and residential areas during wet weather con­
tribute significant quantities of both conventional and toxic 
pollutants. 
EVALUATION OF MANAGEMENT 
ALTERNATIVES 
In addition to estimating point and nonpoint source nutri­
ent loadings, the model evaluated the relative effective­
ness of point and nonpoint source controls !ind estimated 
Phosphorous 
ESTUARINE QUALITY 
year 2000 loads. The point source strategies simulated by 
the model "Vere .primarily technology;based controls" that 
limit the effloent concentration of nitrogen and phos­
phorus. A phosphorus ban �nd future (year 2000) loadings 
·were also evaluated. 
For nonpoint sources, the model estimated the impact 
of changes in'tillage practices and, in the lower Susque­
hanna, the simultaneous strip cropping and conversion of 
all co,nvention'al'tillage· cropland in each basin to conserva­
tionlillag,e. The factor in the model that represents vegeta­
tiv�'cover was the primary adjustment made to simulate 
this option. A point source effluent limitation of 2 mg/ total 
phosphorus was also tested under ·existing and future 
conditions. Agricultural Janel use was assumed to remain 
unchanged in the year 2000 model simulations. 
Table 3 contain� the estimated reductions in nutrient 
loads, by major basin, achieved in the conservation tillage 
model simulation during average and wet rainfall condi­
tions. Conserv�tiOf\ tillage is m�re effective in red.ucjng 
phosphorus thM nitrogen loads because phosphorus is 
transported in the particulate for'TI adsorbed to sediment 
particles. Conservation tillage minimizes disturbances of 
the soil surface and significantly reduces soil loss. 
Nitrogen, however, is mostly soluble and what does not 
wash ott is taken up by pl�nts or transformed to gas and 
percolates down il1,to the ground water, some of which 
flows into adjacent waterpodies. The complicated nutrient 
forms and pathways, along with diverse crop and pasture­
land management systems, illustrate the need to imple­
ment .separate best marlagement practices (BMP's) to 
control both nitrogen and phosphorus. 
The effectiveo�ss of conservation tillage' is related to 
current cropping practices, soil type, slope, and other fac­
tors that vary among river basins. In some areas, physical 
conditions preclude its use. Furthermore, the benefits of 
conservation tillage in preventing sediment and nutrient 
losses must be weighed against the increased use of her­
bicides associated with this practice and other farrn man­
agement considerations. 
Data from model simulations. in the lower Susquehanna 
indicate that the simultaneous implementation of conser­
vation tillage basinwide and strip cropping in the lower 
Susquehanna would reduce existing (1980) total phos-
� Point 1 0 Non-point 
West Eastern 
James susquehanna Potomac Chesapeake Shore G>thers 
._
 ____ 5_...1_{0_� __ ,.�·---r•--12-
2 1%  --9--�-•--,�7% �I:J:J 
Kilograms 2,000,000 4,000,000 
N itrogen 
... 
6,000,0QO 
West Eastern 
l-- 14% ---1------ 40% -------�--- 24% -----t- 1 1 %  -t-6%+s"'rl. 
Kilograms 20,000,000 40,000,000 60,000,000 
Figure 3.-Percentages of nutrient loadings (March to October) by major basin under averag� rainfall conditions. 
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Figure '4.-..Relative lmportai't�ce of, point and non point source of nutrients within major basins. 
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Tabl� 1 :�Phosphorus loadings io Chesapeake Bay by major basin (March-October) 
% Point 1M! Cropland %,Other t Total 
nonpolnt 
'contribution 
eource load eource load 
Phosphorus (kg) contribution contribution eource contrlb. 
Basin Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. Wet 
Pert A:�lt the fill line 
Stisque�an'ha 
Patuxent 
Potomac • 
Rappahannock 
York 
James 
941 ,000 1;318,000 2,864,000 24 23 1 2  
156,000 149,000 174,000 92 90 76 
326,00Q 388,000 1 .ov.ooo. 27 1 5  7 
49,000 47,000 130,000 1 1 1 
30,0JlP 35,ooo 151 ,ooo 1 1 2 
299,000 349,0D9- 690,000 45 36 21 -- -- --
TOTAL 1 ,8,01 .qt)O 2,286,000 5,086,000 33 28 14  
Pert ·B: to tidal waters (below th'e flll ll!le)> 
W. Chesapeake ,988,000 1 ,087,000 1 ,384,000 93 85 67 
Patuxent 59,odo ll8,ooo 13o,ooo 79 69 36 
Potomac 8B2,000 915,000 1 ,263,000 82 79 57 
Rappahannock 5+,000 79,000 221 ,000. 89 61 22 
York 39,000, 65,000 208,000 84 50 1 6  
James 1 ,325,000 1 ,374,000 1 ��70,000. 96 93 81 Eastern Shore S-45,000 379';000 962�000 44 40 1 6  
......,..__ _ _ _ TOTAL 3,692,000 3,967,000 5,738,000 87 81 56 
Part C: Part A + Part B 
S�squehanna 
Plltuxt!l'lt • 
· Polomac 
Rap�ijihannock 
York 
James 
W. Chesapeake 
Eastern Shore 
941 ,000 1 ,318,000 2,864,000 24 23 12 
21 5,000 21 7,000 304,000 88 83 58 
(208,000� 1 ,303,000 2,304,000 67 59 34 
103,000 126,000 350,000 47 39 14 
69,000 <100�000 �9.006 50 35 10 
1 ,624,000 1 ''123,000 2,259,000 86 81 63 
988,000 1 ,087,000 1 ,31!4,000 93 85 67 
345,ooo 379,_ooo 962,ooo 44 40 1 6  
TOTAL 5,493,000 . 6,253,000 1 0,786;000 ----s9 -s1 � 
so n 
7 19 
52 72 
58 75 
74 86 
46 63 -- --
53 72 
8 25 
19 51  
10 31 
27 69 
27 ,68 
. 3 14  
50 79 
12 36 
60 77 
10  33 
23 50 
39 71 
44 76 
12 29 
8 25 
50 79 
27 53 
1 6  1 1  76 76 88 
3 5 8 10 24 
33 21 73 85 93 
41 24 99 99 99 
19 12 93 93' 98 
18' 16 55 '64 79 
__ __  ____.____ _ _ _ 19 14 67 72 86 
' 
7 8 7 1 5, 23 
12 13 21 31 64' 
1 1  12 1 8  21 43 
12 9 1 1  39 78 
10 8 18 50 84 
4 5 4 7 19 ... 
�
--5
��
� 
7 8 13 19 44 
17 1 1  76 77 88 
7 9 12 17  42 
18 16 33 41 � 
22 15 53 � 86 
6 14 ' '50 65 90 
7 8 14 19 37 
7 8 7 1 &  .23 
- 10 5 56 60 84 
:� --1-1 ----a1� �· 
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]8�1�2.-Nitrogen, loadlngs;to Chesapea�e B(ly by major basin (March-October) 
·• •• ·'• "' :l % Point % Cropland ·' % Other t Total 
nonpolrft 
contrlbutlo.n 
,. source load aource load 
tlltrogen (kg) contribution contribution aource contrlb. 
Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. w,t Dry Avg. Wet Dry Avg. Wet 
Part A: at the fall line 
Susq�,t§hJ!nna 
Patuxent 
Potomac 
'Rappaliannock 
York 
Jam�s • 
21 ,500,Q0026,500,00048,000,000 
� 580,000 536,000 809,000 
8;270,000 7,500,00017,800,000 
695,000 727,000 1 ,680,000 
380,000 370,000 1 ,264,000 
1 ,  760,000 2,300J)OO ' 5,030,000 
:rOTAL :' 31,185,00037,933,00074,559,000 
Part-S? to ·tidal waters (below the fall line) , W. Chesapeake 6,179,000 7,265,000 10,«;l38;000 
Pattpcent 439,00Q. 596,000 1 ,278,000 
Potomac. , 8,094,000 81399,000 1 1  ,394,000 
Rapp§lhannot:k 279,000 ' 61 1 ,000 2,641,000 
York • 315,00Q '688,009 2,255,000 
James 6,272,000 1,013,000 8,91 3,000 
EasterJI Shore ..a,269,000 3,973,000, 9,500,000 
TOTAL �· , • ..24,&:47,00028,565,00045,425;ooo· 
,Pert C: Part A + PaJ p .. .., 
Susquehanna '21,500,00026,455,00047, 72?.,000 
Patll�en.t 1',01 &,000 . .  1:133,000 2,088,000 
Potomac,. • ·�"11}36�!099� 5,944,000 29,167,000 RBP.P@harmock • · ·· :9?5.0$l0 ,1 ,339,ooo 3,734,000 
York- ., ' • 630,000 1 ,058,000 3,492,000 
· James ·',! c4. 8,0'32,000 9,320,0001 3,945,000· W,Che�a�e '• •; 6,�79,00Q 7,265,0pD 10,038,000 
Eastern Shora • " ., ,1 :� •. 2�9,000 3,973,000 9,500,90.0 
TOTAL '55,967,00066,487,0001 1 9,691 ,000 
10  10  5 
71 65 41 
10  10 10  
10' 10 10  
10  10  10 
10 9 8 
1 1  1 1  7 
85 72 ' 52 
48 35 1 6  
n 74 55 
37 17  5 
34 1 5  5 
88 79 82' 
13 10 4 
� --
72 62 39 
' 10  10  5 
61 49 26 
48 44 28 
17  13  7 
22 13  i' 
11 62 43 
85 " 72 52 
13  10  4 
38 --:a3 �  
85 '91 
29 53 
83 84 
72 78 
78 82 
73 78 
83 88 
20 40 
55 75 
17  37 
73 89 
76 90 
15 32 
83 92 
-ao �  
85 91 
43 66 
48 66 
72 84 
n 81 
29 . 49 
20 '40 
83 92 
60 75 
5 4 90 90 95 
6 6 .29 35 59 
7 6 90 90 90 
1 8  1 2  90 90 90 
1 2  8 90 90 90 
18 14  90 91 92 -- -- ------
6 5 89 89 93 
8 8 15 28 48 
10  9 52 65 84 
9 8 23 "' "26 ll5 
10  6 63 83 95 
9 5 66 85 95 
6 6 1 2  21 ' ,3 
1 4 87 9o • 96 
--8 -·--7 ---"2a � --s1 
5 4 00 � • •  � 
8 8 39 51 • 74 
8 6 52 55• ,.. 72 
1 5  9 83 :S7 93 
10 6 78 87 93 
9 8 29 38 57 
8 8 15 '28"' '48 
7 4 87 90' 1 �6 ------ -...-.--
7 6 62 '67 81 
Table�.��pnated nutrient reductions achieved In level two model sln,uilatlon under average and wet conditions 
Basin 
Susquehanmt 
r 
West Chesapeake 
Eastern Shore 
Patuxent ,· 
(March-Oct.ober). 
% Phosphorus load reduction 
(kg reduction) 
Avg. year Wet year 
1 6.0 32.0 
(21 1 ,000) (916,000) 
2.3 14.4 
(25,000) (200,000) 
14.3 43.7 
(54,000) (421 ,000) 
1 .1 . , . 14.2 
(2,000) (43,000) 
4.3 25.4 
' 
% Nitrogen load reductlon.r , 
(kg reduction) •,'· 
Avg. year , . Wet ye�r ,:,"' �;i , 
1 .3 8.0 
(356,000) (3,818,000) 
1 .7 10.9 
(1 20,00b) (1 ,098,000) 
6.3 23.9 
(250,00Q) (2,273,000) 
0.8 1 1 .6 ,  !9,000) (241,000) 
1 .3 1 1 . 1 . :  Potpmac 
"I (56,000) I (594,000) (207,000) (3,228:000) Rap�ahannock 5.1 35.0 1 .9 • 18.0 . ,  (6,000) (122,000) (25,000) (669-i000);-York 6.7 37.0 2.5 20.0, . I 
(8;000) (141 ,000) (26,000) (�6.oooy James 0.8 9.5 0.5" ' 7.6 , .. , 
(15,000) (214,000) (49,000) (1,066,000� ,. 
Basln.wide 
1, �.jl " l 
6.5 
(3n,ooo) 
• phorus and nitrogen 'loads lrdm the Susquehanna 22 and 
'5' perC�I')t reap�qtiv'e)y: This' indicates that. significant ba­
sfnwide reductions· in nutrient loadings, including nitro­
"gen', can be achieved"!hro.ugh,•appropriate BMP's. Final 
decisions, ,however, shq�!d cdnsid.er agricultural strate-. 
gles that leave' the 1specific'' BMP's to the (jiscretion of 
farmers and soil corisetvationists. ,, .. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY NONPOINT SOURCE 
RECOMMEND�l:I�NS (NUTRIENTS) 
Th�·w�t(trshed model.s.bow.e� n�trient loads to the Chesa­
peak� can btl reduced thTQugtl 'Control strategies. The Bay 
com�t�Uility suppor.ts reductior;J,S Jo improve Bay condition. 
Althoug.h it is very difficult tq·p�edict with confidence water 
quality 9r ecologicatrespons�Hn �be Bay, enough is known 
today to call for limiting nutrient loads to Bay waters. 
24.5 
(2,651,000) 
1 .6 10.1 • ,. ' 
(1 ,042,000) (12,612,000!' : 
In 1983 the C.hesapeake Bay Program developed • .the 
following specific; recommendations to control and IJI�Uc\'e 
nonPQjnt pollution (Tippe et (:1.1. 1983). .• , 
• The States and EPA, through the Management Com­
mittee, should develop .a detailed nonpoint source c!lntrol 
.implementation program as part of a basinwide waler 
quality management plan. 
•- The U.S. Department of Agriculture and the 'EPA, 'in 
consultation with the Management Committee, should 
.·strengthen and coordinate their efforts to reduce agricul­
tural nonpoint source pollution to improve water qualitY in 
Chesapeake Bay. · 
• Feder�l agencies, States, and counties should '·de­
velop· incentive policies by· Ju,ly 1 ,  1 984, that encpu.tage 
·farmers to implement BMP's. ·' · 
• The State, counties, and -municipalities locate(j 'in 
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subbasins adjacent to tidal-fresh and estuarine segments 
of Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries should implement 
fully and enforce existing urban stormwater runoff control 
programs. 
• The States of Maryland and Virginia and local gov­
ernments should consider strengthening wetland protec­
tion laws to include nontidal wetlands because of their 
value as nutrient buffers and living resource habitat. 
FEDERAL AND STATE INITIATIVES 
Following the publication of the Chesapeake Bay Program 
findings and results, a conference was convened by the 
Governors of Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania, the 
Mayor of the District of Columbia, the EPA Administrator, 
and the Chesapeake Bay Commission. The conference 
marked the beginning of a coordinated visible effort to 
correct problems identified by Chesapeake Bay Program· 
reports. 
The centerpiece of the commitments made by the spon­
sors was the "Chesapeake Bay Agreement of 1983" 
which recognized the need for a regional management 
structure to support and enhance a regional cooperative 
approach for the environmental management of the Bay. 
The Agreement provided the authority to establish an Ex­
ecutive Council, an Implementation Committee, and a 
Chesapeake Bay Liaison Office. The Executive Council is 
to assess and oversee the implementation of coordinated 
plans to improve and protect the water quality and living 
resources of the Chesapeake Bay estuarine system. The 
Implementation Committee will coordinate technical mat­
ters and develop and evaluate management plans. The 
Committee has established subcommittees for Planning, 
Monitoring, Modeling and Research, and Data Manage­
ment. The Liaison Office will advise and support the Coun­
cil and Committee. 
The Liaison Office has assumed the lead in coordinat­
ing Federal clean-up efforts and has negotiated Memo­
randa of Understanding (MOU) with five other Federal 
agencies whose activities impact Bay resources and water 
quality. These agencies include: U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (F&WS), the Soil e<:>nservation Service (SCS), the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), and the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). 
All of the MOU agencies pledge cooperation in areas of 
mutual interest and support of the goals of the Chesa­
peake Bay Agreement. The SCS has deployed 10  addi­
tional people to work specifically in the Chesapeake Bay 
drainage basin to help train State and Federal agency 
personnel in the application of best management prac­
tices to control nonpoint source pollution from agricultural 
lands. 
NOAA will work with EPA in monitoring trends in the 
Bay. USGS will work with other agencies in developing 
mapping techniques and evaluating impacts of ground­
water pollution on the Bay. F&WS will work with other 
agencies to evaluate certain wetlands activities and assist 
with monitoring trends of contaminants in fish. 
The Corps will provide particular help with modeling the 
Bay and tributaries, and work with other agencies while 
conducting its recently authorized Chesapeake Bay Ero­
sion Control Study. In addition to the above MOUs the EPA 
has signed a Joint Resolution on Pollution Abatement in 
the Chesapeake Bay with the Department of Defense 
(DoD). The DoD has pledged to give priority c?nsiderat�on 
to funding pollution control projects and stud1es. affecting 
the Bay. 
Complementing these Federal efforts, the District of Co­
lumbia and the States of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and 
Virginia have each initiated programs to reduce pollutant 
loadings and to protect and restore Bay resources and 
habitat within their jurisdiction. For example, the District of 
Columbia has developed initiatives to deal with problems 
in the Upper Potomac Estuary which may be contributing 
to the decline of the Bay. The program covers point and 
nonpoint source pollution, provides resource manage­
ment, and encourages regional cooperation. Moreover, 
the District of Columbia is developjng a stormwater regu­
latory program to control new development and redevel­
opment after construction. A BMP manual and a home­
owners BMP guidebook will complement the regulations. 
These products will not only reduce loadings of pollutant's, 
but will also improve public understanding of the need to 
abate nonpoint source pollution. 
The Maryland General Assembly appropriated $36 mil­
lion in FY 1985 for a variety of point and nonpoint source 
pollution control strategies including $2 million cost shar­
ing to implement agricultural BMP's and $1 .4 million to 
hire 42 new employees to provide technical assistance to 
landowners in designing appropriate BMP's. Existing cost 
share program grants have already totaled $5 million 
since Jul� 1983. Another important component of the agri­
cultural conservation proQram is an intensiv� informa­
tional and educational program to encourage farmer par­
ticipation in pollution control activities. The overall goal of 
the Maryland agricultural initiative is to have conservation 
plans in place on farms located in "priority" areas having 
direct impacts on Chesapeake Bay water quality within 5 
years. 
Other nonpoint pollution abatement actions the State of 
Maryland has undertaken include: 
• Increasing enforcement of the State stormwater con­
trol law that requires that streams be just as clean after 
nearby construction as they were before construction; 
• Transferring authority for enforcing sediment and ero­
sion control law& to the State unless counties can demon­
strate they can do the job; 
• Establishing rules and regulations requiring efficient 
design, construction, operation and maintenance of agri­
cultural drainage projects; 
• Providing grants to local governments for a forest 
buffer program; 
• Providing construction funds for shoreline erosion 
control; and 
• Increasing appropriations for the conservation ease­
ment program. 
For the 1984-86 biennium, the 1984 General Assembly 
of Virginia appropriated $10.4 million for Chesapeake Bay 
initiatives, including $2.5 million for an agricultural pollu­
tion control plan. The largest single element in the plan is 
a program to cost share the installation of BMP's with 
farmers. 
This program employs a multiple level targeting strat­
egy. At the first level, all farmers within Virginia's portion of 
the Bay watershed are eligible for cost-sharing assistance 
on certain, specified, wat�r-quality-related BMP's. The 
second level targets co�t-sharing funds for certain prac­
tices to subbasin areas with intensified. cropland and ani­
mal waste practices. The third level, a demonstration proj­
ect, targets a small agricultural watershed for an intensive 
BMP promotion program. Continuous water quality.,moni­
toring at the site should give an indication of th� water 
quality impacts of the BMP program over time. 
The Virginia agricultural control plap also established a 
process for identifying priority areas where technical as­
sistance, demonstration projects and �ducation pro�rams 
will be targeted. The goal of the ptogram is to increase 
implementation of BMP's by farmers and land develope�s 
within the Chesapeake Bay drainage basin. In addition to 
the agricultural initiative, the Commonwealth has estab­
lished other nonpoint initiatives demonstrating pollutant 
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control from urban areaS and assistina low income shore­
line residents with sanitation deficiencies to install septic 
tanks and other facilities. 
The.COmmonwealth of Pennsylvania has also initiated a 
comprehensive agricultural nonpoint source control pro­
gram with the commitment of $2 million in State and Fed­
eral funds in its fiscal 1985 budget. One million dollars in 
financial assistQnce is available to assist Pennsylvania 
farmers implement BMP's to control soil and nutrient loss. 
Educational programs will help Pennsylvanians under­
stand the Bay's problems, their contributions to those 
problems, and explain ways to mitigate those problems. 
Additional �ucational programs, particularly for farmers, 
will stress the importance and potential savings from nutri­
ent management. 
In addition, tillage demonstration projects will compare 
yields from different practices •and show proper tillage 
techniques. A pesticides management program will pro­
vide information on appropriate projects .and a manure 
management program will stress ·on and -off· site use of 
manure as a r�sour<;e. The program's goal is to accelerate 
the lmplsmentation of best management practices on agri­
cultural land. �t focuses on animal waste and nutrient man­
agement.· The initial phase targets seven watersheds in 
the lower .Susquehanna River with high livestock density 
and intensive cropping practices. The program will later 
be extended to other watersheds. 
IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS TO THE 
STATES 
To assist the States and the District of Columbia in devel­
oping programs ·to improve Bay water quality and re­
sources; EPA awarded $3 million in implementation grants 
in 1984. It is anticipated tl)at the current Administration will 
provide $10 million for each of the next 4 years. Approxi­
mately $7.2 million will be available annually for State im­
plementation· grants. Although various types of projects 
are eligible for funding, F't1985 grant criteria require that 
75 percent of the grant amount be applied towards non­
point source controls. Structural, educational, and demon­
stration projects which address a significant pollution 
source in geographic areas of concern will also receive 
priorlt}£ 
The States and EPA have been further directed that ih 
selecting projects to be funded by' Chesapeake Bay Imple­
mentation grants, they must consider the following crite­
ria: 
• The jlroject's potential contributiOn to reductions in 
pollutant loadings or improvements in resource habitat; 
• The appropriateness and cost-effectiveness of the 
project. Higher priority should be given to projects located 
in designated critical,watersheds; 
• The potential beneficial �ffect of the project on eco­
logically important areas in the .Bay; 
• The unavailability of other Federal funding. For exam-
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pie, projects that can be funded through EPA's construc­
tion grants program should not be considered; 
• The project should be included in the Restoration' and 
Protection Plan of 1985. 
• The project represents an incremental step- in a 
phased long-term commitment to determine effective new 
programs or is part of a comprehensive abatement pro­
gram in a specific hydrologic unit or watershed. 
• NPS implementation efforts should be concentrat�d 
in targeted hydrologic units or targeted to types ·of sources 
for which solutions are not known.-
OUTLOOK 
The, Chesapeake B.ay Program findings clearly indicate 
that the Bay's water and sediment quality have degraded 
and many of its important living resources have declined. 
Given the increasing environmental stress pfojected 10 be 
placed on. ttie Bay resulting from population increases and 
land use changes, it will be difficult to halt this decline and 
even more difficult to reverse it. It is generally agreed, 
how�ver, that reducing the nutrient lqadings to the 'say 
from point and nonpoint sources will begin to restore the 
environmental quality of the Bay. 
Fortunately the States, EPA, and other Federal agen­
'cies already have begun control efforts to-address ob­
served Bay problems. While scientis�;:howeve� cannot 
predict with confidence how much !he current and' pro­
posed initiativ�s )Nill re�uce nOtrient (and toxi.c) l!'adings to 
the Bay nor how quickly or extensively. the Bay will re­
spond, it is generally agreed .that a long-term strategy is 
necessary to restore and protect the·Chesapeake Bay. 
So that mid-course correction in· control strategies can 
be made, the effectiveness of agricultural nonpoint source 
programs must be assessed. It is therefore necessary that 
a monitoring. and tracking system be established. The 
monitoring system should include both water quality and 
biological monitoring and provide input for model develop­
ment to project results from BMP implementation. Effec­
tive monitoring will identify areas where BMP implementa­
tion measurably improved water 'quality. The tracking 
system will ·help document-where and under what condi­
tions specific BMP's were implemented and"allow calcula­
tion of their cost effectiveness. Data gathered from these 
parallel efforts, along with results of specific programs- and 
projects, will help to guide the cooperativ� Federal 'ahd 
State efforts to restore and protect the Chesapeake Bay. 
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A Study -dasigned to characterize the pollutant climate' of 
, 13 (!lajor,bays and estuaries in Florida was carried'out by 
.�mjning se�[ment cflemistl)\ T his study provided;im- · 
.,] pro:-c�d inter�;>retive tool� that were used to pistinguish 
natural· v�rsus anthropogenic metal concentrations and 
'to. help identify nonpbipf sources. Results confirmeo thaL 
, , ''�lt�ough, elevated metals .and _synthetic orga�ic com­
pounds were present in the water colurfln, the'toncehtra-· • 
•' tion of lhese constituentS was well below State an& Erivf-
1-'onrilental Protettion•Agency water"quality standards. 
T hese data provide a clearer understanding bf p'Oilutant 
.trends and revealed encroa'chment of 'metal >eontamina-
. ,tipn, in •. :several· .JTUljqr pstuaries. T he: highest levels. of 
·: ,metals ,and synt�etic organics were founsl,-jn sedi{llEVJ�. 
• �trom 1h�. �iami • Riye� and Biscayne Bay,. J"tie rive� .re-
, tc;eives pollutants-particularly Ag, Cd, Cul Hg, Pb, and 
• •  Zn-frortl a var(ety of :non point sources �originating frbpl 
' ttie' adjacent city of Miami. T he river' essentially bec6n'les 
' 'a "peint source discharging' moving contaminant!l ·into th'EY'' 
Bay, Resents from tHe sfudy ' were used as ' a  basis for 
maklng·�ommendations to State and'Fe'del'al ag&nl:iea 
'" ,for clel!ning 'tiP' non point · sources .gntering .the Miami • .• 
'RivQr.; , 
.. ,, 
INT-RODUCTION · ·  
'1-JoQ�oini-sourc��. especially urban stormwater, are a-��­
jor.�ource of pollution to bays and estuaries along devel­
op�q, qoas,tal -areas. Although the neett to. protect ·these 
productive j:IQ.Vironme}lts is widely recognized, there are 
many 9efit;iencies io. traditional regulatory approaches. 
.This paper illustrat(ls hPw a better· understanding· of 
sediment chemistry provides more meaningful informa­
tion for assessing and managing nonpoint source dis-
• ""� 
charges of metals and organic compounds. It also outlines 
how these technlque.s have Jecently been used in State 
and local,:atteQlpts� to eradicate the- eff.ects of existing 
stormwater outfajls in the Miami River ar\Q Biscayne Bay 
in South Florida. • 
Studies of contaminaljon in coastal areas have-gener­
ally focused on.water quality studies in whicll results ;lre 
compared with;a $tate or federally, established water qual­
ity·:;tandard. Jbis preoccupation with water quality crileria 
is couoterproductive for three fundamental reasons. First, 
traditional approac!les relying prrwater quality information 
fail tQ adequately considel' environmental geochemistry. 
Second, the use of a water quality standard alone offers 
little protection to the estuarine biota, most of which are 
linked to the.sedimeot through fopd webs:' Finally, thEtct:lst 
of carrying' out water quality studies 'in large .urbanized 
areas with complex nonpoint source problems can be con­
siderable and still not provide meanjngfur·measures of 
pollution . .  With the limited. funds.available 10 study.nbno 
point pollution, , improvemetit&- are needed to provid&llhe 
best .irfformation for. the Jeast money. 
GE,OCHEMICAL.CON$1DERATIONS' ' 
. •. � • '!;"' •..! )I(' � ( � � .. - •, ... . 
jn �ontrast,tq;!ake and pcean.systems� thEJ i>toce5Ses that 
affecfthe dlstri,Rll�ion of cl'\emicat qonstituents·h'liin estu­
ary are <f0111P.I�x l:l!ld pften poOtiY understood. AS a result, 
UI)�!JEfemphasis is·o�n placed. on in�ppropriate and mi� 
leading pollution .indice,tors,. :,Reliable il)tQrpretive�tools for 
assessing the degree "Of estuarine contamination rel,ative 
tp background COJ1ditions,a{e virtually ·nQOexlsteot, 
In Floride,, eight of .the 1Q  larg�st cities are surrouoded 
by marine,or:brackis,h w�tj:l� that receiveJl wide variety of 
nonpoint source. discharges. A.s the aqueous nonpoint 
sources ·mix .with �r{lckish ·Or'fTlarine-waters in, these.ar­
eas,· milny.of the materials previoJ,Jslyl !ij.!Spended or:. dis-
.. . .. .. 
Tabl-. 1 .-Metal and fluotlde c�ncenlratlons reported for water from other regions (In 119/L) 
Wotld . s.E.·u.s. 
rlvera1 , .  rlvera2 
Arsenic 1 .70 0.04-0.65 
Antimony 1 .00 
Cadmium 0.02 0.002-0.02 
Chrotnium 1 .00 
Copper 1 .50 0.25-0.77 
Fluoride 50-100 
Iron 40 22-120 
Lead 0. 10 0.02-0.51 
Mercury 0.01-0.04 
Nickel 0.50 0.1 1-0.57 
Silver 0.30 
Zinc 30 0.21-2.0 
1From Martin and Whitfield (1983) 
2From Windom and Smith (1984); Windom et al. (1984); Windom and Taylor (1979); 
Weslenchuk and Windom (1978); Windom (1971) 
3From Klinkhammer and Bender (1981) 
4From Waslenchuk (1978) 
All references are given in the bibliography in the Manual (Ryan et al. 1 984). 
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f;.lgure 1 .-Relatlonshlp between lead and aluminum, and 
zinc and alumlnum·observed In natural aec:tll;nents fron;� the, 
south,epstern United States (Win'doin, 1 984) Slope of each 
line reflects the calculated m•tal·to-meta( ratio. Values In 
pare!}theses are !IVe'!lge tatlos'repo�ed in \J\e SCientifiC lit· 
�rature (referen�ed In t�e text). 
splved �n freshwater are rapidly incorporated il)to pottom 
sediments by physical ·and chemical processes-such as 
flocculation, precipitation . and coprecjpitation with .scav· 
e]lging. As a· re�ult, .. the �stuarine water, column shpws 
extremely low conqentrations of trace metals ilnd organic 
COITIPQunds. lnde.ed, mQ.nY of· the constituents �emaining 
in th.e complex saltwater matrix appr�ch leyel� at or be­
I0¥1 the Wtalytical .detection limits of mo:;t chemical labora­
tories. More importantly, such low concentrations enhance 
the potential for sample contamination, leaQing to spuri­
ous results. 
Table 1 shows the range of concentrations for several 
trace _metals in waters throughout the United States 
(Klinkhammer an� Beoder, 1 981 ; Martin an,d Whitfield, 
1 983; Waslenchuk, 1 978; Waslenchuk and Windom, 
1 978; Windom and Taylor, 1 979; Windom and Smith, 
1 984;,Windom et al. 1 984). The last -column shows State 
of Florida water quality, standards which are in many nr. 
spects the same as EPA''S. This table shows. that metal 
levels in the water column rarely approach. water quality 
standards. Except, Jor sampling in the plume of a .dis­
charge, violations of water . quality standards for trace 
metals or organic compounds in marine or brackish wa­
ters are difficult to find. It follows, then, that traditional 
water quality standards for metals and organic com· 
pounds-originally developed for· drinking water-are in· 
appropriate in the marine environment. 
Ta�le 1 and findings by other investigators (Pavlou and 
W�$on, 1 983; Talbot, i 983; Williams et al. 1 978) indicate 
thal bottom sediments, not the water column, are the real 
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indicators of pollution . in coastal enviropments. The con­
cept that sediments reflect t�e d�Qree'fo which an estuary 
is contaminated is straightforwara, 1fJUt understanding the 
levels of contamination is more difficult. This is especially 
true for metals, since 'they occur both naturally and as a 
result of man's activities. A\,. present, there is no consen· 
sus on a reliable."tool for judging the extent of metal con­
tamination. Such tools must be developed on a regional, 
rather than on a national basis. 
The complexities of understanding the relevance of 
metal levels as they occur over heterogeneous substrates 
of varying grain size make it e)dremely difficult to interpret 
-��e deg..ree of pollution based on absolute concentrations 
alone (Ackerman et al. 1 983j FOrstner and Salomons, 
1 981). While many tools have been used to interpret sedi­
ment data (Brieri et at. 1 975; Helz et al. '1975; Nishida et 
al. 1 982), we hav.e found that the ratio of a trace metal to 
aluminum is quite useful for interpreting the degree to 
which sediments are ,enriched with metals in Florida (Ryan 
and Windom, in prep.). Sediment d�ta from 1 3  bays in 
Florida indicate that up to 70 percent of th_e variance in 
observed metal concentrations can be explained QY 'alumi­
num. 
Figure 1 shows this rellittionship between, lead, zinc, and 
aluminuiT} in _over 1 ,1 00 uncontaminated marin� sediment 
samples off the southeastern U.S. coast {Windom, un­
publ.). As the concentration of aluminum increases, so do 
observed concentrations of lead.and zinc. Deviations from 
the plotted line suggest that certain sediments are en­
riche!1 in leaa �d zinc. In �ss,_ence, these finding_s provide 
a method for normalizing the· qomplex relationships be­
tween metal.con..centrations and gfain.si:z;e, as wel�"as dis­
tinguishing natural from polluted sediments. 
Figure 2 illustrates a broader regulatory use of the, me­
tal:aluminum relationship that we have employed to.deter­
mine metal enricbment in sedi�nts. Metal:aluminum·ra­
tios are calculated Jrom raw d�a (in tl')is case�copper to 
aluminum) and plotted against the absolute metal;·concen­
trationsan� ratios ceported in unpolluted sediments. If the 
point(s) falls in the ,shaded area the sediment& ·are 
deemed to contain natural 'Copper concentr.atiops. Points 
.-nv•ua"" Composition o(Crustal Material 
0.000 1-f"<LLLI..LLI.-'j<LLLI..I..I.LL."f-'J-.U.U..�.U..U..<LLU.t"""<LLL<""'' 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
Copper Concenttation iiJ Sediments (ppm) 
Figure 2.-Graph depleting copper• concentration versus 
copper-to-aJumlf1um ratio In natural sediments. Points plot.· 
ted from empirical data falling within' the-shaded area. are 
considered naturai:Outllers i(ldicate copper enrictlment In 
the sedlni'ent'sample. 
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F,lgure 3.-Map sho�ng relatl,ve atatlon loc�tlons In the Miami River, Tamlaml Canal, and Biscayne Bay. Major nonpolnt 
source Inputs are shown by arrows (B.R. = Boat Repair facilities). 
falling outside the shaded area indicate copper contami­
nation from human activities. Thus, the problem of com­
paring chemical data frorn areas of differnnt grain sizes is 
diminjshed. 
Using this approach, the Florida Department of Environ­
rnehtal Regulation (DER) studied· fhe environmental 
chemistry 'of Florida's ·bays and estuaries. T.he study of 
Biscayne:Bay and adjacent Port of Miami ship channels 
offers an" example of how pollution trends can l:fe ob­
servea more clearly and used.to provide a basis for.man­
agement of nonpojnt source problems in a complex urban 
setting. In addition, a" application of the previously dis­
cussed interpretive approach is demonstrated. 
BISCAYNE BAY AND MIAMI RIVER 
STUDY 
Biscayne Bay (Fig. 3) is a shallow, tropical lagoon approxi­
mately 48.27 km (35 miles) long and up to 16.09 km (1 0 
miles) wide, with average depth of 3.66 m (1 2 feet). Sev­
eral features make this bay unique among other urban­
ized coastal areas of the United States. The bay, while 
essentially estuarine in character, was rormea as r1s1ng 
sea level filled in a rigid pre-existing limestone depression, 
rather than being formed as a drowned river valley like 
many other estuaries. Unlike .othe�;, 'estuaries' receiving 
sediments from riyer inflows or oceanic proceSses, fresh­
water inflows from numerous flood control canals carry 
little mineral detritus to the bay. Instead, most of the sedi­
ments in Biscayne Bay· are prodiJCed by the local biota 
(Wanless, 1 976). 
Because of this· unique arrangement, Biscayne �ay has 
little capacity to dilute or sequester anthropogenic con­
taminants that enter the South Florida coastal environ­
ment. Most pollutal)tS enter the bay from ndnpoiht sources 
in urban Miami, traveling to the bay through ·canal sys­
tems, stormwater discharge pipes or ground water. 
Study rj;ISUits indicated that port sedimentS were' con­
sidei-ably enriched with trace metals, polynuclearJuomatic. 
hydrocarbons (PAH's), and polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCB's). Because the most obvious source of these con­
taminants was a large canal, the Miami River (Fig. 3), an 
additional study examined the environmental chemistry of 
the river and its tributaries. 
Figure" 4 shows the · results of the bulk sediment analy­
ses for trace lnetals in the Miami River and · in Biscayne 
Bay and oompar'es 'metal cohceiifrations ·(based on analy­
ses of triplicate 'samp1es5"with those collected in 1 o o'her· 
bays' anCI e§tllaries ln Florida .• As the graph shows, metal 
levels in Biscayne Bay and in the Miami River are signifi­
cantly greater (p < .01) than the aver:age values recorded 
at all other-�dY ar'eas il'l Florida. Trace metal concentra­
tions are· normalized for grain size,using•the metal-to-alu­
minum ratio· if� discussetl earlier. The Miami River is a 
major sour� of trace-metals to lhe baf �s shown by the 
decreasing concentration of metals. from right (river) to left 
(bay) in Figure..l�. Sediments �so followed the same pat­
tern for arSel1ic 'And chromium, not shbwn on· this figure. 
While metar levels'appear to gradually decrease from 'the 
river to the.'bay, these six metals in- Biscayne Bay are still 
significantly higher (p < .05) than levels encountered at 
1 0 other bays in the State. 
A diverse group of synthetic organic compounds was 
also detected in the river, but few appear to have moved 
into the bay. PCBs (Arochlor 1 254) were detected in "all, 
river sediments sampled While four of the 10 PAH's exam;. 
ined were also ubiquitous throughout the river. In their 2-
year study of'lhe Biscayne Bay system, Corcman et al. 
(1975Yfound that the highest synthetic organlc concentra­
tions occured in the Miami 'Rhler. While concentrations of 
!r�ce metals �nd S}!lt��tic organic compound_s are �� 
h1gh tflat no benffifc organisms were observed during the 
satnpling pfogram, no violations 'of water quality stand­
ards were detected. 
Sources of Pollution 
Numerous potential nonpoint sources of pollution to the 
river were identified. For' example, PAH's in the Tamiami 
Canal apear to originate from act(vities. at .the adjacent 
Miami International Airport' complex. 
· 
Cadmium, copper, lead, silver, chromium and zinc con­
centrations were significantly greater (p < .05) at MIR-8 
than at any other site in the river. This site is directly adja­
cent to a large boat-building and repair facility on the Ta­
miami Canal. 
Silver and arsenic concentrations were also .high in. sed­
iments from the middle portion of the river and in Seybold 
vanal. One P,9SSible source is a large hospital complex 
t�at discharges wastes into the canal. Silver could origi­
nate from releasing X-ray wash waters into the canal. The 
sour�e of arsenic is not known. Silv�r appears to be fairly 
mobile as reflected by the enriched sediments down­
stream from the canal at the mouth of the river and in 
adjacent areas of Biscayne Ba� 
Metal enrichment was also encountered in the vicinity of 
known stormwater discharges. Surprisingly, stormwater 
discharge areas draining the city bus repair facility ·and a 
large scrap metal yard, originally thought to be a source of 
metal contamination, showed no metal enrichment along 
the immediate shoreline. Because this site receives peri­
odic freshwater discharges from a salinity control barrier 
during heavy rainfall, these sediments could be remobi­
lized and moved downriver. High metal levels were found 
approximately 500 m below the scrapyard. 
1 10  
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In sum, the Miami River receives pollutant inputs frf)ro 
numerous sources a'nd acts as a temporary repository f9r 
these wastes. The river converts many nonpoint polluti�n 
sources into one large point souree discharging into l'ais­
cayne Ba� While the total flow of contaminants· from Mi­
ami's urban area to the Miami River many be no gre!lt�r 
than for other major cities, the Miami River lacks the large 
volume of natural sedimentary materials th�t accomPe­
nies lotic inflows into other estuaries. In other urbarr arees 
such material can more effectively dilute anthropogenic 
inputs and sequester pollutants. Thus, the importance of 
understanding nonpoint pollution on a regional basis' can-
not be overemphasized. 
· 
NONPOINT MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN 
SOUTH FLORIDA 
Water quality in the Miami River has been deteriorating f9r 
over 50 years. Until recently, little if any recognition h_v 
been given to the river/canal as a potentially impOrtant 
historical, commercial, and recreational resource. Aft�r 
years of neglect this attitude is changing at both the Stc;ite 
and local levels. 
' · 
100 O.ol 0.1 1.0 . 10  
o Inner NaviQational Channela 
• Outer NaviQational Channela 
Concenttations (ppuO 
O o  * 
0 
Concentrations (ppuO 
0 
0 
Concentrations (ppm) 
Figure 4.-Compartson of metal levels in Biscayne Bay and the Miami River with those encountered In sediments of 10 bay· 
estuarine systems In Florida (these are average values for Inner and outer portions of the bays and for port berthing areaa, 
which represent worst case sediments). " 
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The Miami River Management Committee, established 
by exec!Jtive.order of Governor.GrahalJl on' Dec. 1 5, 1 9�3, 
has complet�d more than 1 full year of oper,ation. The 
committ�e has presented 'a reporf:$'etting specific, 1'do­
ab!e" goals and �bjective� for ·restoring and enhancing 
the Miami Rive(. , ., 
Larg�!Y as �' result P,f tl)e sedi!Jlent,al)alyses discussed 
pr�:�viously, scientists.,and agency J)ersonnel who have 
�iudi���t�e river !low beHey��hat stprmwater'outfalls are a 
major,�tf not the major,, sourc& of pollutants entering the 
river today. ,Fifty-five stormwater outfalls greater than 
3o.48 cm .. (1 2 in,ches) iJ:IAi�r;i;te'te'r:Cirain roadwj3.ys,�n� the 
urban and industrial areas that abut the river. In addition, 
an unknown number of smaller outfalls, overland runoff, 
inwater, and upstream sources contribute to the poor wa­
ter and sediment quality in the river. 
Two 'Key problems have emerged as a result of this 
study: (1).what to do about the movement of pollutants into 
Bisq�yne l3,ay.Jrqm the existing Miami River sediments, 
and (2) how to contain nonpoint discharges currently en-
1�'rir:t9 t�e.rjver.' 
'· , 
Dred�ing contaminat�d river �ediments is one optipn. 
Howev,er1 I?OIIutant levels ar� so high �hat disposal of the 
dredged material is difficult. The high t:ost of land in South 
Florida prohibits upland disposal. Offshore disposal 
seems unlikely because of the natbre Of the river sedi­
ments. Other �and dispos�l options are severely limited by 
the''Shalrowness of the Bi�Gayne Aquifer that supplies 
most of South Florida'� drjnking water. 
Regaraless of whether the river "is dredged, water pollu­
tion sources are being eliminated, particularly from 
stormwater outfalls. PrioritY outfalls' are being redesigned 
by the city of Miami to percolate the first inch of runoff as a 
part of its current $30 million stormwater renovation pro­
g�arrf. Retrofitting those outfall� not scheduled for irrtmedi­
afe reconstruction by the city' was given a very high priority 
l::ly the· Committee, wtlich has asked the State· for addi­
tional funds to help eliminate or redesign the remaining 
outfalls that· cannot be upgraded with available local 
funds. 
The Department is cons:erned with the discharge of in­
adequately treated stormwater runoff into State waters. 
The agency is seeking information on potential control 
techniques for retrofitting or renovating existing stormwa­
ter pollution sources in heavily developed urban areas. To 
this end, the Department and the Committee propose to 
demonstrate innovative storm drain design and manage­
ment practices in the lower Miami River watershed. 
Because of the high cost of storm drain renovation, a 
prioritization , process was · Cleveloped to help m�ke the 
most efficient use of the available funds. Sediment analy-
.. 
ses will be used to pinpoint priority non point source areas 
for cleanup. .• 
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· NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION CONTROL IN SMALL BAYS OF 
PUGET SOUND 
BOB SAUNDERS 
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Washington Department of Ecology 
Olympia, Washington 
.....-�----.ABSTRACT _....:....._ __ _, 
In the last 4 years, five commercial shellfish growing ar­
eas in Puget Sound have been closed 'because of non­
point bacteriai'"Contamination. These have been in rural 
areas characterized by small acreage, semi-recreational 
farms, rural residential development, an<! moderate resi-. 
dential density on t�� saltwater frontage. With one' excep­
tion, they are notable for the absence of point discharges, 
large commercial farming, and uroar't stormwater dis­
charges. The Department of Ecology conducted a year­
lOng study ot the water quality in two of these estuaries­
Minter Bay and ·Burley Lagoon. The data correlated 
"'l!tream. segment pollution levels with surrounding land 
use. Agricultural sources appeared to be the major prob­
lem, with Jailing septic tanks the suspect in so 'me areas. 
The Department funded the two counties in which the 
watersheds dccur to develo� a basin plan forcontrollipg 
the problem. A consultant developed three ordinances to· 
address animal keeping practices, onsite WS!'ite disposal: 
and efosion control. The issues are complicated by the 
r watershed's overlapping two counties with somewhat dif­
ferent sets of land use ordinances in place. Also, commu­
nity reaction to the initial proposals has be�n advl"rse. 
The ,proposals �re undergoing community review and 
may undergo considerable revision. Other efforts are be­
ing funaed to continu� to develop farm management 
plan� on a voluntary basis, pending completion of a basin 
planning program. · 
Shellfish. in Washington State are important. Washington 
is tile fifth largest producer of oysters in the United States, 
the eighth largest producer of clams, and the only pro­
ducer of the giant geoduck clams, which average 2 lbs 
apiece and can reach 10  lbs. Puget Sound mussels have 
been the winners for the last 2 years in natlPnal taste .test 
competitions. ·fn addition· to the commercial-importance, 
Puget Sound supports 441 ,000-user trips/year of recrea­
tional clam digging. The availability of freshly dug or pur­
chased stutllfish is a significant feature of traditional Puget 
Sound lifestyle. 
Concern over the health of this resource began in 1 982 
after the third decertification of a commercial growing 
area. Oyster growers' concerns and pressures led to the 
initiation of a shellfish protection planning effort by the 
Department of Ecology (WDOE), the State agency respon­
·sible for water pollution laws and for shoreline manage­
ment. A year and a half later, when the agency's Shellfish 
Protection Strategy was completed, the decertified areas 
had grown to six- and the problem was getting front-page 
coverage in Sunday issues of the largest papers in the 
State. 
Based on these closures, four of which were due to 
nonpoint sources, the Shellfish Protection Strategy identi­
fied nonpoint source pollution in watersheds draining to 
areas with shellfish resourcQs as the major problem, and 
called for a program of basin planning to control the prob­
lem. The concept was to develop a pilot basin plan or 
nonpoint pollution control program in one area and then to 
promote the adoption and adaptation of this model in 
other watersheds. 
The pilot program area chosen was two small lagoons 
called Minter Bay and Burley Lagoon. Both are classical 
lagoons partially enciQsed by a sand spit formed by littoral 
accretion across their mouths. Burley Lagoon is 92 ha 
(230 acres) and Minter Bay is 32 ha (80 acres); both flush 
fairly well. 
The watersheds, about 4,000 ha (1 0,000 acres) each, 
are characterized bY rural residential uses. Small-scale 
farming tor pleasure and supplemental income are com­
mon; commercial-scale agriculture is infrequent. The larg­
est h�rd in Minter/B1,1rley is a small dairy with 40 head. 
Residenti�l and agrjcultural uses tend to be concentrated 
in the stream valleys with heavily forested hilly terrain 
higher up the watershed. Population ·in the two water­
sheds is about 10,000. A small commercial node exists 
nel$t to Burley Lagoon. A.bout 50 percent oj the soils are 
poorly drained clays derived from glacial till. 
The poor spils, rural residential use, and· small-scale 
agriculture are typical of Puget Sound, although some 
areas do have more commerciartarming. 
A three-pronged approach addressed the nonpoint 
problem: 
Water quality Investigation. Using coastal zone man­
agement funds, the WDOE water quality investigation sec­
tion conducted a year-long evaluation of water quality in 
the two estuaries .to identify more clearly the sources of 
contamination -and to provide a basis for developing and 
justifying a control program. 
Farm ·management. The local conservation district was 
funded to begin a program of identifying farms with animal 
waste problems, to begili informational and educational 
programs, and to develop farm management plans. 
Planning and land use. Planning grants were awarded 
to the two counties in which the watersheds occur to de­
velop a pollution control pr6gram. A respected consulting 
firm was retained to prepare an evaluation of alternative 
strategies and ordinances that would institute appropriate 
controls. 
These efforts were coordinated through a technical ad­
visory committee, which had been previously established 
by Pierce County to develop ordinances to control t11e 
problem. After some initial tig11tening of the on-site waste 
disposal regulations, tlie committee had begun to lose 
momentum and focus. The, use of this area as a pilot study 
was inten�ed to strengthen the committee's performance 
of their original mission. • 
The results of fhis three-part program follow. Conclu­
sions rather t�an methodology are emphasized for brevity. 
WATER QUALITY SURVEY 
The main features of the methodology were 
1 .  bimonthly ambient sampling at 20 stations 
2. two rain event samplings 
3. correlation of bacterial loads, loads, and land uses 
along various reaches of the stream 
4. speci� studies-on time of travel, sediment, seepage, 
and seabird populations 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
The major conclusions from the extensive data collected 
were that all land uses throughout the entire watershed 
were contributing to the problem, in particular: 
1 .  Stream segments with only agrit:ultural use showed 
high loading. 
2. Stream segments with only residential use showed 
high coliform loading. 
3. Undeveloped control streams met the water quality 
standards. 
4. Coliforms could easily survive in the fresh water for 3 
days, long enough to reach the estuary from the farthest 
headwaters. 
5. Shoreline residences could not account for the estu­
ary loads. 
6. In Burley Lagoon, correlation between estuarine 
conditions and stream loading was very high. In Minter 
Bay it was not as high. In Burley as little as 111o of an inch 
of rain could cause violations in estuarine water quality. 
7. Sediments appeared in some areas to act as a reser­
voir of bacteria. Disturbance of sediments produced large 
increases in downstream counts. This was a possible fac­
tor in explaining lower correlations between stream load­
ing and estuarine loads in Minter Bay. 
8. No correlation at all developed between coliform lev­
els and bird counts. 
9. Rainfall events produced rapid increases of 6-1 0 
times the typically observed loads during ambient sam­
pling. Investigators concluded that we learned most from 
sampling while the system was rainfall-stressed and that 
future investigations should de-emphasize ambient ·sam­
pling. 
CONSERVATION DlSTRICT PROJECT 
The second part of the program inventoried and identified 
farm ownerships. Abou• 30 farm management plans were 
developed. A handbook was developed describing agri­
cultural best management practices (BMP's) that were 
most applicable to small farms. An unplanned, but signifi­
cant, followup to this phase of the work ,came when 
WDOE secured a construction crew funded by a State 
jobs prc)gram that provided free (to the homeowner) labor 
for building improvements Galled for in the farm plans. 
Some 2,400 in (8,000 ij) of fences were built, plus a num­
ber of bridges and stock watering areas. 
PLANNING PROGRAM 
The local governments hired a respected consulting firm 
to evaluate alternative approaches to controlling the prob­
lem. Based on the WDOE water quality study, the consult­
ants recommended concentrating on animal waste man­
agement practices, }ailing on-site waste systems, and 
erosion control. Since the area is quite rural, they recom­
mended controlling these primary �ources rather than ad­
dressing collected 'storm water. In one area of Puget 
Sound, urban storm water drains to a commercial shellfish 
culture area, and typically high bacteria counts (900/ 
100 ml) have been found. Most shellfish cultures, how­
ever, dccur in rural areas where infiltration is still high and 
the recommended approach is to keep densities low to 
avoid creating more serious stormwater problems. 
The report recommended developing- ordinances to 
control these three activities. The ordinance approach 
seemed necessary to ensure the long-run protection of 
the area. Only 20 to 30 percent of the watersheds were 
developed, so ignoring new development ·could quickly 
undo current corrections. The local governments had pre­
viously added political support by directing the staffs to 
develop ordinances to control the problems. This ap­
proach also suited the State interest in developing a pro-
gram that was integrated into local lanC! use controls. Be-· 
cause of the small scale nature of the farms, it has not 
been considered possible for direct state programs to ef­
fectively address the problem. 
The recommended ordinances contained the following 
features: 
Farm management. Each farm in the watershed would 
be required to have a farm management plan. The plan, tp 
be prepared by conservation district or Soil Conservation 
Service (SCS} personnel, would conform to general poli­
cies, but considerable site-specific flexibility in Jhe applica­
tion of BMP's would be allowed. Farm plans were to be 
submitted to the Health Department as a condition of ob­
taining health or building permits. 
On-Site Waste Management. This ordinance was mod­
eled after a California county (Merced) ordinance. It re­
quired inspections of on-site systems periodically (2-year 
intervals were proposed), annual permits to help fund the · 
system, and mandatory pumping if inspections failed. 
Clearing and Grading. This ordinance set up a fairly 
standard permit system to authorize clearing and grading 
activities that result in excavation or fill in excess of a 
minimum amount. In Washington such permits are com­
mon in cities, but rare ih counties. 
The 'development of these ordinances. has not been 
completed, While the technical committee was still en­
gaged in developing a system for funding and implement­
ing these programs, draft ordinances began to 9irculate in 
the local community. Opposition to the proposals grew 
very rapidly, culminating in a public meeting where 350 
residents demanded a halt to the process. 
Citizens expressed consi(lerable resistance to a regula­
tory approach, to permit fees, and to various specific. pro­
visions of the draft proposals. There was refusal to aamit a 
serious problem existed, demands to know the actual 
health risks, demands to let the oystennen go somewhere 
else, queries about depurating the oysters, and considera­
ble finger pointing between farmers and residential users 
regarding who was most at fault. Despite a good data 
base, the political heat derailed the original propos!ils and 
resulted in a more lengthy and formal citizen aClvisory 
committee process being developed. 
Although the ordinances were sidetracked, the results 
were not all negative. The controversy produced far higher 
awareness and interest than previous educational meet­
ings. After the initial stormy meeting, large numbers of 
people began to show up at the conservation district office 
seeking farm plans. Cooler heads have generally bt:!en­
appointed to committees and a program·wiiJ iikely be de­
veloped that is less regulatory and more assistance ori­
ented. 
The general publicity and interest in Puget Sound water 
quality and shellfish contamination also spawned a num­
ber of good bills in the legislature. One of these, HB 1068 
provided for a comprehensive approach for planning to 
control nonpoint pollution. The bill may not survive the 
dual problems of a State budget crunch and some local 
government resistance, but I would like to conclude this­
story with a brief description of it because it embodies the 
type of program that is needed to reverse the trend to­
wards decertifications. 
The bill required a cooperative State/local effor-t to ad­
dress shellfish contamination. WDOE was directed to 
identify "closed correctable" and "highly threatened" 
commercial and recreational 'Shellfish culture areas. 
WDOE was also to prepare minimum standards tot land­
use based nonpoint control programs. Local government 
was given a year to prepare local plans to control tt1EJ 
sources of the pollution. The local plans would have- to 
conform to the minimum State standards and would re-
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SHELLFISH SANITATION IN-OREGON: CAN:IT BE ACHIEVED 
THRO�GH PO�)..UTIO" $QU;.t'CE �N�gEMENT? 
. . . 
JOHN E. .JAtKSON 
Oregon Department of Env1ronmer tal Quality 
Portland, Oregon 
.-----�. ABSTRAC� -......--------, 
Historically, sliellfish Qrowing areas,are closed as man's 
activity pollutes'the waters. As these areas close, tiusi� ' ·nesses and jobs are lost in a local and State economy. 
Oregon is taking a different tack ·to maintain the Jirhited' 
growing areas available to prJvat� industry. Recently com­
pleted fecal waste source management plans in Tilla� 
mook Bay demonstrate that safe shellfish harvesting can 
exist in the same estuary as nonpoint and point source 
discharges-liS long as who, what," and when they dis­
charge is known. Ari overview is presented describing the 
process of pollution source identification, management 
option determinations, and management plan develop­
ment and implementation. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, mut!:h concern has been directed toward 
the water quality conditions of Oregon's estuaries and, in 
particular, those bays that receive pressure·from commer­
cial and recreational shellfish harvesters. Routine sam­
pling and analysis of these bay waters, in some cases, 
show seasonally degraded water quality. In these bays, 
safe shellfish harvesting is.precarious. 
In the United States, when bays become contaminated 
by, pollution, they �r� closed to further harvesting of shell­
fish. Closing a pay hurts the local and State economy. The 
commercial and recreational harvesters must go else­
where for their shellfish, thus affecting the local economy. 
This is an unacceptable solution in Oregon. 
In the bays-threatened by_ closure due to pollution, Ore­
gon is striving to accomplish a cleanup by achieving the 
stated goals of the �ederal Water Pollution Control Act 
and the National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP). A 
goal of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act states that 
" . . .  wherever attainable, an interim goal of water quality 
which provides for the protection and propagation of fish, 
shellfish, and wildlife and provides for recreation in and on 
the water l)e achieved by July 1 ,  1 983." 
. , 
The N.SS� goals.are "OJi�e contiru9d safe:·use otthi� 
1Jat4ral �e�urc�:·find :(2)' active enco.ura�;�eroent qf .waf�r 
�ufllity.,.pfograms. w\lic� will P,reserv�.!!ll.�lbte.c6a�taf. areap for tlils )>eneficlal, use." .TIJe nat�ral r's9ur£9 r-t. ferr'edlo by the 'NSSP goal� is st"Jellfisli: "Shellfish are a 
renewable, manag�able.natural resource of significant ec­
onomical value to many coastal communities, and which 
should be managed as carefully as are other naturaJ. re­
sources such as forests, wat(\tr and agricultural lands." 
In Oregon, shellfish propagation and harvesting come 
under the headings of "Resident Fish aod Aquatic Life" 
and "Fishing" and are considered �n�ficial uses as 
stated in Oregon Administrative Rules 340-4 H�OS (Table 
1 ). Oregon sets water quality standards to protect these. 
nonprioritized beneficial uses 9f the .water. Ofle specific 
standard stated in 0Aft340-41-205 is: "Bacterial pollution 
or other conditions deleterious to wpters used for. domes­
tic purPQ$eS, livestock watering, irrigation� bathing, or 
shellfish propagation, or othel'\yise injurious to public 
health shall not be allowed." 
The goals of the Clean Water Act and the National 
Shellfish Sanitation Program, coupled with Oregon's re­
quirements to protect beneficial uses through abiding by 
water quality standards, provide that, if a water quality 
problem affeCts the shellfish resources, then action. must 
be taken to correct the problem. In meeti�g the go_als and 
correcting ttie pollution problem, Oregon is keeping bays 
open to shellfish harvesting, even when nonpoJnt and 
point source discharges exist In the water basin. This is 
accomplished by managing the pollution. sources. The 
process is effective only when the sources, types, and 
frequency of pollution discharge are known. 
Tillamook Bay and Coos Bay, tvyo separate est1,1aries in 
Oregon, have been threatened by crosures to .shellfish 
harvesting in the past. This paper describes the process 
of pollution source identification, sourc& management oP.: 
" tions and plan development, and, the 4;years, o� su.ccess-
ful management in keeping these bays open for safe �hell­
fish tiarvesting. For the sake of clarity, only the Tillamook 
Table 1 .-Recognlzed beneficial uses of Tillamook Bay and tributaries. 
Public domestic water supply · 
Private domestic water supply 
Industrial water supply 
Irrigation 
Livestock watering 
Anadromous fish passage 
Salmonid fish rearing 
Salmonid fish spawning 
Resident fish & aquatic life 
Wildlife & hunting 
Fishing 
Boating 
Water contact recreation 
Aesthetic quality 
Hydropower 
Commercial navigation & transportation 
Estuary and 
adJacent marine 
waters 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1�0 
Columbia River 
All oth�r 
streams and 
mouth to RM 86 tributaries thereto 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X: 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
Bay effort conducted by the Oregon Department of Envi­
ronmental Quality (DEQ) will be discussed here. 
THE TILLAMOOK BAY BACTERIA STUDY 
In 1979, the Tillamook Bay Bacteria Study was initiated by 
the DEQ to specifically identify the sources and extent of 
fecal pollution occurring in the bay and its watershed. 
From the study, it was proposed that corrective actions 
would be developed to reduce the principal sources of 
fecal Contamination to acceptable levels, so as to elimi­
nate the potential health risk that· occurs when a person 
accidentally ingests the water while swimming or eats the 
raw shellfish harvested from the bay. 
The Tillamook Bay Bacteria Study consisted of five 
parts: (1) review of the existing data and information, (2) 
field investigations to fill gaps in knowledge, (3) definition 
of the problem and identification of the pollution sources, 
(4) development of a waste-management plan to address 
the sources and problem, and (5) adoption and implemen­
tation of the plan. 
Throughout the study, the local citizens were kept in­
formed of its progress. Not only was information dissemi­
nated to them, but the meetings, phone calls, and per­
sonal contacts made by .the study team were instrumental 
in involving the public in the process. If the cleanup effort 
was to work, the local citizens had to make their concerns 
known, and th'ese concerns hatno be incorporated in the 
plan. Once the management plan was ready for imple­
mentation, the people knew what had to be done. Thus, 
implementation was made more effective and less contro­
versial. 
Tillamook Bay and Drainage Basin 
The Tillamook Bay drainagl[l basin is located on the north­
ern Oregon coast in Tillamook County, approximately 
n km south of the Columbia River mouth and 96 km west 
of Portland. The watershed is 1 ,425 km2• It is bounded on 
the east by the crest of the Coast Mountain Range and on 
the west by the Pacific Ocean. Five major river subbasins 
drain 97 percent of the total land area into Tillamook Bay. 
Ninety percent of the basin is steep mountainous for­
ested terrain. The forested lands are owned and managed 
separately by State, Federal, private, county, and munici­
pal agencies in descending order of total ownership. 
Eight percent of the land area is devoted to agriculture, 
primarily dairy farming. Located in this lowland area are 
120 dairies. Total cow population is approximately 1 9, 100 
producing 256,360 tonnes of manure annually. The largest 
and smallest dairy herd number 400 and 60 cows, respec­
tively. The average dairy holds 1 50 cows on 40.5 ha. 
The popul�tion pattern is basically rural. People live 
primarily on the aiJuvial plain and terraces adjoining the 
bay. They are found in the towns of Tillamook, Bay City, 
Garibaldi, and the unincorporated area of Idaville. Very 
little shoreline development has occurred on the bay. How­
ever, many homes line the rivers and small tributaries in­
land. Total permanent population in the Tillamook Bay Ba­
sin for 1980 was 1 1 ,305. Recreational population having 
residences in the basin adds another 1 ,  700 people to the 
total. Approximately 60 percent of the population is served 
by three separate sewage collection and treatment facili­
ties. Two additional sewage treatment facilities serve the 
industrial areas of the Tillamook airport and the Tillamook 
Cheese Factory. All facilities discharge in the basin, with 
four discharging directly to the bay or tidal reaches of the 
rivers. 
The area's climate is characterized by a strong marine 
influence, with 70 percent of its precipitation recorded dur­
ing November through March. Winter storms often pro-
"'f: ; 
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duce large amounts of precipitation over short periods of 
time, and cause sudden water-level changes in the rivers 
and occasional flooding of lowlands. The average annual 
rainfall is 229 em along the coast and 381 em inland to the' 
north-central watershed. 
Tillamook Bay covers an area of 36 km2 at high tide and 
1 8  km2 at low tide, is 9.6 km long north to south, with a 
maximum width of 4.8 km, and acts as a catch basin for 
five rivers. The bay is shallow, averaging 1 .8 m deep at 
high tide. At extreme low tide, the bay water is confined 
mostly to the narrow channels. 
Shellfishing in Tillamook Bay includes recreational and 
commercial clamming, and commercial oyster harvesting. 
Clamming occurs throughout the bay. The commercially 
grown and harvested Pacific oyster is grown on approxi­
mately 1 1  km2 of intertidal lands in the middle to upper 
bay, using ·ground-culture methods. Annual harvest ap­
proaches 600,000 clams and 79,546 kg of oysters. 
The bay and tributaries also support a good fin fishery 
for salmonid fish species. When the fish are migrating, it is 
not uncommon to see 50-1 00 boats in the bay and hun­
dreds of fishermen lining the rivers. 
Because of the close proximitY. of the bay to the metro­
politan area of Portland and the bay's location on the pop­
ular north Oregon coast, the area receives many tourists 
during holidays and the tourist season. The attractions are 
the aesthetic qualities, camping, biking, fishing, and the 
Tillamook Cheese Factory. 
Review of Existing Data and Information 
A review of past studies, current water quality information, 
and discussion with local citizens determ'ined that the ma­
jor problem in the bay was that high fecal coliform bacteria 
levels occur during rain events. This indicated that it was 
fecal contamination that threatened safe harvest of the 
bay's shellfish. The review also concluded that sources of 
the contamina�on had nofbeen accurately identified. Pos­
sible sources included the sewage treatment plants, dairy 
wastes, and failing septic tanks. 
One certainty in this phase of the bacteria study was 
that the people living in the cities thought tnat the dairies 
caused the pollution; .the farmersJhought the cause was 
the sewage treatment plants; and the 'tourists attributed 
the pollution to the seals in the bay ot the elk herds and 
swimmers in the forested streams. 
Field Investigations 
Based on the review of existing data and information, the 
project collected additional water quality data from 
streams and from Tillamook Bay during differing weather 
conditions based on rain intensity, ground saturation con­
ditions, and predicted fecal bacteria source discharges. 
Four different types of weather situations )Nere selected: 
(1) heavy rain on saturated ground, (2) a rain after a period 
of dry weather, (3) a dry-weather, low' river flow summer 
period, and (4) the first freshet storm of the water year. 
Because of the lack of definitive information on the loca­
tion of fecal source contributions and the confusioo over 
the major contributors of the contamination, many fecal 
source types had to be considered. To ease the anxiety of 
the local citizens that they would be identified as a source, 
the fecal sources considered in this phase of the .study 
were labeled "potential fecal sources." · 
Potential fe&al source types considered in the sample 
design were dairy barnyards, dairy waste disposal meth­
ods on pastures, failing (or lack of) septic tanks, sewage 
treatment plants, elk herds, heavy outdoor recreational 
use areas, forestry. activities, and seals. 
Sample site selection was based on: (1) paired water­
sheds; (2} changes in land use; (3) a small waterslied 
PERSPECTIVES ON NON POINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
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Figure 1 .-Tillamook River and tributary fecal coliform con­
centratlo,ns by .river mile. RM = River Mile; FA = Forest­
Agrlc�Jiture �ommq� boun�ary. 
having only one or two land uses, such as forestry, for­
estry-agriculture, �dr ·forestry"urban; � 4) . previous sample 
�tations; (5) pot�n.t�a! fecal source Jocatiqns; �nd (6) l�ca­
tlon of shel!f1sh grow1ng areas. Seventy-one tobutary s1tes 
and. � bli!Y site� w�re sampled during .each storm. Tribu­
taries 'were sal}1P._Ied every 8 hours, the bay was sampled 
during daylight,high .and low tiqes, and oysters during the 
low tides. • 
The water and oYster metat samples were analyze9 for 
tota1 an(j fecal 'Coliform bacteria. Some selected sites were 
also sampled for' fecal streptococcus to be used il"' the 
fecal coliform/streptococcus ratio determinations. All anal-
yses used approyed standard methods. 
· • 
''rhe 1inafyse9' P.f the 'data cqnsi�ted of comparil)g each 
statfbn's data for �ach stdr�e'v�nt'against the established 
bacteria stan�ardlor tMt'wpe of water. A plot of log mean 
fei:al concentration versus river mile (Fig. 1) and a plot of 
fecal bacteria concentration (organisms/1 00 mL) versus 
time (Fig. 2) were made for each storm and for each sam­
ple station. 
Fecal·• bacteria loading ot the bay was determined by 
calculatit'lgltTe area under the curve for bacteria concen­
tratiOI'I and rivE!r disttmrges. Bay loadings were also calcu­
lated asing bacterill'median values obtained for the sam-· 
ple'l>eriocnh the farthest aownstream sample site in each 
major river basih.·• 
SoCJrces'COntaminafing the tritrutaries and bay under a 
given-weather cbridition were identified based on similar 
waterstTed comparisons, the rand· use immediately sur­
rounding and upstream of> each sample site, the magni­
tude. of,: fecal bacteria ·contributions, and the response 
character�stics·of each bacteria sourc� type. 
To"determine the'l'elative· impact of.each source type on 
tl:le .shellfish· me�t. bacteria quality, it was 'necessary to 
knoV(I the travel speed'arid circolation pattern of the fresh­
water in the bay. A rhodamine B:-dye dispersion study Of 
fres,hwater·entering"the opper•end of Tillamook Bay was 
done by. tJ.S .. Foocl and Drug Ad1Jlin1stration (FDA), DEQ, 
and Oregon State' Health Division staff. 
Bay circulation pattems were also photographed. The 
Oregon National Guard -provided thermal infrared photo­
graphs taken approximately 1 1 our·before ari evening low 
· tide . •  contact prints were produced• fro!11 the film · and 
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Figure 2.-Comparlson of Wilson River fecal coliform con­
centrations and river flows over time. S ·= Start of storm; E 
= End of storm. 
pieced together to make a mosaic of the bay. These pho­
tos and the FDA work were compared. and used tQ deterr 
mine the flow pattern of. the freshwaters enter�ng the bay. 
Pollution Source Identification .al"\d 
Water-Quality. Impacts 
Because of the complex interaction of fecal source types 
and the five tnajor watersheds discharging into the bay, 
the results of fhe'watSr sampling and analyse�rwere dis­
played in two. ways: (1) the impacts Of each watershNi, 'its 
loading otthe bay and the circulation of freshwater in the 
bay from each watershed; and (2) the Jmpacts of each 
fecal soorce type (dairy., waste, 'Septic tanks', etc.) or1 the 
watershed into which it drains. 
Conclusions frOm'the data for the rivers and bay indi­
ca'ted ttl at a potential mechanism .tor waferbor,ne diseas� 
transmittal by shellfish from animals to man 'anc}man'to 
man exists in the Tillatnook Bay Drainage BaSin and Till�-
lll<?Ok Bay. · 
Furthermore, bacterial quality of Tillamook Bay as mea­
sured by fecal coliform level� is mor� degraded snortly . 
after heavy rains begin. During the winter months, these 
rains usually produce turbidity, low salinitfes, and IQW tem­
peratur!)S in' .the bay waters, thus creatirig' su�x?ptif!1al 
feeding conditions for the oysters which', in turn, · red4ce 
the potential of harvesting contaminateq oysters. During 
the summer rains, the optimum' feeding conditions persist 
but with a lesser degree of bacterial degradation iq wa}er 
quality. The data s1,1ggest, but with minim�l confid,.ence 
(more oyster meat samples are needed), that the 'Summer 
rains 'may produce fecal bacteria conditions in the bay 
water more critical for safe shellfish harv�sting'than rains 
during the winter months. 
It was found that most of the fecal coliform bactena . 
recovered in the bay originated from dairy anirilal ·and 
human fecal sources In th� river subbasins. The waters 
from the �ilsqiJ, Tr�k, and Tillamook Rivers flow o,ver th,fll 
OYfllE;t beds in the bay on the ebb tide. W{lters from the 
Miami and possibly the Kilchis River reach the same beds 
on a flood tide, but are somewhat diluted by fresh seawa­
ter. The clam beds located throughout the bay have water 
from one or more rivers flowing over them during parts of 
each tidal cycle. 
Finally, small streams in the near bay area also carry 
fecal bacteria, but because of their small discharges rela­
tive to the large rivers, they have negligi�le impact on the 
bay. 
Conclusions from the data for each fecal source type 
indicated that: 
• Sewage treatment plants have the potential, when 
they malfunction, for contaminating the surface waters ot 
the bay drainage basin, in addition to directly contaminat­
ing the bay. None malfunctioned during the study. 
• Dairy operations, primarily manure storage and dis­
posal in the barnyards and on the pastures, are contami­
nating the· surface waters of the drainage basin with ma­
nure runoff when it rains, or the manure is inadvertently 
applied directly to ditches and streams when being spread 
on the pastures. 
• Inadequate on-site subsurface sewage disposal sys­
tems is also contaminating surface waters of the drainage 
basin when it rains, or the lack of such systems is contami­
nating the streams regardless of weather conditions. 
• Other fecal sources, such as wild animals, recreation, 
forestry activities, and industry, are not significant contrib­
utors to the fecal contamination of Tillamook Bay and its 
drainage basin. It is recognized that a local impact to the 
environment could occur near one of these sources if it 
should discharge fecal bacteria. 
What was known at this point in the study was: (1) how 
the bay and rivers interacted hydraulically; (2) who, tlow, 
and when the fecal sources contaminated the surface wa­
ters; and (3) under what weather and runoff conditions the 
shellfish in the bay become' contaminated. This knowl­
edge formed the basis for developing management op­
tions to control the pollution problems identified. 
Development of the Fecal Wastes 
Management Plan 
Throughout the study, local citizens were actively in­
volved. A group of interested citizens met regularly to re­
view the dat� collected and analyzed by the DEQ. They 
experienced the same accomplishments, defeats, and 
frustrations as the study team when arriving at the conclu­
sions from the data. These same citizens developed the 
management options to control the problem. At this point, 
because of their involvement in the data-analysis phase, 
the people were better equipped to suggest solutions to 
the problems. The DEQ's role in this effort was to ensure 
that the management options addressed the problems. 
Dairymen developed the solutions to the dairy problems. 
County sanitarians developed control strategies for the 
septic tank problems. Sewage treatment plant owners and 
operators developed the strategy for minimizing impacts 
from their· plants. 
Management options that were considered in address­
ing the pollution problem were: (1) closing the bay to har­
vesting of shellfish allowing status quo correction of the 
pollution problems from the fecal sources; (2) initiating 
new types of corrective actions aimed at reducing the pol­
lution potential of the identified fecal sources and develop­
ing closing-opening criteria for the bay; (3) strengthening 
of existing programs responsible for the fecal source types 
identified and developing closing-opening criteria for the 
bay. 
The local people wanted an effective plan that would 
avoid extensive implementation costs. They knew that the 
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plan had to reduce the pollution potential in the most eco-
nomical manner feasible. 
· 
The last option (strengthening of existing programs and 
developing closing-opening criteria) was chosen, primarily 
because no new programs had to be instituted for the 
sewage treatment plant and subsurface sewage disposal 
systems. In agriculture, the industry had made the deci­
sion to develop a pollution abatement plan in Tillamook 
County. Local citizens did not want to duplicate agency 
efforts, but they did want to find a way to make existing 
programs more effective, particularly since the mecha­
nisms, effective or not, for correcting the pollution prob­
lems were already in place and operating. To accomplish 
this, no additional funds or personnel were needed. 
- Developing ·a bay closing-Opening criteria, along with 
strengthened source control programs, was deemed nec­
essary to ensure safe shellfish harvesting in the interim 
while the fecal sources were being corrected. Application 
of the closing-opening criteria did not hurt the shellfish 
industry, because the industry arready had self-imposed, 
limited harvesting during critical runoff periods. 
The Tillamook Bay Drainage Basin Fecal Wastes Man­
agement Plan is divided into three parts. Each part ad­
dresses a fecal source type, its location, and timing of 
discharge from that source. Each part is independent o{ 
the other parts in strategy and implementation schedules. 
The whole plan recognizes the legal responsibilities of 
each fecal source to eliminate their discharge, but accom­
plishes the cleanup in such a way that it does not force 
permanent closure of an activity. ' 
For the problem of malfunctioning sewage treatment 
plants, a malfunction notification procedure was devel­
oped. This required that additional alarm' and shutdown 
equipment be installed in the plants and collection sys­
tems. It also required plant personnel to notify health arid 
environmental officials immediately in ttie case of a mal­
function. 
For the on-site subsurface sewage disposal problems, 
the plan identified critical problem areas and assigned 
priorities for correction. This document is used by the 
county to prioritize work and for budget preparation. 
Dairy waste was found to be the most pervasive prob­
lem in the basin and a continuous source of fecal material 
to the bay. Since this was the case, tHe local agricultural 
community, with financial assistance from Section 208 
funds from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, de­
veloped an extensive plan for the basin. The Tillamook 
Bay Drainage Basin Agricultural Nonpoint Source Pollu­
tion Abatement Plan cleanup strategy simply stated is: (1) 
Keep clean rainwater and surface waters from coming into 
contact with manure and if that is not possible; (2) prevent 
the contaminated water from entering streams, rivers and 
ditches by intercepting, storing and disposing of the ma­
nure contaminated water in a sanitary manner. 
The plan developed from this strategy directs each 
farmer to develop individual farm water quality plans. 
Each plan addresses the water quality problems of that 
farm and displays a 3-15 year schedule for implementa­
tion of best management practices specifically designed 
for the farm, so that the practices fit the established farm 
management scheme. 
Since we recognize the long-term nature of the cleanup 
and the need for immediate action to safeguard public 
health, tradeoffs between management of fecal sources 
and harvesting of shellfish had to occur immediately. To 
this end, a bay closing and opening procedure was 
adopted, based on criteria developed from the study of the 
interaction of fecal sources, river to bay hydraulics, and 
oyster meat bacterial quality. 
The procedure dictates temporary bay closures for sew­
age treatment malfunctions, for first and second major 
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rainfall events in the fall, 'for winter storms that cause rapid 
increases in river flows and the resultant pos�ipl� llootl­
ing, and for summer storms that cause moderate levels 
but a rapid rise in river flows. 
Fecal Wastes Management Plan 
lmplementat.ion 
'The plan and bay closur,e criteria were adopted by local 
and State agencies and organizations in July 1981 . Today, 
the spring of 1985, implementation of the Plan, coptinues 
to be successful. This success can be attribl,ited to at least 
two factors: (1) the involvement of local citizens through; 
out all phases of the study fostered local pride in the ac­
complishments and, .  more. import�nt, fostereq a pride in 
the lwability of the Tillamook area; and (2) funding to ac­
complish the implementation o� the plan. Whether it is 
appropriate t9 �ecognize the fact, money still so!ves, prob­
�ms. A change in public attitude toward a problem can 
accomplish a lot, but in many cases, �oney is needed to 
effect such a e,hange in_ at,titude. For example, on a farm, 
the attitude change that manure is an asset to be p.pplied 
to pastures as fertilizer rather than a liat;>ility to pe pileq 
next to the creek and washed away, accomplishes .a lot 
toward achieving a cleanup. Yet without storage areas in 
the barnyard away Jrom the rain, the farmer h�s trans­
ferred the problem away from the stream and �as placed 
the problem where a difch now transports the accumulat­
ing rainwater and m�nure to the stream. It takes longer to 
get to the bay this 'way, but the problem has not been 
solved without roofed or curbed storage areas. 
Wliat .pas been accomplished .to date? The sewage; 
treatment facilities now have alarms and shutdown de­
vices that operate 'when critical equipment malfunctibns. 
Each plant has, as:a part of lts discharge permit •. 'lie 
requirement to ir'litiate,the malfunction notification prqce­
dure. 
The problem areas lor septic tanks are still un!1er inves­
tigation •. with correcti\(e measures being jnstituted. One 
severe problem area Rreviously identified has now had 
sewers installed. · 
As for the 1 20 dairies,-the Tillamook Soil and Water 
Conservation DJstrict has received more than $3 million to 
assist dairy owners in cleaning up priority problem dairy 
farms. Th& fatmers have also committed more than $1 .8 
million of their <SINn resources to tht: �leanup effort. This 
work is being carried out on over 70 farms. 
What is nappening to th� water quality trends in the 
rivers and bay with all this activity on the land? Preliminary 
indications are that an improving trend in bacterial water 
quality is occurring in the rivers. An unequivoc9:1 s!ate­
ment of water quality trend cannot be made at th1s t1me, 
however. 
SUMMARY 
Can shellfish sanitation be achieved in Oregon through 
pollution source management? Yel:\. Tillamook Bay, dis­
cussed in tl)is pap�r. and �OOA Bay, me�tioned here but 
not discussed, are bpth important. estuanes for the shell­
fish and recreational industries,.in Oregon. Neither has 
been closec:t permanently to shellfishing even though both 
receive wastes from oijler industries and at one time had 
poor shellfish sanitation characteristics. With r.egard to Til­
lamook, industries and dairy farming are- still open for 
bt,Jsiness. People still live in the wat�rsheds.to the bay, and 
t�ey still fl!,lsh their toilets. What has changed to improve 
the yt�t.!3r quajity situation? , . The most important factor is that people s·.att1tudes to­
ward how they live have changed. People now realize that 
how they handle wastes in. their homes and businesses 
wjl l,ha,ve an effect on sorne other person's business, liveli­
hood, and recreation. 
Along with this attitude change have come tools-to help 
people prevent and control water pollution. A new ar�a of 
the city of Tillamook has beeQ ,sewered.· There is a red 
lig�t )n a police station to alert someone that the sewage 
tre�trrient plant is not working in the middle of the night. 
CRncrete. tanks now store manu�e and curbs around the, 
dairy·barnyards •. control m�nure runoff, where once bare, 
sloping ground was covered with j:>iles of manure in. the 
rain. .r 
With knowledge of who, how, and when sources of pol­
lution operate and discharge in a watershed and bay, point 
and nonpoint source discttarges Cjln coexist, with th� sl)ell­
fish industry. This can occur to the point that no industry or 
person is hurt-least of all the public that loves shellfish. 
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T h.e LSPiatte River Watershed in northwestern Vermont is 
the fbcus of an intensive program of land treatment to 
control agricultural runoff� Best Managemer'it:Practices 
for controllin9 dairy manure ·and cropland· erosion have 
beeh implemented by the USDA-SCS on 90' percent of 
the priority areasi[l the·wawsMd,:_� 19ng-term mooitor-
ing program is•being conducted to evaluate the'effective­
ness.of BMP application .in impro�ing water quality., T"he 
mtmitoring program ·)ngl��es precipitation �nd �tr�am 
discharge reCording and water sampling for susp�nded 
solids, phosphorus, and nitrog�n' ana}ysis. A. concurrent 
land use monitoring progra111 is.coUectin.Q irttormation re­
quired to couple•changes in agricultural·�ractices ,with 
changes irl stream water quality. T he water quality moni­
toring program.is outlined. Application 9f several statisti- r 
cal trend analysis techniques to 5 years of record from 
four watersheds is described and some. results are dis­
cussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Agricultural activities have fong �eeo identified as poten­
tial nonpoint sources of wafer pollution 1Loehr, 1 974; 
Omernik, 1 976). Best management'practices are widely 
believed to ·provide effef(\ive. control ,p{'agricultural pollu­
tion sources (Loehr, �t ar. , 1 979r·However, the effective­
ness of many BMP's .�as not been well documented on a 
watershed scale (Baker and Johnson, 1 983). 
Daity farming is·a major industry in Vermont. In the late 
1 970s, Vermont's 208 ·planning process -concluded that 
excessive cropland erosion, lack of fall cover, �d im-: 
proper animal waste management were significant agri­
cultural pollution. SQurces to the State's. waters (Vt. Agency 
Environ. Conserv., 1 978). At that time, the LaPiatte River 
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wate�li-� �as _identified as .a major:_ sourc� qf _sedj'!le.Qt 
and phosphorus to Shelburne Bay, a heavily l.!s¢-eu­
trophic bay in Lake Champlain (Vt. AgQncy Epviron. QQn-
serv., 1 9n; Soil Conserv. Serv., 1 978). ·• . ', 
"In response to these problems, the LaPiatte River 'Wa­
tershed Plan wa5 developed in 1 979 by the Soil Cons�rva­
tion Service, ·in cooperation .with the Winooski Np'tural Rer 
sources Conservation Distript1 ttie Vefmont Dep,artinent of 
Agriculture, the Vermont 'Agency o.f Environmental Con­
servation, and the University of Vermont (So!l qonserv; 
Serv., 1i)79). The plan, prepared under�he "authority of 
P.L. 83-566, has the objectiv� of controlling" wat_er qualitY 
problems by installing best management practices for ani­
mal waste management and conservation land treatment: 
lmpler;pen!atio,n of the pi��, irivplve� . th,e . • Pr�paration of conservation plans and contracts w1th md1v1dual· land;. 
owne�.._ The BMP's are-financed on a'Co.st-sbare basis. 
Ass�ated with Jh(rplan is a long-term, 'comprehensive 
i"' water qu..ality mo�i,toring ,:)rogra{n, The primary �bjective 
of the 'tnonitorin9 �ort is to document changes in surface 
water quali�-resulting from the BMP's. 
This j>aper will describe the monitoring program and 
briefly outline the application of two trend-analysis tech­
niqu�s to several,years of monitoring data. 
STUDY AREA 
The '13,815 ha· LaPiatte -River watershed lies just east of 
Lake Champlain in northwestern Vermont (Fig. 1 ).-About 
50 pe'rcent of the watershed is devoted to agriculture, for­
ests cover 40 percent of the area, and residential areas 
encompass 8 percent. There are 60 active farms, mostly 
d�iry, in the watershed, averaging·� 1 7  ha in size. Average 
herd size is about 1 20. 
Soils in the watershed have developed on lacustrine 
deposits, glaciaiJill,;pr-beprock of. the Gr�en M.oun!�ins. 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Over 44 gercent 6f the watershed is underlain by lacus­
trine sands, silts, or clljlys, and mbst cit the agricultural 
activitie� are concentrated on these soils. 
The climate of the LaPiatte River watershed is of the 
cool, continental type. Mean annual temperature is 6. 7°C; 
normal annual precipitation for the watershed is 85.6 em 
(Nat. Oceanogr. Atmos. Admin., 1 983). Average annual 
snowfall is 1 79 em. . 
The 26-km LaPiatte River drains the watershed from 
east to west to Shelburne Bay of Lake Champlain. There 
are four major tributaries to the river and numerous inter­
mittent streams. One point source discharges to the La­
Piatte River 8 km above its mouth: a 0.01 m3/sec aerated 
lagoon wastewater treatment plant serving the village of 
Hinesburg. The LaPiatte River flows through an extensive 
forested wetland before emptying into Shelburne Bay. 
METHODS 
The 1 1-year monitoring program includes long-term rou­
tine stream monitoring, several short-term studies, and 
intensive land use monitoring. 
Long-term Monitoring 
Four watersheds are being monitored on a lo'rig-term ba­
sis (Fig .. 1) .  Watershed 1 ,. drained by the LaPiatte River, 
includes 80 percent of the entire watershed and is used to 
document overall water quality changes (Table 1) .  Water­
shed 2 is highly agrjcultural and has received extensive 
BMP implementation. Watershed 3 serves as a control; 
agriculture is nonintensive and no BM�'s are needed or 
planned. Watershed 4 contains portions of three farms, 
each of which has contracted for BMP implementation. 
.r The effluent of the Hinesburg treatment plant, discharging 
within watershed 1 ,  is also monitored. 
At each of the monitoring stations, stream stage is con­
tinuously recorded by ISCO Model 1870 bubbler-type 
stage recorders. Stage records are later digitized, and dis­
charge is calculated from site-specific ratings. Watershed 
precipitation is measured by a network Qf 20-cm weighing 
bucket recording precipitation gauges. 
Water samples are collected automatically by ISGO 
Model 1 680 samplers and stored in refrigeration units. 
Samples are collected at 8-hour intervals and combined to 
yield four 24-hour and one 72-hour composite samples 
each week. During the spring snowmelt and some individ­
ual storm events, discrete samples are collected at more 
frequent intervals, typically 2-8 hours apart. 
Samples are routinely analyzed for turbidity, total and 
volatile suspended solids, total phosphorus (persulfate di­
gestion, ascorbic acid), dissolved inorganic phosphorus 
(ascorbic acid), total Kjeldahl nitrogen (macro digestion, 
distillation), and ammonia nitrogen (distillation, nessleriza­
tion). Twice weekly, in situ measurements are made for 
temperature, dissolved oxyge�;�, and specific conduc­
tance; grab samples arataken for laboratory analyses of 
pH, fecal coliform, and fecal streptococcus. Alf water qual­
ity analyses are conducted by accepted methods (Stand. 
Methods, 1 980; U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1 983). 
Sho�-term Studi�s 
Several 2-3-year studies have been cond1,1cted or are un­
derway to supplement routine monitoring. The attenuliltion 
of phosphor_us in the LaPiatte River'oeloyt _the Hinesburg 
Table 1 .-Characteristics of monitored watersheds, LaPiatte River Watershed Project. 
Arell (ha) 
Land Use (%) 
Agricultural 
" Forested 
Other 
--
Watershed 1 Watershed 2 Watey&hed 3 Watershed 4 
1 1 ,395 1 ,682 1,65 1 82 
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6 
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Fig�re "1:"�-Map of LSPiatte River Watershed', Vermont. 
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treatment plant has been investigated to determine the 
rel�tive imp�cts of point and nonpoint sources of. phos­
phorus (Cassell and Arri�. 1,983). A' bas'eline biological 
inventory of fish; ' invertebr�tes, ·and peripl'lyton has been 
c9mpleted, and a postimplementation' reinventory is 
planned for the future (LaBar, 1 982). A paired watershed 
study comparing 'traditional and BMP manure man'age­
ment on two cornfields has been completed (Broido, 
1983). A verification study of the CREAMS model (Knisel, 
1980) has been performed on the same fields (Jamieson, 
1985). . 
Currtmtly, studies of barnyard run6ff and mill<house 
waste are underway. These studies will assess the magni­
tude of these sources and evaluate. the treatment effec­
tiveness of several BMP's at the source. 
Land-use Monitoring 
To achieve the objectives of the 'project, changes in water 
quality must be related to changes in land u�e. To this end, 
land use and agricultural activities in the watershed are 
being monitored on an intensive,' field-by-field oasis. Data 
are being'collected on activities such as time, location, 
and magnitude of· manure· application, land tillage, and 
crop harvesting. These 'data 'are beihg'processed through 
a geographic information system (GIS), a computer-based 
mapping overfay system wit� �ighly specialized capabili­
ties for the analysis and display of spatial dat�. 
RESULTS 
BMP Implementation 
Implementation of BMP's began in 1 980 and is now nearly 
complete. A summary of contract and implementation sta­
tus is snown in Table 2. All expected contrac;ts have been 
signed, bringing 2,851 ha of farmlai'Jd under ppntract. The 
26 manure storage struct�,&res completed can ·collectively 
store. 70 percent of the· manure generated in the water­
shed. All projected conservatiol) cropping systems and 
most barnyard and rhilktJoLse waste management sys­
tems have been·-=contracted; some installation work on 
these BMP's remains to be done. Over $700,000 of Fed­
eral cost-share furi'Cfs hilve been paid to date, of which 80 
percent has been ·applied to manure management BMP's. 
STREAMS AND RIVERS 
Water _Quali,ty 
Water quality in the monitored watersheds has· been 
highly variable. Concentrations of sediment a?t:l nutrients fend to' differ significantly· among the watersheds and 
show strong seasonal variation. Concehtratio'ns peak dur­
ing periods of high runoff, a pattern characteristic of non­
point source activity (NovotnY' and Cheste'rs, 1 981 ). An­
nual mean total phosphorus concentrations of 0 .125 mg/L 
in watershed 2 and 0. 130 mg/L in watershed 4 are higher 
than the average 0.082 mg/J: 6f total pliosphorus in 
streams draining agricultural watersheds in'the noftheast 
reported by Omernik (1 976). 
Mass export of sediment and nutrients from the moni­
tored watersheds has also been quite variable. As is typi­
cal of nonpoint runoff, 50-70 percent of the annual load 
tends to be exported during the spring runoff .period, usu­
ally in a few major storm/melt events. Significant-export 
also occurs during storroflow if'\ the fall. 
Ranges of annual areal export from two monitored wa­
tersheds in the LaPiatte Siver watershed are shown. in 
Table 3. Export of total P and dissolved inorganic P gener­
ally tends to be higher than loadings reported by Omernik 
(1976) for agricultural watersheds in the northeast and 
within the range ob�erved in watershed' studies jn the 
Great �akes basin (PLUARG, 1 978). Sediment export has 
been generally veryJow, w.,hile nitrogen expQrt has been 
within the lower r�nge of value$ reported el�ewhere. 
Thus, nutrient export, .particularly phpsphorus, app,ears 
to be the primary nonpoint.problem in Jhe:LaPiatte River 
watershed, and while sediment loads.appear relatively mj,.· 
nor, soil loss from individual fields may be significant. 
DISCUSSION 
Detecting sigf'\ificant changes in water quality,atiributable, 
to land use changes on a 'watershed scale is a.· difficult 
task. In a recept'study, Per�son et al. (1 98�) observed th,at 
the incremental nature of BM� tmplementation, \OQeth�r1 
with climatic variation, tended to obsc,ure obviou's. 
change�Jn w.�ter quality. This.�tu�x is no EJIXC�ption, _Fur.-. 
thermore, the absence of preproject water quality data 
makes a relatively straightforward �afore--after compari­
son. impo�sible. Thus, 111ore complex'techniques of trend 
analysis are required. 1 
Table 2.-Con\l'act and Implementation summary, LaPia,tte River Watershed Project. 
• • ·Contracted · • • • • • • • · • • • • · • • · • • • · • • • · ·Implemented • • • • • � • • • • • • · • • • • • • • · • • 
No. of Waste No. of No: of Conservation 
No. of manure utilization 1 barn- milk- cropping 
Reportihg year farms Ha storage (ha) yards Houses (ha) 
1 980 4 656 0 0 0 0 0 
1 981 1 6  1309 9 641 1 5 0 
1 982 6 655 1 1  543 2 4 387 
1 983 1 231 5 372 2 7 170 
1 984 0 0 1 1 84 4 1 386 
Totals to date 27 2851 26 1740 9 17  943 
Projected 27 2851 26 1740 14 19  1001 
'Area receiving manure according to BMP. 
Table 3.-Range of annual areal export observed from two monitored watersheds cqmpared with literature values." 
Export 
Total suspended solids 
Total phosphorus 
Dissolved inorganic phosphorus 
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 
Ammonia nitrogen 
'Total nitrogen. 
Watershed 
3 
28-65 
0.3-0.4 
0.1-0.2 
3. 1 -3.6 
0.3-0.4 
187 
Watershed 
4 
· 1 1 -96 
0.2-2.3 
0.1-0.8 
1 .4-20.4 
0.1-2.3 
Omernik 
(1976) 
0.2 
0.1 
6.31 
3.7 
PLUARG 
(1978) 
3-5600 
0.1-9.1 
0. 1 -0.6 
0.6:421 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Four approaches to preliminary trend' analysis ·in the 
LaPiatte River watershed have been employed. Tl)�se 
are:)1) 'least-squares tit over tim,e,f-w'here the slope of a 
regression line through the data may be suggestive of. a 
trend; (2) complirison of annual means, where a two-sam­
ple t-test is used to confirm significant differences be­
tween years; (3) comp�rjsqn of frequ�ncy distributions; 
and (4) .Paired watershj:�d .ar;talysis. C_omplete results of 
pralimjnary trend. analysis .!ire presel)ted in. the most re­
cent .annual project report (Meals, 1 984). T-he latter two 
methods will be discussed )n greater detail., 
Frequency Distribution 
The cumulative frequency distribution is useful for basic 
data description and for assessing year-to-year changes 
in water q!Jality. Such distriblltions, where the proportion 
of observations less than or equal to the value of'each 
observation is plotted as a percentage of the total number 
of observations, may be used to evaluate extreme values, 
such as peak concentrations during runoff periods. Fur­
thermore, _-the probability of .exceeding some specified 
level in a given year can be easily derived from the distri-
bution: . 
· Frequency distributions of concentration, discharge, 
and export data are generatecf for each year. Figure 2 
shows a set of cumulative'frequency plots of weekly mean 
log' tptal Kjeldahl 'nitrogen ·(TKN) concentration data 
grouped by project year. Shifts in the plots between years 
cao indicate trends In the data; differences between the 
distributions are tested for significance tJsing the Kolmo­
gorov-Smirnov 2-'Sample Test. - In . Figure 2, the curves 
generally shift to the left (i.e., toward lower concentratiops) 
with succeeding years, suggesting a decreasirtg tendency 
for TKN,concentrations in watersh�d 1 .  Statistically signifi-
6al')t djfferences (P .s 0.10) ..._.,ere confirrtled petween each 
df the distributiohs'except between. years 4 and 5. 
. . Extremes i.n the data ll)�Y be evalu�ted by, comparing 
the'pro!Jability-of exceeding (P8) a particular critical value 
in succeeding years, where P� is defined as 100 percent 
· minus'the cumulatiy'e frequeric;y perc�ntage of the critical 
value. Probabilities of exceeding 'particular critical values 
are plotted for each year; and the shape'of the curye inay 
indicate a trend. The critical values seleCted may be water .. � . quality stahdards or some other specific concentration or 
load. In this case, critical values have been arbitrarily set 
as the long-term mean of values with a Pa of 5 percent in 
the control watershed (watershed 3). It should be noted 
that the general·· shape of the resulting curve is indepen­
dent of the particular critical values selected. 
lAgend .. .....  
X �_!_ 
0 g_�--
· �-
Figure 2.-Example of cumulative frequency plots grouped 
by proJect year. · 
An example of such a plot is shown in Figure.·3Jor mean 
weekly discharge, total suspended solids (TSS), total 
phosphorus crm .. ,and ' TKN' .export from watershed .• 2. 
P�obabilities of �xbeeding all )bur param�ters ·appear to 
hav� increased significanw (P s_ 0.10) throt,Jgh year 4; that is� the likelihood of, �ceeding the critical val�:�es l)as 
increased. Differences in Pa for ,discharge, and forTP al)d 
TKN export .between year;s 4 and 5 were not significant, 
but the lack of significant increase ,may itself be important. 
This .approach is quite.sensitive to climatic variation; the 
increasing P 8 values for 8}<port in Figure 3 parall,el inpreas-
ing p e for �tream aischarge.. . 
Paired Watersh�d Analysis 
This approach compares the behavior of two watersheds, 
where one is assumed to be the!control (untreated) and 
the other the experimental (treated) (Hewlett and Pienaar, 
1 973). A linear regression is performed on paired data 
when both watersheds are treated similarly (the calibration 
period), with the control waterst)ed · serving as the inde­
pendent variable. Following treatment of the experimental 
watershed, a second regression is performed. Significant 
differences betw�en the calibration and.\reatmenr regres­
sions indicate the treatment 'effects. The major advantage 
of this technique is that climatic and hydroi9Qic, variabil!ty 
is controlled by the inclusion of the control watershed. 
For this analysis,' waterstied 3'is taken as the control 
watershed (no BMP's) against the treated watersh!'Kfs (ex-., 
tensive BMP's). Because of the lack of preimplemEmtation 
data, there is no cleat calibration period; rather, succes­
sive years' paired · regressions · may be examinea for 
trenc;ts. 
Three years of paired waterShed regression lines for TP 
expbrt from watershed 2 and 3. are shown in Figure ·4. 
EacJi of the regression lin,es is statistic�lly significant (P s 
0:001). Testing for differences between lines b9 anal}isis of 
variance of regression coefficients shoWs that the lines are 
significantly differept fror'n.. each other (P s '0.01). From 
Figure 4 it ean be seen that, for ·a TP exPort 'of 1 00 ,kg/ 
week from the control watershed, the regr�ssions predict 
TP exports from waiershep 2· of· 000 kg/week in year 2, 
315 kglw�ek in year 3, and 150 kg/week .in year 5. Thus, 
there is a tendency, for decreasing TP export from water­
shed 2 relative to the control. 
Net change between years, based on th� paired water­
shed analysis, may be estimated by examining the devia­
tion of the current year's d'ata •from predictions derived 
from earlier regressions (Hibbert, 1 969; Hornbeck· et al. 
1 970). For example, year 5 export values from the control 
PROBABUTY OF' EXCEEDANCE - DISCHARGE At() EXPORT 
WATERSI£0 2 
LAR.ATIE RIVER WATERSI£0 I'RO.£CT 
•r.---,----.---,,----.---.---� 
YEN! 
Figure 3.-Piot of exceedance probabilities for dlscl)arge 
and export from watershed 2. 
· 
watershed 3 are inserted into earlier regression equations 
to determine "untreated"· predictions of water$ed 2 ex­
port; that is, predictions .of what export would beJn year 5 
in the absence of change. These predicted values are 
subtracted from observed year 5 watershed � export, and 
the differences are .su'm!'Tled to yield an estimate of het 
change. Furthermore, when individual weekly differences 
a�� piQtted agaif'\St �ime, the timing of deviations emerges. 
Sue� a pattern may characterize seasonal BMP perform­
ance. 
sbme' results of this procedure are shown in Table 4. 
Export of most constituents appeared to increase, but 
there. 'Was a net decrease in TSS and TP · export from 
watershed 2 between years 3 and 5. When weeki� devia­
tions in TSS export are· plotted (Fig. 5), it is 'evident that 
·positive deviations (export higher than predi9t�) tended 
to occur during warm weather storm periods, while nega­
tive deviations (export lower than predicted) occurred 
mainly during the spring runoff period. Deviations are sig­
nificant if they exceed the 90 percent confidence intervals 
placed around the calibration regressions (CI = ± 1 .4 kg/ 
week in Fig. 5). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Agricultural. nonpoint sources contribute significant quan­
tities .of nutrients to the surface waters of, the LaPiatte 
River watershed. Extensive application of BMP's through­
out the watershed, focusing on animal waste manage­
ment, began io 1980 and is now nearly complete. A de­
tailed water quality data base has been established 
,through � comprehensive monitoring program and will 
continue through 1991 . Variability in climate, streamflow, 
and water quality, and the lack of a preimplementation 
data base have obscured clear changes in water quality 
resulting from BMP imp!ementation. However, preliminary 
trend analysis of monitoring data suggest that sediment 
'nlble 4.-Net difference: observed minus predicted export 
from watershed 2, LaPiatte River Watershed ProJect. 
Parameter 
TSS export 
TP export 
TKN export 
+ • > Predicted 
- • < Predicted 
U I 
Year 
3 vs. 4 
- 409355 
+ 33 
+ 1013 
Year 
4 vs. 5 
kg/ha/yr 
+ 346365 
+ 31 2  
+ 1 8n 
-
Year 
3 vs. 5 
- 1 1 8936 
- 59 
+ 1055 
legend .. ...... . 
x ��­
D m!! ... 
Figure 4.-Palred-watershed regression lines for total phos­
phorus export, watersheds 2 and 3. 
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and nut(ient loads ma}(be decreasiogJn.some parts of the 
watershed. Gontinued monitoring,' niore .rigorous .trend 
analysis, andl� results of an intensiv� ·rand y� monitor­
ing effort are expected to provide a more..definitive assess­
ment "Of the effects of BMP's on water quality. 
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..------ ABSTRACT ------. 
A summary of nonpoint source water quality data gener­
ated by a monitoring program undertaken by the Rice 
Creek Watershed l;)istrict from 1 974 to 1 984 is presented. 
The monitoring program focused on establishing the 
characteristics of the nonpoint source runoff generated 
from 21 subwatersheds that were delineated within the 
472.7 sq. km watershed district. Fo( each of the subwa­
tersheds, areal loadings and flow-weighted m�an con­
centrations of total Kjeldahl nitrogen, total phosphorus, 
orthophosphorus, total suspended sbnds, and chlorides 
are presented. Detailed1and use and hydrologic informa­
tion for each subwatershed are also presented and ana­
lyzed along with the water quality information to allow the 
nonpoint source water quality data to be' used to model 
nonpoint sourcE!' runoff characteristics of other similar 
subwatersheds. 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The Rice Creek Watershed District is located immediately 
north of the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota 
(Fig. 1 ). The District has 31 municipalities or townships 
within its 473 km2 tributary drainage area. Land use 
ranges from agriculture and open space to high-density 
commercial and residential development. Nonpoint 
source water quality has been monitored within the Dis­
trict from 1974 to 1984. The monitoring programs were 
developed to provide managers with information on the 
quality of the nonpoint source runoff generated from 21 
subwatersheds·.within the_ District. This inforr{lation was 
subsequently used to identify and isolate water quality 
problems, and to develop solutions to them. This informa­
tion can" a,.lso be used to estimate typical nonpoint source 
pollution concentrations and loadings from subwa­
tersheds with similar areas, soils, and land use, but for 
which no water quality information is available. 
DESCRIPTION OF MONITORING 
PROGRAM 
Two nonpoint source water quality monitoring programs 
were employed by the District during the past 10  years. 
They include the Rice Creek Watershed District Stream 
Monitoring Program from 197 4 to 1984, and the Long 
Lake Chain of Lakes Stream Monitoring Program, which 
was completed from 1977 to 1984. 
The Rice Creek Watershed District Stream Monitoring 
Program generally consisted of measuring the flow at 13  
stream stations within the District 1 2  times/yr (Fig. 1 ). The 
stream stations were R1 ,  R2, R5, R6, R7, R7A, R8, RSA, 
R9, H1 , H2, C1 , and C2. Samples were collected during 
six of these 12 flow-measuring trips. 
The Long Lake Chain of Lakes Monitoring Programs 
provided water quality information for stream stations B, 
C, D, G1 , F, H1J,  N, and JL3. For these stations, flow was 
gauged and samples collected approximately 12  times/yr 
from 1977 to 1983. 
All samples were analyzed for total Kjeldahl nitrogen 
(TKN), totatphosphorus (TP), orthophosphorus (OP), total 
suspended solids (TSS), and chlorides. The analysis pro­
cedures y.rere those outlined in the most recent edition of 
Standafd Methods for the Examination of Water and 
Wastewater, published by the American Public Health 
Assn., Washington, DC. 
These nonpoint 'source water quality data were further 
examined by two methods. In one case, the discharge rate 
of the stream and its pollutant concentrations determined 
the flow-weighted mean conc'entration of the pollutants in 
the stream. In the second case, the pollutant concentra­
tions and flow determined the pollutant loadings. It was 
necessary to evaluate the data using both these consider­
ations to accurately interpret water quality in the areas 
investigated. 
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
The flow-weighted mean concentrations of various param­
eters at each monitoring station are tabulated in Table 1 .  
The water quality at each station is also ranked relative to 
other subwatersheds in tile District and shown in the right- . 
hand column of this table. A ranking of 0 indicates rela­
tively good water quality and a ranking of 5 indicates that 
the water quality was among the pPOrest. This ranking 
was derived by comparing the flow-weighted mean con­
centration of a given parameter at a given station to the 
average for all stations. The number of parameters that 
exceed the average is listed in the far right column .to 
provide a relative measure of water quality for each 
stream station. 
It is not surprising that at each of the three watersheds 
with the best water quality based on a flow-weighted mean 
concentration, a lake was located at the subwatf:V"shed 
outlet. These lakes provided treatment for the stormwater 
discharged from the subwatershed. The highest concen­
tration of nutrients and solids in the stormwater runoff 
appears to be present at monitoring stations B, G1 , and D. 
These stations monitor runoff generated from highly ur­
banized areas. 
Table 2 provides hydraulic and nutrient loading� from 
local subwatersheds. This information was derived by tak­
ing the hydraulic and nutrient loadings observed at the 
outlet of a subwatershed and subtracting from it any hy­
draulic and nutrient loading that was generated from sub­
watersheds upstream. This allowed a segmental hydraulic 
and nutrient loading to be determined that was then di­
vided by the area to get an areal loading in kg/km2/day (lb/ 
m2/day). 
The subwatersheds with the highest nutrient loadings 
on an areal basis are 14C and 0, 1 6 +  13C, and 15. It 
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Figure 1 .-Rice Creek Waterihec:i District water quality monitoring stations. 
18ble 1 .-Fiow-welgh�ed mean concentration (�UJL) (based on monitoring data g�nerated from 1974'-,984):. 
"Ranking 
Monitoring Watersh� 0-Best 
Station number TKN TP OP TSS 'Chlorides 5-Worst 
R9 1 2.77 .21 :o57 21 .5 22.01 � 
R8A 3 1 .20 .08 .055 3.3 1 1 .02 0 
H1 4+5 1 .52 . 15  .1 1 0  4.7 9.47 1 
H2 6 1 .63 . 1 6  .22 9.2 10.55 2 
C1 8 1 .49 .07 .023 3.9 22.98 0 
C2 9 1 .83 .1 1 .059 10.8 24.40 1 
R7A 1 1  2.62 .1 1 .06 8.0 1 5.06 1 
R8 1 2A 1 .95 .21 .1 14  6.0 1 5.70 3 
R7 1 28 2.05 . 1 1  .040 6.5 15.70 1 
R6 1 28 2.20 .23 . 149� 10.4 17.10 3 
135 1 3C 2.04 .20 .101 10.5 1 8.84 3 
8 1 3C 1 .99 . 19  .089 15.4 19.58 4 
N 14A 1 .56 .1 1 .067 1 1 .0 30.50 0 
H1J 148 1 .1 5  .08 .038 7.0 72.5 1 
G1 140 1 .63 .20 .098 1 3.8 59.08 � 
F 1 4E 1 .28 . 16  . 102 6.6 67.15 3 
D 14C 1 .76 .21 .227 38.5 77:41 4 
JL3 15A 1 .27 . 1 6  . 125 9.2 74.0 3 
c 1 58 1 .49 . 1 2  .044 15.9 61 .73 1 
R2 1 6  1 .77 . 1 4  .053 16.9 32.42 2 
R1 1 6  1 .82 . 15  .062 12.6 32.55 2 --
Average 1 .76 0.15 0.85 1 1 .50 33.8 
1� 
should be noted that stations G1 and D, which 'were previ­
ously identified in Table 1 as havin9 high flow.weigbted � 
mean concentrations •. . are also 'I9Cate� in th.��e .�ubw:- .  tershe<ts. :- � •. t' 
TabJe 2 also sh�:'is that su�ate{she�s 2 + '3 -�;'1 �· 
10 + 128, ao�l3A t.1 3B pl�s p�rf of 1 3C have a negat1v� 
loading ot-·nutrients and solids. 'fhis negative ·sign indi­
cateS that the�ubwatersned rem6ves more of a particular 
pollutant froni·the watei!·passing through· than It ·is pres­
ently generating. The� subwatersheds act as stormwater 
treatment areas, with the treatment generally taking place 
alon9\1he chaio of lake� from Baldwin L,.ake to Howard 
L.ak� .• Lani::l use and soil;� information for each of the sub­
wat�rsheds are shownJn·Tables 3 and 4. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
t � (. lr 
Nonpoi�t source runoff from 21 subwatersheds within a 
473-klp2 watershed was monitOred from 1974 to 1 984. 
The results of thi� monitoring reinforce many expected 
nonpoint sourG_e water,quality relationshiP,S, Including: 
1 :  The'. !&est-surface water quality was found immedi· 
ately downstream of lake outlets.· 
2. Lakes and wetlands have the ability to remove nutri­
ents and solids fr,om wate11 routed through th�tn. 
3. The most concentrated solids-and nutrient loadings 
originate from hlgher density urban :areas. 
The 'information presented here can expand the non­
point source ruriQ.ff data base, and assist in mddeling non­
point sburce poftution in watersheds similar to Rice Creek 
Watersl1ed Distnct. • ' 
� { • Table 2.-Hydraullc and nutrient loadings from individual watersheds. 
o .. •r � Flow Ranking 
Wltlrfhed Number· Area Rate TKN t' TP , OP . TSS c t .Chlorld�s. o-Best> 
or Delplptlon ··� p (mP) (ctslm� Qbslm�/day) Qbslml2/day) (lbslmi2/day) jlbslml2/c!!Y) (lbslml2/day) 6-Worii 
1 "'(. 10.75 1 .16: � � 0.31 131 .20 134.§0 3 
. Part..�J WS 3 Trib1,1tary to I .,.  .. 
Ronde,au Lake 1 .3 � 33.38 2.69 � 88.85 343.46 5 --4 and 5  19.52 0.7�, .  5.18  p.._46 . �  15.26 ' � 33.92, 61 .;:.'( 8.71 t 1 .03 9.29 0.82 ,2.88 72.32 64.60 ' .. 7 and 8 31 .39 ; 0.37 2.�7 1).15  2.:.2§. 6.15 �9·�� 
92 12.35 , 0.69. 8.42 ,0.55 � 66.93 65.78. ., 
1 1  10.28 ,. 0.59 7.16 0.37 QJ.§. 18.21 34.03 1 
o.1.5 0.93 
.. 
2 + .� .+ 12A3 23.64 0.73 \""0.28 -74.3- - 6.87. 0 10 + 1284 9.96 0.69. 18.67 -2.10 -2.08 58.75 13.06 )-
13A + 138 + Part of 13C5 7.5 0.70 ' 2.32 -3.4 -6.05 - 58.68 87.64 0 
14A 1 .31 0.99 9.92 0.53 0.38 55.34 145.80 1 
1488 4.25 � 9.78 0.56 2:.!1 66.6 � 3 
14C + 140 3.25 � 13.25 k1!! bQ§. 1 1 2.55 � 4 
Part of 14E Upstream of Co. Rd P 1 .31 1 .22 -0.53 0.53 ug, � 661 .7 3 
14E8 2.01 U2 §2:2. 2:.Q.Z � 1 ,620.4 1,788.7 6 
15 7.67 1 .42 10.89 ill Q1!!. 174.51 324.50 4 
16  + part of 1 3C9 10.52 1 .05 � � -3.21 441 .6 -2e3T 3 -
TOTAL 165.72 22.78 274.96 17.36 .23 3,�7.5 4,544.78 
AVERAGE 9.75 1 .34 16.17 1 .02 .0135 198.09 267.34 
Note: Underlined vel�.,. higher than the arithmetic average. 
A negative sign (-) lndlcatee the watershed removes rriore of that particular pollutant 
from� � through It than It generates. 
11btaJ loadlilgs dlecharged from watersheds 4 and 5 were subtracted from thOse 
dllcharged from watershed 6. 
ltJbtal loadings discharged from watersheds 7 and 8 were subtracted from those 
dilcharged from watershed 9. 
3Jbtal loadlngs dllcharged from watersheds 1, 6, and 9 were subtracted from thOse 
dlscharged.lrom watershed 12A. 
4lblal loadlngs discharged from watersheds 1 1  and 12A were subtracted from those 
ditlcharged from watershed 128. 
193 
!Sfotal loadings discharged from watershed 128 were subtracted from the loadings 
present at Rice Creek upstream of Lexington Avenue (Monitoring Station R5). 
e,om1 loadings discharged from watershed 14A were subtracted from those dis­
charged from watershed 148. 
7'fotal loadlngs discharged from watersheds 14 and 14E were subtracted from load­
Ings diSCharged upstream of County Road F (Station F). 
"lbtal loadlngs diSCharged from watersheds 148 and 140 were subtracted from those 
discharged from watershed 14E. 
9-Jbtal loadlngs discharged from watersheds 14E, 1 58, and the part of watershed 13C 
upstream of Lexington Avenue (Monitoring Station R5) were subtracted from those 
discharged from watershed 16. 
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Watershed 
No. 
' 2  
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
1 1  
12a 
1 2b 
13a 
13b 
13c 
14a 
1 4b 
14c 
14d 
1 4e  
1 5a 
1 5b 
16  
Area 
(acrea) 
6,884 
4,019 
8,170 
9,507 
2,992 
5,573 ,, 
1 1 ,545 
8,544 
7,904 
4,234 
6,582 
2,944 
12,256 
1 ,458 
832 
7,286 
842 
2,718 
529 .� 
1 ,547 
836 
2,310 
2,599 
4,701: � 
Area 
(ml2) 
10.75 
6.28 
1 2.76 
14�85' 
4.67 
8.71 
1 8.04 
13.35 
1 2.35 
6.62 
10.28 
4.60 
19.15 
2.28 
1 .3 
1 1 .38 
1 .31 
4.25 
.83 
�.42 
1 .31 
3.61 
4.06 
7.35 
' . 
"nlble 3.-Land use within watershed. 
� \ . ..- � .v I If.• -='t · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :  · · · · · · · · ;· · · · - · · Land  use1%) • · • · • • · • · • • · • · • • · • • · • • · • • • • · • • • • .•: • • '"·' 
Slngll Multiple , ·eomriler, lndl!ltrlaU Undeveloped. SCS Tlme'DI 
Open ., family flmlly. • ciiU mlllllflc- Agrlcu� vacant and' I'Urioff coricentrltlon 
Wetlands water rttldentlll r'eslclentlll r8tall 'turing tUral ' Open .,.� -�not .� (boVrs) 
20 
'18 
42: 
13  
25 
7 
5 
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�ble 4.-General eoll aseoclatlons: Rice Cree_!( Watershed District, by subw!lterahed • 
Soli 
No. Auoclatlon Co.1 Topography 
Hubbard-Nymo� A Neerly level to 
gently sloping 
2 Zimmerman-lsantl-Lino AIW Nearly level to 
undulating 
3 Rifle-Isanti A Nearly level 
4 Antigo-Chetek-Mahtomedi w Nearly level to. 
steep 
5 Zimmerman-Urban and Rifle R Level to gently 
rolling 
6 Urbanland-Chetek Mahtomedi R Level to very 
steep 
7 · Hayder-Kingsley-Hayden A\ Gently 
undulating to 
steep 
,8 Nessei-Dundas-Webster AIW Nearly level to 
gently sloping 
9 Hayden-Kingsley w Undulating to 
steep 
10 Hayden-Nessei-Dundas w Level to !J8ntly rolling 
1,1 Santiago.;.Kingsley w Undulating to 
steep 
1 2  Demontreville-Kingsley w Undulating to 
steep 
13 Hayden-Urbanland R Undulating to 
steep 
14  Kingsley-Urbanland R Undulating to 
steep 
15 Antigo-,Comstock w Level to 
moderate 
16 Urbanland-Waukegan Ff Nearly level 
to very steep 
1A • Anoka County w - Wuhlngton County 
R ·  Rameey County 
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,• 
Drainage 
Excessively 
drained 
Excessively 
drained 
Very poorly 
drained 
Well drained 
to excessively 
drained 
Excessively 
draiiled anctvery 
poorly drainep 
SomeWhat 
drained to 
excessively 
drained 
Well .. drained 
Moderately well 
drained to poorly 
drained 
Well dra,ined 
MQderately' well 
dr�:�Jned to poorly 
drained 
Well drained 
Well drained 
Well drained 
vyen drJtined 
Well draiped,.�o 
somewhat �rly 
drained. ' 
Well.drained 
and somewhat 
excessively 
drained 
Te�ure '"' 
Sar;tdy 
throughout 
Fine sand 
Orglinic 
, ,  
material and· 
fine sand 
Moderately 
coarse and 
coarse 
Coarse and 
organic 
Moderately 
coarse and 
coarse 
Loamy' 
Loamy 
,coarse 
Moderately 
coa�se 
.Medium to " 
moderately 
c�ars� 
Coarse to 
moderately 
coarSe 
Moderately 
coarse 
Moderate!y 
coarse 
;tJJecti�m 
Medium 
. ' Parent 
' m�te{laf� , , 
..Outwash 
Outwash 
'· 
Outw.ash 
.bun,tas� 
terraces 
Outwash 
Outwash 
Glacial till 
Glacilil till 
�lacial till "" 
Glacial till 
..., 
Glacial till 
Glacial till 
'Glacial till 
� 
qlaqial tiil 
4tcustrine 
. 
1 Qutwash 
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� . ------ ABSTRACT __.:.,_-----.. 
Routine monitoring of Kansas surface waters began in 
1 973 with a network of 1 1  <sites and continued in 1984 
with over 1 00 fixed stream sites and over 40 rotating lake 
sites. A change i.n d�tection liJllits in 19?7 led to a dra­
·matic ' increase in tile number of pesticides- det�ctecf. 
Since • 1971'' thE! most' consistently found pestibitl,es ill' 
stream samples have been atrazine (17 percent), alachlor 
(5 percent), 2,4-D (4 percent) and Dual (4 percent). Lake 
sampling siJes revealed the,same·.pattern.•f..lthougl;t ·re­
cent numbers .of detectio.ns al'jc (concentration'levels 11re. 
higher than earlier fn the, program, a clear .temporal paJ. .... 
tern is riot evidpnt. There are,,hc;>w��er, ciEW,P?.ttern� iry 
the location'-where the pesticides are routinely 'found. 
Eastern Kansas streams �nd, !a�es ·ShOVI( the mqst·col]­
sistent pattems of pe,sticide detection, probably r�(ated to 
use anc;t . r\)noff conl:litions. Pesticides have( 'also • been 
fqund Jn treated drinking water that originated from lake 
· w.ater. TreatQ'lenf reduceq concentrations about one-third . .  
fr.om tho$e found in  the ,raw .lake' water. . · . 
- ... •· ,: ..  . .. 
' 1 
INTRODUCJION 
The Kansa� DeRartment of Health and Envi.ronment 
(KDHE) has maintained a ·water. quality monitoring net­
work in stre�ms and lakes in Kan�as·for maQy years .. Pes­
ticide data have oeen collected routil'lely fr'orti stream sites 
since 1973 and from lake s1tes since 1975. The objec;tive 
of this report is to summarize the pesticide monitoring 
data and to evaJuai:e its water quality significance. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
Ambient Stream Water Quality Network 
The Ambient Stream Water Quality Network began moni­
toring for pesticides in 1973. The distribution of the Net­
work sites across Kansas reflects both hydrological char­
acteristics (rainfall and· runoff). and pollution source and 
potential (population centers, point and nonpoint sources). 
Network sampling b�gan with about 4Q stations, 1 1  of 
which were sampled for pesticides, some monthly. As the 
network expanded in the 1970's to 100-120 sites the pes- · 
ticide sampling · frequency dropptid first to semiannual, 
then to annual. Tbe sa11Jpling �chedule has generally, · 
been spread out throughout the year, with more emphasis 
in the ice-free periods. All pesticide and other data are . 
stored on STOREl; ·EPA's water q4ality data bal3e. · 
Lake Monltorjng Program 
The Lake Monitoring Program sampled 58 la'Res 1 to 6 , 
times from 1975-1982. Lakes were sampled anytime from 
April to October. The lakes included 22 Federal l�kes (sur­
face area ranging from 440 to 6400 surface hectares) 
sampled on a 3-year cycle and other smaller lakes (sur­
face area from 10  to 300 surface hectares) sampled irreg-
ularly. Additional sampling of some Federal lakes occurred 
during . 1 984. Sample sites. were generally on the main 
body ofJhe Jake, with occasional sampling df inflows·and 
outflows.of Federal lakes. All pesticides and other data are 
stored'on·STORET; EPA's water quality data base. 
Water. �!.Jpply Lake Studies 
During 1983, pesticide samples were taken from 19  water 
suJ:1plyl lakes in eastern Ka11sas fro'!' spring to fall .  For 
these' 19  Jakes, historical pesticide data from the treated 
water {part of routine triannual organic scr�ening begun in 
1977 for ·these communities) also are summarized. In 
f9B4: KDHE surveyed pesticiqe concentrations in raw and 
tre�t�d'Jake water 'froni three communities suspect�d to 
hat-e· pes\itides in raw a�d treat�d water. Water samples 
I(Vere taken in May and September. 
. Metho'ds of Collection and Analysis 
Water samples were collected in solvent-rinsed gallon 
dark glass jugs, filled by emersion or by pouring from a 
'stainless steel bucket. Analysis is by GC/EC by the Office 
of Laboratories, �DHE, according to EPA procedures: 
RESULTS 
Over 700 samples were collected from the Stream Net­
work before 1977 without detecting any .pe�icides. In 1977, tbe detection limits for a number of pesticides were 
lowered and pesticides began to be detected (Table 1 ). 
Five different pesticides were initijllly detectetl in 1977. 
Since 1977, a total of 21 different pesticides have' been 
found above their detection limits (Table 1) . The number of 
different pesticides_ detected in any one. Water Year has 
been as low as 5 (in 1973) and as high as 1 7  (in 1983). 
Over the period of record, 5 of the 21 pesticides (atrazine, 
alachlor, Dual, 2,4-D and Sencor) have accounted·tor 77 
percent of the total detections (Table 1 ,  Fig. 1 ). The aver­
age rates of samples (detected plus undetected) havir:ag 
one of these five pesticides found in them since 1977 were 
1 7  percent with atrazine, 5 percent with alachlor, 4 percent 
with 2,4-D, 4 percent with Dual, and 2 percent with Sencor. 
Atrazine has always been the single most frequently 
found pesticide. In 1977, atrazine accounted for 13  of 23 
(53 percent� pesticide detections, and appeared in 6 per­
cent of all samples (Table 1). Atrazine detections have 
' been as much as 77 percent of the total pesticide detec­
. tions (in 1978) and atrazine has been detected in up to 33 
percent of the sites sampled (in 1983) (Table 1). 
No· pesticides were detected in the lakes from the start 
of the lake monitoring program in 1975 to 1976. Since 
1977, pes�i�ides have been detected in samples from 19 
of the 58 Jakes. Atrazine was the most commonly detected 
· substance, ranging from 1 .4 to 23.0 JLg/L in the Federal 
Jakes, and 1 .2 to 2.8 �tg/L in the other lakes (Table 2). 
Alachlor and Dual, the next most frequently detected sub­
. stances, were present at lower concentrations. Detections 
of ·sencor, Ramrod, and 2,4-D occurred less frequently. 
I 
The same general pattern holds for the water SJJpply lakes 
sampled in 1 �83 (Table 3)., 
Atrazine was detected nearly as frequently with alachlor 
(25 times) as alone (31 tirpes) in the LMP, while of Ute 33 
occurrences of alachlor •• qnly two were without atrazine. 
The mean concentration of atrazine was· higher when 
alachlor also was present (r,O "giL with alachlor, 2.3.J£g/L 
without alac�lor, T-test p < 0.001). 
The 1 983 water supply lake and historical treated water 
data (Table 3) show that those pesticides commonly found 
in lake water in 1 983..had also been deteCted in' the treated 
water over the period of analysis of the treated water 
(19n-present). Atrazine, alachlor, and Dual were the pes­
ticides found in the three water supply lakes sample� in 
1 984 (Table 4) . .  Only one lake had detected pe�ticide� in 
May, but all three had pesticides in September. Atrazine 
removal, estimated from the' September data, ranged from 
6. t percent to 40.6 percent. Based on only<>ne data 'J)Oint 
each, alachlor -removal wrul 1 9.2 percent, and Dual re­
moval was 41 .7 percent. 
DISCUSSION 
Temporal Distribution 
Despite the shortcomings of data· taken se111iannually or 
annually, a few temporal trends emerge from the stream 
data. The frequency of detection of several pesticides 
showed increases over time (atrazine, alachlor, Dual, Sen· 
cor, and 2,4-D) or decreases (Dachthal) (Fig. 2). The num­
ber of detections fluctuates widely, however. This is partly 
due to the relationship between the time of sampling and 
rainfall and the exact time of pesticide application. The 
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Figure 1 .-0verall frequency of detection of, major pestl· 
cldea from Kanda Ainblent Stream Water QualitY Network 
(1977-1984). . 
overall temporal trend is towards increased numbers'of 
detections (Fig. 2). Although at some'stations, the concen­
trations of atrazine may· be increa,sing, no clear temP<>ral 
trend in concentrations exists (Fig'. 3). 
Geographic Distribution 
P.hysical factors such as soil type, land topograp�y, rainfall 
amount, distribution, and 'intensity largely determine per 
tential crop types·-which, in tufn, determine pesticide us­
age. These same physical factors determine the need and 
. 
Table 1 .-Frequency of detections of pesticides from 1977 to 1984 frptn 1he' Amu.ent Stream W&tef'Quallty Network. 
Substance 1 977 1978 1 979 1980 ,1981 1982 198� 1984 Total 
Alachlor 2 6 4 2 3 7 1 5  1 1  50 
Aldrin 0 0 0 0 Oc  1 1 0 .2. 
Alpha-bhc 0 0 0 0 3 •• 0 0 0 3 
Atrazine 1 3  28 1 8  9 14 17 i 39 34 1 72 
Chlordane 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 4. . 
Dachthal 5 1 3 1-' ,, 1 0 1 t 1 3  
DOE 0 0 0 4 1 0 ·0 0 5 
Diazanon 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 3 
Dieldrin 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 ( 0 2 
Dual 0 0 0 5 5 .9 1 2  1 2  9 Dursban 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 
HCB 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 
Lindane 0 0 1 1 4 2 2 5 1 5  
Malathion 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 7 
Sen cor 0 4 1 ,1 1 5 3 9 ·?4· 
Propazine 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 5-
Ramrod 0 1 0 0 2 3 3 2 1 1  
1-Hydroxychlordene 0 0 3 6 4 0 1 0 1.4 
2,4-0 0 0 4 4 9 6 10 7 40 
2,4,5-T 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 ·a-
2,4,5-TP 0 0 0 0 0 ·o 1 0 1 -- -- � --
Total detections 23 .  42 38 37 56 53 94 84 427 . 
Total samples 209 1 61 1 19 1 03 1 06 1 00 1 20 1 1 7  -1035 
Table 2.-Summary of pesticide data from lakes sampled In tha.tllke Monitoring Progi'am front1979 to 1984. , ... , 
Data are In 149/L. 
Federal lakes Small lakes 
Substance Range Mean N Range Mean N 
Alachlor 0. 10:-3.1 0.82 21 0.36 1 
Atrazine 1 .4-23.0 4.8 43 1 .2-2.8 2.0 5 
Dual 0.26-2.6 0.74 19 
Sencor 0.05-0.31 0.1 8  8 0.21 1 
Ramrod 0.25-2.90 1 .00 5 0.27-1.3 0.79 2 
2,4-0 0.69-2.4 1 .37 4 0.42-0.48 0.45 2 
Propazine 2.6 1 
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feasibility of large reservpirs. These large reservoirs (the 
Federal lakes), patterns 'Of pesticide usage, and physical 
factors combine to influence-downstream patterns of pes-
ticide occurrence. ... · • 
The Stream Network sites above tlle Federal lakes 
fhOW only sporadic pesticide oCcurrence, while those 
sit88 below. the Federal lakes show consistent pesticide 
detections, at least in the case of atrazine at, these major 
sites (Rg. 3). Thus, the reservoirs 'seem to be sequester­
ing pesticides load� during runoff. events/ and slowly 
"metering" Ulem out as water is released from the lake. 
(J) 
:z 
Q 
1-u w 
1-w 
, G:)  
I.e 
0 
a:: w CD 
� 
:::> 
:z: 
WATER' YEAR 
FlstUre 2.-Summary of number of detJctlons of most fr&l 
qutntly .found pesticides from 1977-1984 from the Kansas' 
An'iblent Stream Wate.-.Quallty lletwork. Total det6ctlons X' 
0.5 (hexagons), atra'Zine (open circles), alachlor (sonc:l 
llqllares), Ddal (open \quarea);",2,4-D (sOlid triangles), Sen­cor (open triangles), Dachthal [closed cltcles). � \. .,... \,.. 
Table 3.-Summary of pestlcltf, data from 1983 survey of 
co�munlty water supply lakea,' with historical trealed water ' ' cfa\8· Data a� In p.g/L: 
Substance 
Alac�lor 
Atrazine 
Dua( 
2,4-o 
0'-P'·DDE 
'p•�P!..DDE 
2,4:�r 
t: Lake Treated water • 
Range , N  Range N 
Ot28-0.36 
,,.4-4.0 
.0.54 
• .0.51 
10.1 2  
0.12 
0\21 
2 0.51-1 . 1 0  3, 
4 1 .2-4.8 1b  
1 0.33 1 
1 0.8-3.2 2 
1 
1 
1 0.22 
Two other;'ger$ral geographic-trenl!s are present in the 
Streari'l Network data. The first trend·involves sites drain­
.. lng OrtSan en�iror'ln'lertts .. Aitl'lough detections' are not con­
sistent, Et wide 'rartge ·ot �'Sticides are fbund, including 
'lindane,. chlordan&, dieldrin;' propazine, and others not 
,. found regularly at the oth�r ' r'letWCirk sites. The second 
lreild is the almost exclusive pfesence··of·one hydroxy­
chlordane at network Sites1n tM western, primarily wh'eat-
� producing part of the Stare. · 
-4'! •• f 
.Ys.e Inventory, Use;·lmpalrment, and Water 
Quality Criteiia 
,Aq�tic 'nfa, 1C�� be impaired by _these pesticides, Eil�Pe­
CifiliY �tnp:ine, for w�lch,_ tlle'!>esf data are availaple . .  L:abo-
� r�to�y and field stud1es have �h�wn tha,t ·a\razine c�u}1 af­
fec!_p�ytopl�nkton sucqes�jonal qha!lges, photosyn�hetic 
rat�s; and growttt rat�l:? (beNoyelles et al. 198� Kosinski 
and Merkle, 1984). Some effepts may qccw:. at concentra­
tionsln the range·1-20 �g/L as ob�eryeq by DeNov.elles et 
al. (1 982) and O'Kelley and Deason (1976). Brockway et 
al. (1984) indicated that atrazine concentrations,of 50 p.g/L 
or less could negatively effect phytoplankton communi­
ties. 
w 
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WATER YFAR 
Figure 3.-Temporal trend of concentrations of atrazlne In 
strel\m water'above and below two major Federal lakes In 
Kan,as. Data 'rom the Kansas Ambient Stream Water Qual­
Ity Network (1977-1984). Solid symbols are data from below 
Federal Jakes, open symbols are.' data from above Federal 
lakes: Squares are 1\Jttle Creek Lake, and circles are Milford 
Lake. 
Table 4.--::-Summary-of pestlc(d• d!lta frdm synoptlc·1984 survey of three water' supply lakes11nd fheh' treated (tap) water. 
��bptance •. Source 
Alac;hkir Lake 
Tap 
Atrazlne· Lake 
Tap 
Dual Lake 
Tap 
Data are In p.g/l. 
LAKE #1 LAKE #2 LAKE #3 
May Sept. May Sept. May Sept. 
. 2.6; 
2.1 
2.1 3.3 4.2 16.0 
3.1 3.7 9.5 
0.38 1 .2 . 1 .1 
0.70 
198 
Klaassen and Kadoum (1.�79), Lynch et al. (1 982) and 
Brockway·_et al. (1984) _ indicate that atrazine has a low 
potential for bioconcentration and that it degrades slowly 
(>50 days)- Kl�ssen and Kadoum (1979). applied .e.tra­
zine at 300 £.Lg/L to .a previously unexposed pond and 
observed quick uptak�.,of atrazine by the bjpta and the 
sediments. A year later, there were no biological residues, 
but residues were found in the water and mud. Although 
uptake of -atrazine is weak and not long-lasting, it does 
accumula,te in the biota. 
•·there currently are no aq\Jatic life criteria or guidelines 
in the United States or Canada (McNeely et al. 1 �79) for 
these commonly detecte� pesticides (atrazine, a,lachlor, 
Dual, 2,4-D,, Ram�od, Sencor). The -data suggest that 
slight or moderate aquatic life impairments ·would occur 
upon continuous exposure to atrazine. The long-term ef­
fects of short exposures to atrazine are now known', but 
would likely vary with the affected <?Ommunity and · the 
concentration. If criteria for safe levels of these pesticides 
were developed, such criteria might fall into the range of 
concentrations commonly detected in streams and lakes 
downstream of direct runoff and would likely fall into the 
range of concentrations found in direct runoff. 
Drinking Water Supply 
Water from some of the lakes and certain stream seg­
ments with detected pesticides is used for domestic con­
sumption after treatment. Our water supply lake data indi­
cate that pesticides are also found in the treated drinking 
water. Unfortunately, the available toxicity data may be 
insufficient to suggest firm drinking water criteria for some 
of these substances. There are no proposed drinking wa­
ter criteria or maximum contaminant levels for the most 
common pesticides found. However, Canada (McNeely et 
al. 1 979) has set a maximum acceptable level (MAL) of 
1 00 !Lg/L and an objective level (goal) of not detected for 
atrazine and alachlor. For 2,4-D, the MAL is 100 !Lg/L and 
the objective level is 1 !Lg/L. 
"Drinking Water and Health" (Safe Drinking Water 
Committee, 1 977), provided "suggested no-adverse lev­
els," or SNARLS, for three of the frequently found pesti­
cides. Two SNARLS, one allotting 20 percent of total ac­
ceptable daily intake (ADI) to water and one allotting 1 
percent were given. For atrazine, the SNARLS were 150 
!Lg/L (20 percent ADI) and 7.5 !Lg/L (1 percent ADI), for 
alachtor they were 700 !Lg/L (20 percent ADI) and 35.0 !Lg/ 
L (1 percent AD I), for 2,4-D they were 87 .51-'g/L (20 percent 
ADI) and 4.4 !Lg/L (1 percent ADI). 
The recent EPA restrictions on the use of alachlor focus 
attention on the data for carcinogenicity of these sub­
stances. The restrictions were based on new data sug­
gesting that alachlor is a carcinogen. This new develop­
ment may result in future revisions in the SNARL 
estimates or other criteria development. 
The drinking water data suggest that the levels of these 
pesticides currently being found should not cause chronic 
health problems. However, for the three sets of SNARLS 
available at the time of publication, the uncertainty factor 
used in calculating doses was 1000, indicating limited 
chronic data. To more firmly confirm or deny the potential 
for carcinogenicity and long-term health problems, further 
research and development of criteria are needed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Atrazine, alachlor, Dual, Sencor, and 2,4-D are the pesti­
cides most commonly found in the surface waters of Kan­
sas. Their occurrences correspond with agricultural land 
use, rainfall, and the potential for runoff. Large Federal 
lakes may act as a buffer, receiving large puls�d inputs of 
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Figure 4.-Statewlde distribution of pesticides In Kansas 
based on data from Ambient Stream Water Quality Network 
(circles) and lakes (squares) over the period of record. Black 
symbols Indicate frequent occurrence (>7 detections) at 
stream sites or any occurrence at lake sites. Stippled sym­
bols Indicate moderate occurrence (5-7 detections)· at 
stream sites. Open circles Indicate loY' occurrence ( < 5 de­
tections) at stream sites and no occurrence at lake sites. 
pesticides and releasing them later over longer time peri­
ods. 
Based on laboratory and field research, the concentra­
tions of atrazine, the pesticide found most frequently and 
at the highest concentrations, may be sufficient to be. im­
pacting aquatic life. Phytoplankton may be the primarily 
affected nontarget organism. 
Pesticides are found in raw water sources and in the 
final treated drinking water. The concentrations �f the pe�­
ticides found (atrazine, alachlor, and Dual) are lower than 
those that would cause human health problems based. on 
available data. However, further data should be collected 
to establish firmer crite�ia.. , , Routine monitorin'g data have been adequate to assess 
the distribution and concentrations of these pesticides, 
and to suggest further water quality management needs. 
Criteria development for these pesticides will be neces­
sary in order to provide water quality managers with better 
information for assessing potential water quality prob­
lems. Further field research is needed in areas with 
pulsed or continuous concentrations of these pesticides in 
order to determine actual on-site impacts. The results of 
research on the effects of pesticides in water and o'n ac­
tual on-site use impairments must be made known to the 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
agricultural CO!Jlmunity. Their supP,.ort. will be needed if the 
benefits of modified pesticide application procedures or 
other land treatment practices are to be realized. 
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